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ABSTRACT 
A reference high or�er PWR system model was developed resulting 
in a 57th order, lumped parameter, state variable dynamic model. 
Included in the model are representations of the reactor core, 
pressurizer, U-tube recirculation type steam generator, connecting 
piping, and turbine-feedwater heaters. Also included are the models 
of three-element feedwater flow control, nonlinear reactor control, 
pressurizer pressure control, and megawatt-frequency turbine control 
systems. 
A low order PWR system model was developed by reducing the 57th 
order model to a 25th order model by physical met�ods. 
A further reduction on the low order model was demonstrated by a 
numerical E1ethod called the "pole-zero deletion method." 
The results of the physically reduced iow order model were com­
pared to the results of the reference high o�der model. This com­
parison showed that the low order model could simulate the desired 
output of turbine shait power eq'..tally as well as the reference high 
order model. Other intermediate system outputs were also silow11 to 
give good results for the low order model as compared to the refecence 
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CHAP!ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I.l Purpose o f  This Research 
The purpose of a pressurized water reactor (herea fter referred to 
as PWR) nuclear power plant is to produce electrical power and inject 
this power into an electrical system grid. During the process o f  
electricity production, it is desirable for a PWR to help maintain 
stability within the total system, and operate as economically as 
possible, under normal and abuor�al conditions. It is not feasible to 
examine PWR system behavior by creating major power system disturh�n­
ces. Thus the need ar ises for modeling and simulation cf a complete 
PWR system. 
The Electric Power Research Institute (hereafter referred to as 
EPRI), which was the sponsors of this research, has developed a com-
puter code called LOTDYS. LOTDYS stands for ''long term system 
dynamics • 11 LOTDYS simulates a complet,2 electrical system grid. 'I'h2 
intent o f  LOTDYS is to examine the effect of slow boi1er dyn2�ics 
(both conventional and nuclear) on the much fas!:>,r electrical systeo 
dynamics. The current version of LOTDYS does not include a represen-
tation of a PWR. The goal o f  this project is to develop a PWR �odel 
suitable for use by the LOTDYS program. 
I.2 General Considerations and Previous Development 
The LOTSYS program is a very large code which includes r�pre-
sentations for generating units (hy�ro, coal fired, and boiling 
water reactors) , transmission systems, transformers, loads, etc. 
LOTDYS presently requires a greac �eal of cornouter memory. A Dew 
2 
addition to the LOTDYS program should require as little additional 
computer memory as possible, while still correctly simulating the 
operating features of a PWR, This is equivalent to saying that the 
PWR representation should be a low order model. 
The inputs available to the PWR model from the LOTDYS program 
include the electrical system frequency and the automatic generation 
control signal (power control signal) . The only output necessary from 
·the PWR model to the LOTDYS program is the turbine mechanical shaft 
power. However other intermediate outputs from the PWR model might be 
desirable such as reactor power, steam generator pressure, etc . 
At the Department of  Nuclear Engineering of The University of 
Tennessee, previous research has been done in PWR power plant dyna-
mics.2, 6, 13, 17, 18 , 35, 37 This work has resulted in representations 
for the reactor core, piping, pressuriz�r, steam generators, and feed-
water flo� control systems. This thesis will include the resJlts 
similar to previous work with development of additional models 
necessary to couple the PWR model with LOTDYS. 
I.3 Organization of the Text 
Following this introductory chapter, a reference �igh order PWR 
system model is presented in Chapter II. T�o methods of reduci�g the 
high order model are presented in Chapter III. The first method reduces 
the high order model by "physical methods." The second method red1.,ces 
the order of the systerJ. by a nur;ierical developme:1t called the "pole-
zero deletion method." In Chapter a comparison is made between the 
reference high order model and the physically reduced low orde� model 
3 
results. Some overall conclusions and recommendations for further 
research in low order modeling are discussed in Chapter V. 
In the appendixes, three major areas are discussed. Two computer 
codes, which were developed, or modified during the course of this 
research, are described and instructions for their operation are 
included. All the dynamic model derivations, which are new to the 
Department of Nuclear Engineering of the University of Tennessee, are 
presented. In addition, some figures, which have been referred to in 
the main body of the text, are included in the appendix for clarity. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HIGH ORDER �ODEL 
I I.l The Reactor Core 
The reactor core model used in this development is a typical 
representation of PWRs manufactured today. A typical reactor core and 
vessel internals are shown in Figure 2 .1. The reactor coolant enters 
the vessel from the cold leg p1p1ng, through nozzles which are 
slightly above the core, and flows down through the annular region 
between the vessel wall and the core barrel, and into the lower ple-
num. The coolant enters the core at the bottom and flows up through 
the core. All the coolant, upon leaving the core, is then mixed 
together in the upper plenum be fore leaving the reactor vessel through 
nozzles and flowing into the hot leg piping. 
The theoretical model representing a typical PWR reactor core 
consists of a set of first order linear differential equations. The 
equations represent the reactor kinetics, the core heat transfer, and 
the transport of coolant in the p1pLng connecting the core to the 
steam generators and pressurizer. The coolant is assumed to be well 
mixed at each node in the rnodel. The coolant flow rate is ass:.ir:ied to 
be constant. The reader should refer to Katz 13 and Kerlin 16 for 
additional information on the derivation of tteae equations. The 
equations for the reactor 
ds�o 
(II.l) cJ.f 
ccr2 are g::.ven 
� 
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Figure. 2.1 A typical PWR reactor core and vessel internals. 
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The essential des ign parameters needed to generate the model 
coefficient s are given in Table I .  The numerical value of the parame­
t ers listed in this table are typical of  a Westingho use PWR plant . 
However , a PWR o f  ano ther manufac turer co uld also be modeled given 
these essential design paramet ers . A computer program for generating 
the coefficients of thes e  equations has been wri tten and is described 
in Appendix A. 
The res ul ting equations will describe the dynamics of  the reac tor 
core with 14 s tate variables . Table II is  a lis t and description of  
these state variables . The reactor core equations will al so have 2 
disturbance or forcing terms appearing in equation ( lI.l ) , des cribing 
the fractional change in power , and equ&tion ( 11 . 1 4 ) , which describes 
the change in cold leg temperat ure . These forcing terms are lis t ed 
below . 
( II . 1 5 )  
( II . 1 6 )  -t l 1 4) -::: (6) � lfL 0 
M c. L.. 
8 
TABLE I 
ESSENTIAL DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE REACTOR CORE HODEL 
1. 1st Delayed Neutron Group Fraction � 1 0. 000209 
2. 2nd Delayed Neutron Group Fraction �2 0. 001414 
3. 3rd Delayed Neutron Group Fraction �3 0. 00 1309 
4. 4th Delayed Neutron Group Fraction �4 0. 002 7 2 7  
5 .  5th Delayed Neutron Group Fraction (3 5 0. 000925 
6.  6th Delayed Neutron Group Fraction � 6 0. 0003 14 
7.  Total Delayed Neutron Group Fraction 
� 
0. 006898 
8 .  ls t Group Decay Constant Cl /sec) �l  0. 012 5  
9. 2nd Group Decay Constant Cl /sec) �2 0. 0308 
10. 3rd Group Decay Constant (1/sec) �3 0. 1140 
1 1. 4th Group Decay Constant Cl /sec) � 4 0. 3070  
12. 5th Group Decay Constant ( l /sec) � 5 1. 1900 
13. 6th Group Decay Constant ( l / s ec )  � 6  3. 1900 
14. Neutron Generation Time (sec) J. 17. 9xl 0-6 
15. Fuel Coef ficient of Reactivity (1  / O F) �F -l. lxl 0
-5 
16. Coolant Coeff icient of Reactivity (1 / OF) ex. C -2. Ox l 0-4 
17.  Pressure Coefficient of Reactivity C l / psi) c<p -1. 0x l 0-6 
1 8 .  Initial power level (MWt ) Po 3436. 0 
19. Mass of Fuel (lbm) MF 22 2 7 39. 0 
20. Specific Heat of the Fuel ( B /  lbm-F ) Cpf 0 . 059 
2 1. Total Hea t  Transfer Area ' ') ) ( ft �  A 59 900 . 0  
2 2. Fraction of the To ta l  Powe� Produce :i  in the Fuel f 0 . 9 74 
TABLE I (continued) 
2 3. Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient From Fuel to 
Coolant (B /hr-ft 2-F) h 
24. Volume of Coolant l rl Upper Plenum (ft3 ) Vup 
2 5. Volume of Coolant 1n Lower Plenum (ft3 ) VLP 
2 6. Volume of Coolant 1n Hot Leg Piping (ft 3) VHL 
2 7. Volume of Coolant 1n Cold Leg Piping (ft3) VcL 
28. Total Volume of Coolant in Core (ft3) V 
29. Total Mass Flow Rate Core (lbr.1/hr) 1n m 
3 0. Hot Leg Temperature at 1 00 %  Power ( ° F) THL 
3 1. Cold Leg Temperature at 1 00%  Power ( ° F) TcL 











3 3. Coolant Density at System Pressure and Average 
Temperature Clbo/ £t3) ec 4 5 .  71 
3 4. Coolant Specific Heat at System Pressure and Average 
Temperature (B/lbm- ° F )  Cpc 1. 390 
9 
NUMBER SYMBOL 
2 . 'zi c 1 
3 . �Cz 
4 .  $ C3 
s .  S c4 
6 .  $ C5 
7 .  � c6 
8 .  S Tf 
9 . �e 1 
1 0 .  S 0 2 
1 1 . � 0UP 
1 2 . � /HL 
1 3 . � 6\p 1 4 .  �-r" CL 
TABLE II 
LIST .�'ID DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGH ORDER 
REACTOR CORE :J:ODEL STATE VARIABLES 
DESCRIPTION 
Fractional Change in Ini t ial Po�er  
Precursor 1 Deviat ion 
Precur sor 2 Deviation 
Precursor 3 Deviation 
Precurs o r  4 Deviation 
Precursor 5 Deviation 
Precursor  6 Devia tion 
Fuel Temperat ure Deviation ( °F )  
Coolant Node 1 Temperature Deviation ( ° F )  
Coolant Node 2 Temperat ure Deviation ( ° F )  
Upper Plenum Tempera t ure Devia tion ( ° F )  
Hot Leg Temperature Devia tion ( ° F )  
Lo�er Plenum Temperat ure Devia t ion ( 0 ? )  
Cold Leg Temperat ure Deviation ( °F )  
10 
11 
The forcing term in equation ( II . 1 4 )  (which is  equation( II . 16 ) )  w ill 
become a coupling term when the core model is co upled with a steam 
g enerator model . In order to verify the validity of the reactor 
model , a cas e  was run for each of these  two dis turbances .  Only the 
fractional change in power ( s tate  variable 1 )  and the ho t leg tem­
perature ( state  variable 1 2 )  are plotted . Thes e  will be the coupl ing 
t erms for additional model s added later . Figure 2 . 2 s hows the 
response of the fractional power and ho t leg temperature to a + 10 cent 
s tep in reac tivity. Figure 2 . 3  shows the re sponse of the fractional 
power and ho t leg temperature to a + 10 F step in the inlet  coolant 
t emperature . The response is plaus ible and is consi s t ent with simila r  
modeling done previous ly . (K.iser l 8 , Cherng 6 ) 
I I . 2  The S team Generator 
The steam genera tor considere.d in this T.vork is a vertical , U­
t ube , recirculation type s team generator (hereafter abbreviated by 
UTSG) .  This type of steam generator is used by such vendors  as 
Wes tinghouse and Combus tion Engineering . Figure 2 . 4  shows a typical 
tJTSG. 
The reactor coolant from the hot  leg piping ent ers  at the bott om 
o f  the UTSG through the inlet nozzle  to an inlet mixing plernun . Then 
the coolant flow s  through the U- tubes·, transferring energy to the 
s econdary fluid outside the tube s . The coolant then enters an outlet 
mixing plenum before leaving the sys tem through the outlet no zzles 
into the cold leg piping. 
The secondary feedwater to the UTSG  enters chrough a feed,;;ater 
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Figure 2 . 4 A typ ical U- tube s te2.r:1 generato r .  
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becomes sl ightly subcooled . Then this subcooled mixture flows down­
ward through the annular reg ion between the tube wrapper and the shell 
before  entering the U-tube region .  Heat 1s transfe rred to the second­
a ry fluid  as it flows upward outside the U-tubes , and a steam-wate r  
m ixture i s  formed . This steam-wate r  mixture then passes through steam 
separators and dryers be fore leaving the UTSG with a quality of 
approximately 9 9 . 75 % .  The separated water then returns to mix wi th  
the feedwate r  for another  pass through the tube bundle region . 
A dynamic model for the UTSG has been developed pre viously ( Al i 2) .  
For this high order  model study, a cho ice  has been made to use the Ali 
model D .  In this mod el , the following assumptions ar e made : 
1 .  Only one d imensional flow for both pr imary and secondary 
fluids is considered . 
2 .  Constant density and spec ific heat are assumed for the 
primary and subcooled secondary fluids . 
3 .  Thermal conductivity of the tube bundle me tal 1s assumed  to 
be  constant . 
4. Heat transfer coeff i c ients are assumed to be constant . 
5 .  The rmodynam ic properti es of satura t ed wate r and satura t ed 
steam are assumed to l ine ar functions of pressure ( for small 
perturbat ions ) .  
6 .  The enthalpy and mass qua l ity of the steam-water mixture in  
the secondary fluid boiling region are taken as  linear 
functions of position along the heat trans fer  pa th . 
7 .  No heat transfer  takes place between the tube bund l e  reg ion 
and the downcomer . 
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The linearized equat ion for this model will no � be derived or 
shown in this thesis .  ( See :-eferen:::e nu:nbe r 2 for details . )  Table 
III g ives a lis t  of  the res ul ting state  variables for this model . The 
s tate  variable numbers begin with 1 5  s ince the first 1 4  are ass igned 
to the core and piping . A computer program , wri tten by Ali , is 
available which generates  the sys tem ma trix and forcing vec tors for 
this mod el . The instructions for the use of this program are given in 
Appendix A. Thi s  program i s  available from The Department of �uclear 
Engineering of The Univer sity of  Tennessee . The essential data for 
g enerating a typical UTS G  model are given in Table IV. These  data 
again are typical of  a Wes t ingho us e  PWR plant . It is important when 
coupling the UTSG model with the reactor  core model , to be consist ent  
with the  essential dat a .  Therefore to avoid any incons istency in 
g enerating the sys t em matrix , the Ali program has been mod ified to 
include the other coupling model s .  
The forcing terms for this model are lis ted below . 
( II . 1 7 )  
( II . 1 8 )  
S W ;:w 
( II .  1 9 )  
Wso 
NUMBER SYMBOL 




1 9 .  
2 0 .  
2 1. 
2 2 .  
2 3 .  




2 8 .  




TABLE III  
LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF  THE HIGH ORDER 
UTSG MODEL STATE VARIABLE S  
DESCRIPTION 
Primary Inlet  Temperature ( °F )  
First  Primary Flui d  Lump ( °F )  
Second Primary Fluid Lump ( °F )  
Third Primary Fluid Lump ( °F )  
Fo urth Primary Fluid Lump ( °F )  
Primary Outlet Plenum Temperature ( °F )  
Tube Me tal Lump 1 ( ° F )  
Tube Me tal Lump 2 ( °F )  
Tube Metal Lump 3 ( �F )  
Tube �etal Lump 4 ( °F )  
Level o f  Secondary Fluid in Do�ncomer ( ft )  
Length o f  Subcooled Node ( ft )  
S team Pressure ( p s i )  
Quality of  Secondary Fluid Leaving Boiling Lump 
Temperature o f  Secondary Flui d  in Do�ncomer ( °F )  
17 
TABLE IV 
ESSENTIAL DATA FOR THE UTS G  MODEL 
1 .  number o f  u�tubes NT 
2 .  t ub e  outs ide diameter ( inche s ) TOD 
3 .  tube metal thickne ss ( inches )  TMT 
4 .  upper shell d iameter ( inches )  USHD 
5 .  upper shell thickness  ( inche s )  USHT 
6 .  lor..;er shell diameter ( inche s )  L SHD 
7 .  lor..;e r  shell thicknes s  ( inche s )  LSHT 
8 .  overall height ( feet ) OVHT 
9 .  sectional flor..; area in tube reg ion ( ft 2 ) AFS 
1 0 .  dor..;ncomer area ( ft 2 ) AD 
1 1 .  dor..;ncomer level ( ft )  DL 
1 2 .  riser level ( ft )  RL 
1 3 .  primary r,.ater mas s  flo,;.; rate ( lbm/hr ) WP 
1 4 .  primary ,;.;ater folL1IJ1e ( steam generator)  ( ft 3 ) VP 
1 5 .  specific heat of primary r..;ater ( B/ lbm" °F )  CP l 
1 6 .  primary r..;ater inlet temperature ( ° F )  TPI 
1 7 .  primary r..;ater outlet temperature ( ° F )  TP 
1 8 .  primary loo p average pressure ( psia )  PP 
1 9 .  average densi ty of primary r..;ater ( lbm/ £t 3 ) ROP 
20 . steam £lo,;; rate (lbm/hr ) WSO 
2 1 .  s team pressure ( ps i g )  PSTG 
2 2 .  saturation temperat ure at steam press ure ( ° F )  TSAT 
33 88 
0 . 875  
0 . 050 
1 78.0 
3 . 50 
1 3 5 . O 
2 . 360  
67 . 67 
60.87 
3 2 . 0  
42 . 1 7 
9 . 63 
3. 939x l 0+7 
1077. 0 
1. 390 
59 2 . 5  
542 . 5  
2250 
!+5 . 7 1 0  
3. 7 3 lxl0+6 
83 2 . 0  
5 2 1 .  9 
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TABLE IV ( cont inued ) 
2 3. feedr..:ater inlet  temperature ( °F )  TFWI 
2 4 .  subcooled secondary r..:ater average density 
( lbm/ f t 3 ) ROS l  
2 5 .  s ubcooled secondary r..:ater specific heat 
( B/ lbm.., °F )  CP2 
2 6 .  overall hea t  transfer area o f  U- tubes ( ft 2 ) HTA 
27 .  primary side film heat  trans fer coefficient 
( B/hr)  HP 
2 8 .  tube metal conductance ( B/hr- ft 2 ) UM 
29.  subcooled secondary film heat transfer coefficient 
( B/hr-ft 2- °F )  HS l 
3 0.  boiling secondary film hea t  transfer coefficient 
( B/hr-f t 2- ° F )  HS2  
3 1 .  conductivity o f  metal tubing ( B /h�- ft 2- °F )  KM 
3 2. metal density ( lbm/ f t 3 ) ROM 
3 3 . metal heat capacity ( B/lbm� ° F )  Qf 
34.  
3 5 .  
3 6.  
3 7 .  
enthalpy of sat urated r..:ater ( B/ lbm) 
latent hea t  of  ,,aporization ( B / lbm) 
enthalpy o f  sat urated steam ( B / lbm ) 




( ft 3 / lbm) VF 
3 8 .  difference betr..:een specific volumes for saturated 
s t eam and ,;.;ater ( f t 3 / lbm) VF 
3 9 .  specific volume of  sa turated steam ( £t 3 / 1bm) VG 
40.  
434. 3 
52 . 3 2 
L 1 65 
5 1 500. 0 
4500 . 0 
2 1 60 . 0 




0. 1 1  
5 1 5 . 2 
68 3.1 
1 1 98 . 3 
0. 02098 
0. 52470 
0. 5457  
0. 1 40 
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TABLE IV ( continued ) 
4 1 .  � 0 . 1 70 �"'Ps 
42.  �"'�� 
�1'-s 
- . 200 
43 . �� �o.35 �"?s 
44 . � 3 .  Sxio-6 
�75 
4 5 .  �½ - 7  . 1 35xi o -4 dY� 
46 . �? -7 .  lxl0-4 �?s 
4 7 .  
�°cr 
2 .  37x10-3 
c .s 
48 . initial quality o f  steam-�ater mixture leaving 
the boiling lump XE 0 . 200 
4 9 . the number of  UTSG per plant �'UTSG 
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The four  means of dis turbing the UTSG  sys tem are feedwater flow , feed-
water temperature , primary inlet temperat ure , and steam flow. 
Feedwater flow will become a coupling term when the UTSG is  co up led to 
a three-element controller model ( see  Section II . 3 ) . Feedwater temper­
ature will become a coupling term when the turbine model is coupled to 
the UTS G  model ( see  Section II . 6 ) .  Primary inle t  temperature will 
become a coupling term (ho t  leg temperature ) when the UTS G  mode l  is 
coupled to the reactor core model ( see. Section II . 1 ) .  The Ali program 
for Model D w ill generate a set  of equations of the form 
( II .  2 1 ) A � = Bx + f 
dt 
Then equation 2 . 21 is  multiplied through by A- 1  to  yield 
( II . 22 )  
Thus the forcing terms in equat ions II . 1 7 through II . 20 w ill ac tually 
be vec tors .  When coupling feedwater flow and feedwater temperat ure to 
the UTSG  model , a forcing vec tor mus t  be generated before co upl ing 
this to the UTS G  model . Further comments will be made on this proce­
dure in Section II . 3  and Section II . 6 . 
In this study , the steam flow can be express ed in two ways . The 
first  way is td simply let the steam flow itself be the forcing func­
tion . This  can be written in equa tion form as 
The second way to express  the st eam flow is to relate the steam 
f low rate to the steam generator pre s s ure and turbine first  s tage 
press ure us ing the orifice flo� equation ( Al i 2 ) .  r�us the stea� 
22 
flow will be proport ional to the sq uare roo t of the pressure drop bet -
ween s team generator and turbine first  stage press ure , if it is 
a ssumed that any drop in the downs tream or turbine pres s ure will no t 
change the steam flow rate from the steam generator . This  ass umption 
is commonly known as the " critical flow" ass umption . If thi s  ass ump­
t ion is  used , the follow ing equation can be written 
( II .  24 ) 
when 
chang e  in s team pressure of UTSG 
fractional change in valve 
/ 1 f-l=i 
· - Ws 
c:: = va ve coe � cien t = ?s, . 
coefficient 
Be fore coupling the UTSG model to other model s ,  it is neces sa ry 
to  verify the results  of an isolated UTSG model . inerefore a cas e  was 
run for each o f  the -five typ e s  o f  perturbations . The state variables 
which will be coupled to other models are steam pressure , downcomer 
level , inle t  plenum tempera ture , and outlet plenum temperature . 
Figures 2 . 5  through 2 . 9  show the res ponses of  these  state variables  to 
+10 percent step  in feedwater  flow , +10 °F step in feedwater tem-
perature , +10 °F step in primary inlet temperat ure , +10 percent step  in 
s team flow , and +10  percent seep in steam valve coefficient res pe c-
t ively . In Figure 2 . 5 ,  the change in steam flow is expressed as in 
equat ion ( II . 23 )  and is always equal to zero . Therefore the res ponse 
should be uns table for a step in feedwater flow . In Figure 2 . 6 ,  the 
change in s team flow again is expressed  as in equat ion ( I l . 23 )  and is 
equal to zero . However for a s tep  in feedwater temperat ure , the 
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Figure 2 . 6  Respon s e  of  the isol2ted UTSG high o rder model for 
a +l0° F s tep in feedwa ter temp e ra ture . 
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Figure 2 . 8 Response  of  isolated TJTSG high order model  for a 
+10 pe!'cent  step in s t eam f low. 
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Figur e  2 . 9  Response  o f  the isolated UTS� high order model for 
a +10 percent s tep i::1 s team valve coefficient . 
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as in equation ( II.24) where the change in valve coefficient is zero. 
I n  addition, the feedwater flow is assumed to have "perfect control." 
If the feedwater flow had been controlled by a three element 
controller (see Section I I.3) , then the downcomer level  signal would 
also be used in the control action. However, in this case, using 
"perfect control, " which means that the fee dwater flow is equal to 
steam flow, the response will  be stable, yet a change in the downcomer 
level wil l  result. In Figure 2.8, the steam flow is expressed as in 
e quation ( I I.23).  The feedwater flow is assumed to have no change 
(i.e., no control) .  Therefore the response should be unstable for a 
step  in steam flow . The conditions for Figure 2.9 are the same as for 
Figure 2.8. Therefore the response should be unstable for a step in 
steam valve coefficient. 
The results of these five cases are consistent with what has been 
obtained previously in PWR modeling (Ali2, Cherng 6 ) .  In  order to 
develop a complete PWR high order system model, additional models must 
be coupled. 
I I.3 The Three Element Controller 
In a recirculation type steam generator, the feedwater is con­
trolled to maintain the downcomer water level in the steam generator 
as close to a desired level as possible. The controller currently 
used with a UTSG is called a three-element controller because it uses 
three signals to determine whether the feedwater flow rate should be 
adj usted by changing the feedwater valve position . The three signal s 
are steam fl ow rate, feedwacer  flow rate , and downcomer wa ter l evel. 
The par ticular three-element control ler and model used in this 
29 
study is the type des igned by Wes tinghouse Corporation. 38 , 3 9  The 
block diagram of this control sys tem is shown in Figure 2 . 10 .  The 
downcomer level deviation signal is passed  through a filter with a 
t ime constant �- This is done to reduce the effect of rapid 
variations in the water level due to sloshing . Proportional and 
integral control is then taken on the filtered level signal.  The 
r esul ting signal is then summed with steam flow and negative feedwater 
flow and pas sed through ano ther proportional and integral controller . 
The final signal is then used as an input  to a transfer function which 
describes the valve position . 
Previous work has already been done on the development of  a state  
variable repres entation of this three-element controller ( Cherng6 ) .  
The resul ting equations for this model are shown below . 
c rr . zs )  d;: = { [ � L o  - � x} 
( II . 26 )  
( II . 2 7 )  
( II . 28 )  
( I I . 2 9 )  
J &l - -
d-\,, 
d $.V - ::: 
d -\-
" \  
2. t< w; $ �  4 \{. w.,., �v  _ z. -:sw"' � r 
1:-z. 
lo; � WFw + \< \(z_ (JJ.,,1· ( S W� - <;, Wr:w) 














































































































































( II . JO )  
The resul ting state variables for the three-element controller are 
g iven in Table V.  The state  variable numbers are arrived at by 
c oupling the three-element controller mod el to the UTS G  and reactor  
core model . There are  two sets  o f  values used for  the parameters in 
the three-element controller model . One set of parameters are tho se 
g iven in Wes tinghouse documentation on the three-element controller 
( We s t inghouse3 9 ) .  The other set of parameters will be given the 
31 
name .. optimi zed parameters . "  These paramet ers were determined by 
Cherng to be thos e  values which give the minimum error o f  the down­
comer level during a transient ( Cherng 6 ) .  Bo th set s  of parameters  
are given in  Table VI . The calculation of  the Wes t ingho use three­
element controller coefficients  is g iven in Appendix B .  A computer 
program is  used to generate the sys tem matrix for the three -element 
controller mod el in order to assure consis tent data when coupling the 
controller model to the UTSG  model . The ins tructions for this p rogram 
are given in Appendix A. 
The coupled UTSG  and three-element controller models can now be 
disturbed by steam flow , s team valve coefficient , feedwater tem­
perature , and primary inlet  temperature . A case is presented in thi s  
s ection f o r  a +10  percent s tep in valve coefficient . Figure 2 . 1 1  
shows the response o f  the coupled GTS G  and three-element controller 
model nsing the Wes t inghouse parameters.  Figure 2 . 12  shows the 
response of the coupled UTSG and three-element cont roller :nodel us ing 
the "optimized parameter s . " In both figures only the feedwat er flow , 
NUMBER SYMBOL 
30 .. X 
3 1 .  y 
3 2 .  z 
3 3 .  r 
34 .  V 
3 5 .  WFW 
TABLE V 
LIST A.i.'ID DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE -ELEMENT 
CONTROLLER MODEL STATE VARIABLES 
DESCRIPTION 
filtered level s ignal 
level equivalent flo� signal after proportional 
and integral control 
final error signal to valve dynamics after 
proportional and integral control 
state variable used to arrive at feed�ater flo� 
f rom the valve dynamics 
state variable used to arrive at feed�ater flo� 
from the valve dynamics 





3 .  't2 
4 .  K1 
5 .  K2 
6. K 
7 .  tun 
8 .  � 
TABLE VI 
PARA'IBTERS USED TO CALCULATE THE THREE-ELEMENT 
CONTROLLER MODEL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
DESCRIPTION VALUE 
WESTINGHOUSE 
time constant for level signal 5 . 0  
f ilter ( sec )  
reset  constant for level 6. 947  
s ignal ( sec)  
reset  constant for flo-..; 200 . 0  
s i gnal ( sec) 
proporti onal gain for level 259 .  10  
s ignal 
proportional gain for flo� 1. 00 
s ignal 
proportional gain for valve 3 1. 8 5  
positioner 
undamped natural frequency 0. 63  
o f  valve positioner 
damping ratio of  the valve 3 . 1 8  
posit ioner 
3 3  
OPTIMIZED 
s . o  
1 99. 95  
1 7 . 87 
75 . 40 
30. 69  
3 1. 85 
0 . 63 
3. 1 8  
34 
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Figur e  2 . 11 Respons e o f  the coupled UTS G  and three element 
contro ller models wi th Wes t inghous e  p araTie ters 
for a -:-10 percent s ten in s team valve coeffi cient . 
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Figur e  2 . 12 Res pons e o f  the coupled UTSG  and three  elemen t  
con troller models with optimized con troller 
p arame ters for a +10 ';)ereent s te:J in s team. 
valve coe fficient . 
s team pressure , downcomer level , and outlet primary tempera ture are 
plotted. In Figure 2 . 11 , the downcomer level transient has grea ter 
peaks than in Figure 2.12 . This demonstrates the fact tha t  the 
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.. optimized parameters"  do  in  fac t  resul t in a smoother response than 
the Wes t inghouse parameters . At thi s  point , the reader should compare 
the res ul ts of Figure 2 . 1 2  w ith thos e  of  Figure 2 . 9 .  Bo th are for the 
same perturbation (+1 0  percent 5tep in valve coefficient ) ,  except that 
Figure 2 . 9 is the response of the syst em us ing "perfect control" on 
the feedwater flow while Fi gure 2 . 12 uses the three-element controller 
on the feedwater flow . The main difference in the res ults  of  these  
two figures is the response o f  the downcomer level . In the cas e  of  
� pe rfect control, " the downcomer level is no t equal to zero at steady 
s tate , while in the case o f  the three-element feedwater control , the 
downcomer level deviation is approaching zero . For the remainder of 
this study , the .. optimized parameters"  will be used in the three­
element controller . The res ul t s  in Figure 2 . 12 are consistent with 
previous work ( Cherng 6 ) .  Additional models can now be coupled to 
the sys tem . 
II . 4  The Reactor Control Sys tem 
In a PWR system , a change in power level is initiated by chang ing 
the steam flow entering the steam turbine . If no control action were 
taken on the reactor core , the reactor could achieve a new power level 
without moving the control rod s . Thi s  is po ssible because of negat ive 
feedback from the coefficients of reac tivity in the fuel and reactor 
coolant . It can be shown that thi s is �rue by changing the steam fl0w 
for a coupled PWR system model witho ut a cont rol sys tem ( this will be 
3 7  
done after more discussion of the reactor control system ) .  However , 
if this were the normal operating procedure in a PWR power plant ,  the 
resulting · transients of reactor coolant temperature , steam pressure , 
etc. , would be intolerable. Therefore , the need arises for a reactor 
control system. 
In a PWR system , the reactor coolant average temperature is 
defined to be 
( I I . 3 1 ) Tavg = (That + Tcold) 12 
leg  leg 
During normal operation of the plant , the hot and cold leg tem­
peratures and thus the average  temperature are governed by a "steady 
state program. " A typical steady state program for a Westinghouse 
PWR2 9 is shown in Figure 2 .13.  The steady state �rogram says that 
at steady state the average  coolant temperature set point is linearly 
related to power level. It can be shown that the slope of the Tavg 
curve 1s the same as the "gain" of the average temperature set point 
transfer function for a change in power level. 
The reactor control system has three inputs which ultimately 
determine the movement of the control rods. These three inputs will 
be defined to be the average  temperature set point for a change 1n 
power leve l ,  the lead-lag compensated average temperature , and the 
temperature equivalent of a power mismatch. These signals are com­
bined and result 1n a temperature error signal. This error signal 
then governs the rate and direction of control rod movement. Figure 
2 .14 shows a block diagram of the reactor control system. Notice that 
the lead-lag temperature is subtracted while the power mismatch (as 
620 
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Figure 2 . 13 Typical s teady s tate program. 
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Figure 2 . 14 Reactor control sys t em logic b lock diagram 
will be defined) and temperature se t point are added to arrive at  the 
t emperature error signal . The rate  and direction of  control rod move­
ment are determined by the curve shown in Figure 2 . 1 5 .  No tice that 
for posi tive error signal s , the reactivity induced is positive and for 
negative error signals , the reactivity induced i s  negative . Thi s  i s  
consi stent with the steady stat e  program since nuclear power increases  
w ith positive changes in reactivity . 
The reactor control sys t em temperature signals are derived from 
transfer functions given in Wes tingho use documentation (Westingho use 3 8 ) .  
At this point it is  important to mention tha t the control sys tem does 
not actually monitor the ho t and cold leg temperatures , but it  moni ­
t o r s  the ho t and cold leg temperatures as measured by resis tance tem­
perature detectors ( hereafter abbreviated RTD ) .  The difference is 
that the RTD temperature mea surements  will always lag the actual tem­
perature in time . Thi s  is taken into account in the modeling of  the 
reactor control sys tem . The average temperature set point is defined 
by the transfer function 
�Ts, (.s) 
( I I . 3 2 )  I -+- �s�-J l S 
where 
'Sf�, = devia tion in average temperature se tpoint 
�?o f,s = deviation in the pe rcent of  full power delivered to the 
secondary fluid in the UTS G. 
The lead- lag average tempera ture is 
�-Ts i ( S )  
( II . 33 )  
dzfined by the transfer func tion 
-t 'c" LcA O S 
dead band upon 
leaving equilibrium 
to 
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� 1c '  = 
4 2  
deviation 1n lead-lag compensated average temperature 
deviation 1n hot leg temperature as measured by the RTD 
deviation 1n cold leg temperature as measured by the RTD. 
The temperature equivalent of a power mismatch is defined by the 
transfer function 
( II. 34 ) 
where 
�'53 = deviation in temperature equivalent of a power mismatch 
�'}0 1; = deviaton in the percent of full power delivered to the 
secondary fluid in the UTSG  
� 'Jo PN = deviation in the percent of 
� w e,r �� r 
fu
�
delivered by the 
reactor core. 
The hot and cold leg temperatures as measured by the RTDs  are given by 
S-7;, I (S ) L 
( II . 3 5 )  
$ iLl5 ) I -f" c:-S 
( II. 3 6 )  &7c.,c_�) I 
� IC. t.. (5' I -r- 1;-S 
where 
� -r;, , =  deviation in hot leg temperature as measured by the RTD 
$-J;;L = deviation in hot leg temperature 
�"-' = deviation in cold leg temperature as measured by the RTD 
�lcL = deviation in c o ld leg temperature. 
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Equations ( II . 3 5 )  and ( II . 36 ) , which define the RTD temperatures ,  
a ssume that the RTD response can be represented by a first order lag .  
I n  order to incorporate the reactor control sys tem into the P�"R 
system model , a s tate  variable model of the reactor control sys tem has 
been formula ted . The derivat ion of thi s  formulation is  g iven in 
Appendix C. The resul ting s tate variables are des cribed in Table VII .  
The s tate variable number s  were selected to follow the numbers of the 
variables in the previous models described. The values of the parame­
ters used  in the differential equa tions are given in Table VIII . All 
the parameters are constant except K3 and K2 • The value of Kz 
i s  determined by Figure 2 . 1 6 .  The value of K3 is  determined by 
F igure 2 . 1 7 .  A computer program which generates the mat rix and 
f orcing vectors for this model has been written in order  to be con­
s isten t  with the input dat a .  The ins tructions for the program are 
g iven in Appendix A. 
It  is eviden t from Figure s 2 . 1 5 , 2 . 1 6 ,  and 2 . 1 7  that a nonlinear  
s olution to the reactor control sys tem equations may be  needed . 
Howeve r , the computer code MATEXP2 5 , which gives a solut ion to a set  
o f  first  order linear differential equat ions , can be used to solve 
these equations . Thi s  is because MATEXP has a subrout ine called 
DISTRB which can be used to produce time varying forcing functions by 
updating the forcing functions at each time step in the solut ion. The 
DISTRB subroutine will moni tor the temperat ure error si gnal at each 
time step . Then , depending on the pos ition of the temperature error 
s ignal on the X axis of  Figure 2 . 1 5 , the proper reactivity change is 
made by changing the forcing term of  equation ( II . 1 5 ) .  The Fortran 
listing of DISTRB is no t shown in this the s i s .  DISTRB is a part of 
NUMBER 
3 6  
3 7  
3 8  
3 9  
40 
4 1  
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TABLE VII 
LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGH ORDER REACTOR 









hot leg temperat ure as meas ured by an RTD ( °F )  
cold leg temperat ure as meas ured by an RTD ( °F )  
average temperature at set  point ( ° F )  
state variable use d  to arrive a t  the lead�lag 
comp ensated average ( ° F )  
lead�lag compensated average coolant 
temperature ( ° F )  
temperature equivalent o f  a po�er mismatch 
bet�een po�er delivered to the secondary flui d  
and nuclear po�er ( °F )  
1 .  
2. 
3. SETI 
4 .  
5 .  LEAD 
6. LAG l 
7 .  LAG2 
8 .  
9 .  SET3 
1 0. 
11 . 
TABLE VI I I  
PARAMETERS USED TO CALCULATE THE REACTOR 
CONTROLLER MODEL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
the steam flow rate of the system at 
1 00 %  power ( lbm/hr) 
the enthalpy of  the steam entering 
turbine at 1 00 %  power ( Btu/lbm) 
the first order lag time constant for 
the average temperature set point 
transfer function (sec) 
the gain of the average temperature 
set point transfer function ( ° F/%power ) 
at beginning of  core life 
at the end of core life 
the lead time constant for the lead-lag 
compensated average temperature transfer 
function ( s ec) 
the first lag time constant for the 
lead-lag compensated average temperature 
transfer function (sec ) 
the second lag time constant for the 
lead-lag compensated average temperature 
( sec) 
the first order lag time constant for 
the RTD trans fer function (sec) 
the first order lag time const ant for 
the temperature equivalent of a power 
mismatch transfer function (sec) 
the non-linear gain o f  the power 
mismatch transfer function ( ° F / %power ) 
the variable gain of the power 
mismatch transfer function (unitless) 
3. 733xl0+6 
1 1 98. 30  
30. 0 
0.208 
0. 1 5 2  
8 0. 0 
10. 0 




see Figure 2. 1 6  
see Figure 2.17 
12. hf 





17.  60 
18. Wso 
19. hg 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
enthalpy o f  the saturated liquid 
( Btu/lbm) 
specific heat of entering feedwater 
( Btu/lbm- ° F )  
the saturation temperature ( ° F) 
the temperature of entering 
feedwater ( ° F )  
steam enthalpy gradient with respect 
to pressure ( Btu/lbm-psi ) 
the initial value of the valve 
coef ficient ( lbm/sec-psi) 
the initial value of the steam flow 
rate ( lbm/hr )  
the enthalpy o f  saturated steam 
( Btu /lbm) 
5 15. 24 
1. 165 
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the SYSTEM-MATEXP programming package  which is available from The 
Department  of Nuclear Engineering of The Univer sity of Tennessee . In 
order to do this , the ass umption must be made tha t  the forcing func­
t ion is const ant  during the computational time interval (At ) . 
The highe s t  rat e  of the rod speed shown in Figure 2 . 1 5  is 7 2  
s teps/minut e .  Thi s  means tha t  the rods cannot move more than one time 
every 0 . 833  s econds ( 60/7 2 ) .  A typical computational  time interval in 
this thesis  is never more than 0 . 02 seconds for the overall sys t em 
model ( see  Section I I . 7 ) . It  is a s sumed in this study that the rod s  
are moved continuously rather than i n  discre te s teps . Thi s  is done by 
assuming a constant value of the reac tivity induced per step ( se e  a 
typical value in Table VII I ) .  Therefore , the assump tion tha t  the 
forcing function is constant over the computational time interval does 
not cause exces s ive error due to the discrete nat ure of  the rod speed 
programmer . 
S ubroutine DISTRB no t only can be used to update the forcing 
f unctions , but it can also  be use d  to update algebraic variables ,  
which depend on the state variables ,  but do no t have any direct feed­
back on the system .  Such an algebraic variable might be the percent 
of full power delivered to the secondary fluid ( %Ps ) •  This has 
been defined to be ( see  Appendix C )  
From equation ( I I . 3 7 )  and Figure 2 . 1 6  and 2 . 17 ,  the des ired value 
of  K2 and K3 can be calculated . If these values are dif ferent 
from the initial values , then the difference can be represented by a 
difference in the forcing function . 
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The power mismatch equation from equation ( II . 34 )  may be rewrit -
t en as 
Performing an inverse Laplace transform on equation ( I I . 38 )  giye s : 
By letting K3 =K30 + S K3 and K2=K20 + SKz, equation 
( II . 3 9 )  becomes 
d ��3 = - �?, + llzo 1,:'. � o  [ � ")o "'Ps - ';o '?., 'P.,1 
( II . 40 )  d-+ (�3 'l;e-f- 3 
+ [ 'ii?. Ps - �-;tP.,1 l!z)> i�  + ll ;o� l!,. -. �'t'.z. � �&1 . 
'c'se-\'3 
The third term on the right hand side of equation ( II . 40 )  will become 
a forcing function which is updated at each time step by subro utine 
DISTRB . 
This  aspect of the reactor control sys tem is included in the com­
p uter code package SYSTEM-MATEXP . The ins tructions for this program 
are included in Appendix A .  
Two parameters used a s  input data for the program are DBIN and 
DBOUT (deadband going in to equilibrium and deadband going out of 
5 1  
equi l i brium respective ly). These parameters are shown in Figure 2. 1 5  
on page 4 1. At first one would th ink that the purpose of the deadband 
would be to avoid  over working of the control system due to inherent 
fluctuat ions in the instrumentation (no ise , etc. ) .  Although to some 
extent th is may be true, there is another benefit associated with the 
deadband. The effect of a reactivity change on nuclear power is 
almost instantaneous. Whereas, the effect of a reactivity change on 
the average coolant temperature is "sluggish"  due to large time 
constants in the average temperature to reactivity change transfer 
function. For example, let it be assumed that a change in power leve l 
h as taken place and the control rods have caused a subsequent change 
in reactivity. After the controls rods have stopped moving, the hot 
and cold leg temperatures will still be changing for some time . 
Therefore, the deadband allows th e temperature error signal to fluc­
tuate near a desired equilibrium point w i t hout changing the control 
rod reactivity. The advantage of having DB IN and DBOUT as input data 
is to allow the user to investigate the effect of changing the dead­
band. Figure E. l (in Append ix E) shows the effect of making the dead­
band too small. The system response is oscillat ing. It is important 
to note that, because of the presence of the dea dband , the average 
temperature will probably never reach the temperature set point as 
specified by the steady state program ( Figure 2. 13, page 38) .  
Another input para�eter i n  the program i s  ROWSTP ( the assumed 
average reactivity ir. d uced  per step change in the con trol rod posit ion 
in  dollars) . This value will always be dependent on the con d it ions of 
the plant. A value of 0. 22 5 cents/ step has been used throughout this 
study . The reason for th is is because th i s  va lue caused the model to 
more clo sely simulate some available plant data .  Figure E . 2 ( in 
Appendix E )  shows the effect of  making ROWSTP too  large . The sys tem 
i s  again oscillatory . 
5 2  
The program als o  includes as an inpu t  option the ability to  spe­
cify the temperature error signal  in four different ways . Thi s  is 
done with the input paramet e r  NTYPE . The opti ons of NTYPE are : 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4.  0 
where TBAR is  the temperature error signal. Al though NTYPE = 1 or  
NTYPE = 4 are the only reas onable options , the others are included to  
investigate the effect  of  the powe r  mismatch signa l .  
In this section , three case s  will be presented . The first cas e  
i s  the NSS S  sys tem model wi thou t  taking any reactor control syst em 
action. The only feedback that the reactor control sys tem equations 
has on the rest o f  the sys tem is through  the reactivity forcing term 
( equation 2 . 1 5 ) .  By making the temperature error signal always equal 
to zero (NTYPE=4 ) ,  the reactor control sys tem state variables can be 
calculated without affecting the res t  of the sys tem. Figure 2 . 1 8  
shows the res ponse o f  the sys tem to a +10  percent step  in steam valve 
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control of the feedwater flow. The average temperature has decreased 
rather than increased as desired. The steam pressure deviat ion is 
rather large at -45.26  psi. 
The second case is the same as the first case except this time 
the reactor control system acti on is allowed to take place (NTYPE= l ). 
Figure 2.1 9  is the response of the system to a + 1 0  percent step in 
valve coeff icient with reactor control action and with three element 
control of the feedwater flow. In this case the average temperature 
has gone in the direction required by the steady state program. But 
there is a difference in the temperature set point and the average 
temperature at steady state due to the deadband. The steam pressure 
change is much smaller than in the uncontrolled case. 
The third case is shown in Figure 2.20 for a - 1 0  cent step in 
control rod reactivity beginning after ten seconds of observat ion time 
w ith reactor control system action and w ith three element control of  
the feedwater flow. In this case , the steam flow is  held constant 
(equation II. 2 3 ) .  Therefore , the power removed is nearly constant , 
and the average temperature and control rod reactivity should return 
to zero. But because of the deadband , there is sti ll - 2.646 cents of 
reactiv ity induced by the control rods at steady state. Ynis amount 
of reactiv ity can be accounted for by feedback reactivity induced on 
the system by fuel and coolant temperature changes (the reactivity 
i nduced by primary system pressure changes has not been included) .  
This react iv i ty can simply be added up in equat ion form 
( I I . 41 )  f--rc>i,4 l  � (e 'llfern.t / 
etJl'lira I rocl s 
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Fig�re 2 . 20 Response o f  co up led UT3G , res.c t.or  co r8, three 
element cont roller , and reactor controller illodels  
for  a -10  cent step in reactivi tv a f ter 10  
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Figure . 2 . 20 (continued) 
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Change in downcomer level ( f t )  
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Figure 2 .  20 (continued) 
4 0 . 0 0  
At steady state , � TOTAL should be equal to zero (because S1'N = 0 ) . 
As suming that the reac tivity due to primary pressure is small , the 
following equation can be written 
Then by applying the definition o f  reactivity induced by fuel  and 
coolant due to temperat ure changes 
( II .43 ) 
� �u�\ ,, (-'t-) r oo �TF = o. o� '3CfS 
� •-1-* ,, ( i ') 12! ( $i. 0, + Sl¾.:..0;__==-__ z_. s_s_1_4_�_ 
\crt�\ : z. � 4 -S-4 'f 
Thi s  demonstrates that the existence of the deadband in the reactor  
control sys t em will no t allow the  average temperature to reach the 
average temperat ure se tpoin t  as defined by the steady state program . 
The reactivity neces sary to  achieve a new power level will then have 
t o  be induced on the system by the difference in the coo lant tem­
perature from the average temperature setpoint . 
These  three cases  demonstrate that the reactor control sys tem 
model can be coupled with exis ting mod el s  by modifying exis ting com­
puter programs . 
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II . 5  The Pressurizer and Pres s urizer Control Syst em 
The pressurizer maintains the reactor coolant sys tem press ure at 
a constant value during steady-state operation o f  the plant . During a 
transient , the pressure changes are limited by the pres suri zer control 
system .  A typ ical press urizer is shown in Figure 2 . 2 1 .  The 
pressurizer is bas i ca lly a large tank filled with a two-phas e  mixture 
of the primary coolan t .  Replaceable  immersion heaters and a spray 
nozzle are located in the pres surizer . Relief valves discharge to a 
pres s urizer relief tank . 
D uring steady-state operating conditions , approximately 60  per­
cent of the pre s s urizer volume is  occupied by water and 40  percent by 
s team . The electric immersion heaters , located in the lowe r  section 
o f  the vessel , maintain a constant sys te� operating pressure . 
A reduction in plant electrical load causes  a temporary increase 
in average reactor coolant temperature. This in turn cause s  an 
increas e  in the reactor coolant  volume because the coolant densi ty 
decreases . The reactor coolant is connected to the press urizer by a 
" surge" line from the hot leg piping to the bo ttom o f  the pressurizer 
tank . Therefore , flow of  water into and out of  the pressuri zer is 
constantly taking place in the " surge "  line. The expansion of  the 
reactor coolant rai s e s  the water  level in the pres s urizer. Thi s 
increase in water level compresses  the s team ,  and thus rai ses  the 
pressure . Reactor coolant from the cold leg piping is connected to 
the top o f  the pres surizer to spray nozzles . A nominal spray flow 
rate of  about ( 1 )  gallon per minut e is maintained through the spray 
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transien t  is  too large to be handled by a reduc tion of powe r  to the 
immersion heaters alone , then the spray is increased to condense  a 
portion of the steam . Thi s  quenching action reduce s pre s sure and 
limits  the pressure increas e . In the event that the pressure increase 
s t il l  c.annot be reduced , a t  s ome point , the relief valves will open 
and send s team to the pre ssurizer relief tank. A further increas e  in 
p ress ure r..;ill cause safety valves to open and send more steam to the 
press uriz e r  relief tank. 
An increase in plant electrical load res ul ts  in a temporary 
d ecreas e  in averag e  coolan t  temperat ure and thus a contraction of  
coolant volume . Coolant then flows from the pressurizer into  the 
reactor coolant loops , thus reducing the pressurizer level and 
press ure . Water in the pressurizer flashes to s team to limit the 
pressure reduction . Thi s  reduction in pressure als o  caus e s  the immer ­
s ion heaters t o  increase their  output t o  further limi t the pressure 
reduction. 
A dynamic model which represents the pressurizer pres sure has 
been developed previously ( Thakkar3 7 ) .  The pressurizer water level 
w ill no t be considered in thi s  s t udy . When water level begins to 
chang e ,  there will be an imbalance of water in-flow and out - flow . 
This imbalance represents a change in water inventory in the reactor 
coolant sys tem .  A pressuri zer level control sys tem regu�ates  thi s  
level and maintains i t  at a des ired point . The reactor :::oola.nt 
pressure will have some feedback on the rest  o f  the sys tem through the 
pressure coefficient of reac tivity in the power equat ion ( equation 
I I . I ) .  However , there is no feedback from pressuri zer water level on 
6 7  
the rest  o f  the system model . Therefore , a pre ssuriz er model which 
represents only the pressurizer pressure is suf ficient for this study . 
The derivation of this model will no t be presented here ( the 
reader is re ferred to Thakkar3 7  for  this information ) .  Thi s  deri -
viation involves a mass  balance o f  water  and steam and an energy 
balance of  the whole system .  Saturation conditions are assumed 
throughout the pressurizer  and the ideal gas law is use d  as an 
equation o f  state for the steam .  The mas s  flow rate  of water in and 
o ut of the pressurizer  is assumed linearly related to the coolant den­
s ity gradient with respect to temperature at the des ign operating 
pressure .  The pres surizer  pre ss ure  equation is shown below 
( II . 44.) 
equation ( II. 44 ) continued 
where 
( II. 45 )  
i =- ' 
and �0c i  is the deviation of the ith reac tor cool ant tempera ture 
node . 
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The design parameters necessary to calculate the coeff icients for 
this model are shown in Table IX. After calculating the coe fficient s ,  
one finds that there are tNO importact coefficients . The first is the 
coefficient appearing on the c.eriva t ive which will be very large. The 
second is the coe fficient of the insurge flow ra te . The coefficient 
TABLE IX 
PARAMETERS NEEDED TO CALCULATE A TYPICAL PRESSURIZER PRE S S URE �ODEL 
2.  R 
3 .  Ts a t  
5 .  �so 
6 .  Ms o  
dl�k 7 .  --
�yf 
8 .  �;.;o  
9 .  Vv., 0 
1 0 .  Mv.,0 
1 1 .  �. 
�?r 
1 2 .  � 
":l.?y 
1 3 .  hf g  
1 5 . Wspo  
1 6 .  W's o 
1 7 .  hr,,; i 
1 8 .  h • ..; 0 
1 9 . hs po 
primary sys t em pressure ( psia)  
ideal gas  constant ( ft�lbf/lbm�R) 
saturation temperature ( °F )  
initial steam vol ume ( ft 3 ) 
initial  steam density ( lbm/ ft 3 ) 
ini tial  steam mas s  ( lbm) 
saturation tempera t ure gradient v.ith 
respect to press ure ( ° F/psi )  
ini tial v.ater density ( lbm/ ft 3 ) 
initial v.ater volume ( ft 3 ) 
init ial ;.;ater mas s  ( lbm) 
internal energy o f  the liquid gradient 
v. ith respect to pre s s ure ( B/lbm-psi )  
specific volume gradient v. i th respect 
t o  pressure ( ft 3 / lbm- psi )  
latent hea t  of  vaporization ( B / lbm) 
initial s�ecific vol ume of  the ,;.; ater ( f t  / lbm) 
initial spray flov. rate  ( gal/min ) 
( f t 3 /sec )  
initial steam rel ie f valve flov. rate 
initial ;.;ater inlet  enthalpy ( B/ lbm) 
initial v.ater outlet enthalpy ( B/ lbm) 
= enthalpy of sa t urated liquid 
initial enthalpy of the liquid 
entering the spray no zzle  ( B/ lbm) 
2250 . 0 
53 . 35 
652 . 90 
720 . 0  
6 . 3727  
4588 . 3 3  
0 .0645 
37 . 0645  
1080 . 0  
4002 9 . 65  
0 . 1 1  
5 .  8x10- 6 
4 1 4 . 8 
0 . 02698  
1 . 0  
3 . 85 
o . o  
67 2 . 8 1  
70 1 . l  
574 . 36 
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TABLE IX ( continued ) 
20. CpHL specific heat of the hot leg fluid 
( B/ lbm- °F )  1. 1 3 86  
2 1  .. CpCL. specific heat  of  the cold  leg fluid 
( B/ lbm- °F )  1 . 1226  
2 2 .  Cpsat specific heat of the saturated 
liquid ( B/ lbm-F )  2. 1 1 5  
23. � CL  density  of the cold  leg piping 
( lbm/f t 3 ) 46. 62 
24. o(p pressure coefficient of reactivity 
( ps i )  - 1. 0  X 1 0.:.:.6 
COOLA.\fr NODE DATA AT 75% POWER 
NODE SYMBOL TEMP�RATURE VOLUME DENSITY GRADIENT 
OF ft3 ( lbm/ f t3.:;. °F ) 
9 0 1 5 62 . S  270. 0 .;.0. 069 1 6  
1 0  (:)2 585. 0 270. 0 -0 . 07578  
1 1  G) UP 585. 0 1 376. 0 .:.o. 7578  
1 2  THL 585. 0 250 . 0  -0. 7578 
1 3  0 1p 540 . 0  1 7 9 1. 0 ;.0. 06 1 1 5  
1 4  TcL 540. 0 500. 0 -0. 06 1 1 5  
15  Tpi 585. 1 1 70.3 -0. 7578  
1 6  Tp 1 58 1. 3 48. 22 -0. 7469  
1 7  Tpz 556. 6 320. 0 .::.Q. 06799 
1 8  Tp3 5 5 6. 6 320.0  -0. 06799 




TABLE IX ( continued)  
540 . 1  
652 . 9  
NOTE 
1 70 . 3  
1 080 . 0  
-0 . 0 6 1 1 5  
�0 . 1 2388 
The volumes and temperat t1res for nodes  15 throt1gh 20 � ere calculated 
from a steady state calculation of the UTSG  by SYSTEM. 
NOTE 
S tate  variables 1 2 ,  1 4 ,  and 1 5  through 20 mus t  have  their  volumes 
multiplied by  the number o f  UTS G ' s . 
NOTE 
The pressurizer temperatt1re node is ass umed to change at the same 
rate as the ho t leg tempera ture . 
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on the pressure term will be very small after  dividing through by the 
derivative coefficient ( typically 1 0-6 ) and could be set equal to 
zero if desired . The insurge flow rate depends on all the reactor 
coolant state variables . All the equations for the reactor coolant 
s tate variables hav e  been calculated previously . All tha t  is 
necessary is to calculate the two �impo rtant .. coefficients and have 
t�e computer generate the remaining coefficient s . A conveni en t  place 
to  do thi s is immediately after  the system matrix has been read in by 
MATEXP . Subroutine PRE S S  has been added to MATEXP to calculate the 
pressurizer coefficients .  The only other input necessary to calculate 
the coefficients  is  to  look up the density gradients in a s team cable 
and change them when a new ini tial power level is  desired . The 
FORTRAN listing for this subroutine is shown in Figure 2 . 22 . The 
instructions  for  the use o f  this subrout ine are included in Appendix 
A. 
All the other terms in the pressuri zer equation are forcing terms 
and are no t considered in this study except the heater power forcing 
t erm . This  term will be coupled to a pre ssurizer pres sure control 
system model . The coefficient on thi s term is unity and needs no 
calculation. 
Figure 2 . 23 show s the response of the coupled pres s urizer 
pressure  model for a +10 cent step  in reactivity that begins after  ten 
s econds of  observation time . The final value at  steady state  is 8 .6 8 2  
p si .  Th e  shape o f  the response and i t s  final value are consis tent 
with previous work ( Thakkar3 7 ) .  There£ore , a pressuri zer pressure 
control system model �an now be coJpled . 
7 3  
S UBROUTIN E  PRESS 
DIM EN S ION A ( 70 , 70 ) , C ( 7 0 , 70 ) , H P ( 70 , 70 ) , 0PT ( 70 , 70 ) , 
1 X ( 70 ) , Y ( 70 ) , Z ( 70 ) , XIC ( 70 ) , TQP ( 7 0 ) 
DIM EN S ION N S PTV ( 2 4 ) 
DIMEN S ION C OF X ( 70 )  
DIMEN S ION  V ( 20 ) , B ( 20 )  
OCOMMON C , H P , A , OPT , X , Z , Y , ITMA X , KK , LL , MM , 
1 JJFLA G , XIC , NI , TIM E , TMA X , TZ ERO , NE , TQP , T , 
2I TZ � IC ONTR , PLTINC ,M ATYES , ICSS , JFLA G , PLT . .  
COMMON KIT , Z R P , NR , MF , M 1 2 ,MF 1 , AM P , NSA , NI I , XP > YP 
COMMON N PLOT, NS PTV 
COMMON ITYPE , JTYPE , NTYPE , NSET3 , NSET2 , NSET 1 , NROW 1 , MP 
DNREA C , NTBAR , NDQ , NSTM , NK3 , NK2 , NPT , NPN , ROWST P , 3 ETAT , G  
DDB IN , RK 1 , RK2 , R K3 , WM A X , WSO , HG , HGMA X , DHG , C OF X , HFW , CP2  
V ( 9 ) = 27 0 . 0  
V ( 1 0 ) : V ( 9 ) 
V ( 1 1 ) = 1 37 6 . 
V (  1 2  ) = 25 0 . * 3 .  0 
V ( 1 3 ) = 1 79 1 . 
V ( 1 4 ) : 5 0 0 . * 3 . 0  
V ( 1 5 )-= 1 70 . 3*3 . 0  
V ( 1 6 }:48 . 22 * 3 . 0  
V ( 1 7 ) = 32 0 . * 3 . 0  
1f ( 1 8 ) :V ( 1 7 )  
V ( 1 9 ):V ( i6 ) 
V ( 20 ) = 1 70 . 3 *3 . 0  
B ( 9 ) = -0 . 069 1 6 
B (  1 0  ) = - ·  075 78 
B ( 1 1 ) : B ( 1 0 ) 
B ( 1 2 ) : B ( 1 1 )  
B ( 1 3 ) =- . 06 1 1 5  
B ( 1 4 ) : 8 ( 1 3 )  
B ( 1 5 ) = - . 0757 8  
B ( 1 6 ) : - .. 07469 
B (  1 7 ) = - .  06799  
B ( 1 8 ) = - . 0 6 7 9 9  
B ( 1 9 ) = - . 06 1 1 5  
B ( 20 ) = - . 06 1 1 5  
DO 1 0  I : T > NE-1 
DO 1 0  J = 1 , 20 
IF ( ( V ( J ) . A ND . B ( J ) ) . EQ . O . O ) G0  TO 1 0  
A ( q2 , I )= A ( � 2 , I ) - 1 . 04 1 2 0 50 � -2 *B ( J ) *V ( J ) * A ( J , I )  
1 0  CONTINUt":  
C A DD THE  PRESS UR IZER W AT� R VOL UME  
DO 20 I = 1 , NE -1 
A ( � 2 , I ) = A ( 42 , I )  - 1 . 35 4 7 E -3 * ( -0 . 1 2 3 8 8 * 1 0 8 0 . 0 ) * A ( 1 2 , I )  
20 C ON TI N U c  
R ETUR N 
END 
Figure 2 . 22 Fortran lis ting o f  subro utine PRESS .  
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Figur e  2 . 2 3 Respons e o f  coupled  pressurizer p ressure model 
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The pressuri zer pressure control sys tem model is taken from 
Westinghouse3 8  documentation . A block diagram of the control sys tem 
i s  shown in Figure 2 . 24 .  From Figure 2 . 24 ,  it can be seen that at +1 5 
p s i  around the design pres s ure , only the immersion heaters have any 
control action. If the model that is to be use d  in this study is to 
consider only small changes in the primary pressure ( less  than 1 5  
p si ) , then the control sys tem can b e  represented by a linear model . 
Figure 2 . 25 shows a block diagram of the transfer function which 
describes the heater output governed by the pressurizer  pressure 
control system .  A state variable repres entation has previo usly been 
derived for this control syst em ( S trange3 5 ) .  The res ul ting 
equations are shown below . 





, and c3 are constants which have been calculated pre­
viously for the pressurizer pressure model . The essent ial parameters  
necessary to calculate the parameters  for thi s model are  g iven in 
Table X. The heater  output from this derivation is defined by the 
follow ing equation 
( I I .  48 ) 
When thi s  mo iel i s  couplec with the re s :  of the sys tem ,  the heater  
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2 .  A 
4 .  Z-2 
TABLE X 
PARAMETERS NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE 
PRESS URIZER PRE S S URE CONTROL SYSTEM :fODEL 
unitless gain for PID controller transfer 
f unction 
gain for PID controller transfer function 
for heater input ( k� / p s i )  
time cons tant for integral control ( sec ) 
time constant for diffe rential control ( sec ) 
the maximum heater output ( h )  
78  
5 . 0  
,;:.60 . 0  
900 . 0  
1 . 0  
1 800 . 0  
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step in the solution and the re sul ts plo tted . Fi gure 2 . 26 shows the 
response of the coupled sys tem incl uding the pressurizer pressure 
control sys tem model for a +10 cent step in reactivity tha t beg ins 
a fter ten seconds of  observation time . The resul ts are plaus ible and 
the press ure devia ti on has been reduce d .  Add itional res ul ts  of the 
overall sys tem which include s  pressurizer models are shown in Section 
II . 8 .  
II . 6  The Turbine and Feedwater Hea ters 
In order to develop a complete model o f  the mechanical and heat 
t ransfer processes in a PWR sys tem , it  will be necessary to consider 
the turbine and feedwater heater  sys tems . The turbine generator and 
related sys tems in general do not differ greatly between nuclear 
plants or be tween fossil fueled power plants .  Therefore the model 
d eveloped in this section could probably be mod ified and coup led with 
many types  of  sys tems . 
A typ ical flow diagram and heat balance of  a Wes tinghouse PWR 
turbo-generator sys tem is shown in Figure 2 . 2 7 .  This figure was 
obtained from the SEQUOYAH-FSAc�2 9 . 
During operation of the plant , four steam generators deliver 
saturated steam through steam lines to the main turbine . These line s 
are cros s t ied near the turbine to ensure tha t the pressure difference 
between any of the steam gene rato=s does no t exceed 10 psi  thus �ain­
taining sys tem balance and ensuring uni form heat  removal from the 
reactor coolant sys �em . 
As che s te3.m leaves the UTSGs , it passes through thro ttle and 
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s tage . A portion o f  the s team in the high pres srue turbine is  
extracted to the high pres sure feedwater hea ters ; the  remainde r  is 
exhaus ted to moisture separator  reheaters and low pressure feedwater 
heater s .  In the mois t ure  separator  reheaters , mois ture is mechani­
cally separat ed from the turbine s team and the s team is then 
superheated before entering three low pressure turbine s . The s team is 
s uperheated in the mois t ure separator  reheaters by receiving energy 
from a main steam line which has bypassed  the high pressure turbine . 
Then , while the s team is in the low pressure turbines , part o f  it is 
extracted to low pre ssure feedwater heaters , and the remainder is 
exhausted  to  the condense r .  
The feedwater hea ting sys t em i s  of  the clo sed  type with deaera­
tion accomplished in the condens er hotwell . The condensa te pumps take 
the condensate through five stages of low -pressure feedwater heaters  
to  the main feedwater pump s . The water discharge from the feedwater  
pumps flow s  through high-pre ssure heaters  and int o  the st eam genera­
tors .  
A dynamic model for  a turb ine and feedwater heater  sys tem has 
been developed by IBM 1 1 and modified by Shankkar3 2. In this devel ­
opment , some additional mod if ications will be made to  this �odel . 
Primarily , the model will be adj us t ed to  be used on a PWR sys tem by 
making some assump tions , and the mode l  will be lineari zed so  that it  
can be analyzed on  exis ting computer codes and coupled with the pre­
s en t  PWR model. The derivation of the model is given in Appendix D .  
The resul ting model is an 11 t h  order state variable representation . 
At this point , the model has nu cont rol action taken on the bypa s s  
s team valving and the n::ii:i s team val,ti:1.g. A block diagram of  the 
model is  shown  in Figure 2.28. The reader should compare the block 
d iagram with  the ac tual flow diagram. The symbols of  the state 
variables are show n  in Figure 2.2 8. The values o f  all the necess ary 
data which are needed to calculate the coefficients for thi s  model 
are given in Table XI . The res ulting s tate  variables  for this model 
are described in Table XII .  The numbers of  the state  variables are 
arrived at by coup ling thi s  model to the exis t ing PWR model . Note  
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that some of the state  ·Jariable s  have unitles s  dimens ions in order to 
make the s olution to the equa ti ons more easily ob tainable. 
Thi s  dynamic model has four possible forcing te rms. These  are 
1 .  The inlet  s team flow rate to the no zzle che s t  
2 .  The bypas s st eam flow rate  to  the moi s ture separator  
reheaters  
3 .  The inlet  steam pres sure to the noz zle che s t  and moist ure 
sepa rato r  
4 .  The outlet feedw ater flow rate t o  the s team generators . 
The forcing terms as they appear in the model are shown in Table XIII.  
When this  model is coupled with the exis ting PWR model , the only 
remaining forcing term will be steam flow.  Ag ain the steam flow is 
represented in t,.;o ways as given by equations ( II.23 ) and ( II.24 ) .  
I t  is important  to realize that the final power  delivered by the 
t urbine to the electrical generator is no t a state variable . This is  
plausible since the elec trical power should have no feedback effect on 
t he turbine except poss ibly through a control system. But , the power 
produced by the turb ine is a linear combina t ion o f  the state variables 
in this model , and can be calculated during a dis turbance. 'M • •  ,. n }. S 1. S  
easily accomplished , as � ith any algebraic vari able , � ith the use of 
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Figure  2 . 28 Turb ine-feedwater heater model block diagram . 
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TABLE XI 
PARAMETERS NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE TURBINE-FEEDWATER 
HEATER MODEL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
1 .  W, W2 ) 
2 .  Wz.' , W3 
3 .  'Npi ) Wp� 
4. WM'S 
5 .  W� Wr:w I 
w J I  6 .  l, 
7 .  WJ ' 
8 .  W 1-1?e 
9. l< �J-/P 
10 . l< �l-P 
1 1 . 1;, 
_.,-
12. I H Z.  
flow rate of steam in and out of 
t he nozzle chest (lbm/sec) 
flow rate of steam in and out of 
the reheater shell side (lbm/sec) 
flow rate of steam in and out of 
t he reheater tube side (lbm/sec) 
the flow rate of the drain from the 
moisture separator (lbm/sec) 
the flow rate of the mai n  steam and 
feedwater at initial conditions 
from all UTSG 's ( lbrn/sec ) 
flow of steam leaving HP turbine to 
the moisture separator (lbm/sec) 
flow of steam leaving the LP turbine 
to the condenser (lbm/sec) 
flow of fluid from feedwater heater 2 
to  feedwater heater 1 (lbm/sec) 
fraction of steam entering the HP 
t urbine that is extracted to 
feedwater heater 2 
fraction of steam entering the LP 
t urbine that is extracted to 
feedwater heater 1 
time constant for feedwater heater 1 
heat transfer (sec) 
time constant for feedwater heater 2 
heat transfer (sec ) 
3959 . 5** 
28 52 . 8  ;..'-k 
18 2 . 36** 
3 58 . 0 3** 
4 145.  9*0<" 
3 2 10 . 8 6** 
223 2 . 6** 
12 1 7 . 8 ** 
0 . 1 6 34** 
0 . 2 174** 





1 6 .  
17.  
1 8 .  
19.  
20. 
2 1 .  
2 2 .  
23. 
24. 
2 5 .  
26. 
TABLE XI (continued) 
time constant for feedwater heater 2 
shell side (sec) 
time constant for flow 1n LP 
turbine (sec) 
time constant for heat transfer in 
reheater (sec) 
time constant for flow 1n reheater 
(sec) 
time constant for flow 1n H P  
turbine (sec) 
enthalpy of isentropic endpoint of LP 
turbine expansion (B/lbm) 
enthalpy of steam leaving reheater 
(B/lbm) 
enthalpy of steam leaving H P  
turbine to moisture separator (B/lbm) 
enthalpy of steam entering and 
leaving the nozzle chest ( B/lbm) 
enthalpy of saturated water 1n the 
moisture separator (B/lbm) 
latent heat of vaporization 1n the 
moisture separator (B/lbm) 
enthalpy of steam at the isentropic 
end point of the nozzle chest 
pressure (B/lbm) 
enthalpy of steam entering condenser 
from LP turbine (B/lbm) 
density of steam leaving HP turbine 






2 . 0* 
958 .4** 
1 270.8** 
1 1 00. J o<"-!< 
1 1 9 6 . 1  ** 
338.7 5** 
8 5 7 .7** 
1084.7**** 
1002.l ** 
l , 8 28 l **·!do 
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TABLE XI (continued ) 
27. fc. density of steam leaving the nozzle chest (lbm/ft3 ) 2. 1 2 63**** 
28. 
�� 
density of steam leaving the 
reheater (lbm/ft3 ) 0. 3566**** 
2 9. <?� · density of the steam at the is entropic endpoint of the nozzle 
chest pressure (lbm/ft3 ) 0. 6 181 **** 
30. p-=, pressure of steam leaving the 
reheater (psf) 1 .  0868** 
3 1 .  -P� pressure of steam entering the 
reheater (ps f )  1 . 1 1 1 1  ** 
3 2. fc. pressure of the steam leaving the nozzle chest ( ps f )  5 . 488*** 
33. 'fiZ. t 
pressure used in empirical 
relationship  for isentropic endpoint 
of HP turbine expansion (psf ) 1 . 1 1 1 1  ** 
34. �� gradient of steam enthalpy to steam 
2}°?$ pressure in  the main steam line 
(B/lbm-psi) -0 . 035**** 
35.  �,�+ gradient of saturation temperature 
';:)r's to steam pressure J..n the main 
steam line ( ° F/psi ) 0. 14**** 
3 6. C n  specific heat of the feedwater 
(B/lbm-°F) 1. 1 4**** 
37. Cv specific heat at constant volume 
of the steam in the reheater shell 
side (B/lbm- ° F )  0. 41 **** 
38. VR volume of the rehea ter shell side 
(ft3) 20000. 0*0"* 
3 9. Ve. volume of the nozzle chest (ft3 ) 200. 0*** 
40. 
4 1 .  
4 2. 
43.  bs -172- )  
44. �z. 




5 1.  




TABLE XI (cont inued ) 
assumed constant enthalpy of shell 
s ide in heater 2 (B /lbm) 
assumed specific heat of steam 1n 
reheater (B /lbm- ° F ) 
initial heat transfer 1n reheater 
(MW ) 
initial temperature d ifference for 
heat transfer 1n the reheater ( ° F )  
valve coefficient of bypass steam 
(lbm/sec-psi )  
valve coefficient of main  steam 
(lbm/sec-psi )  
area used in emp irical relationship 
for steam flow out of the nozzle 
chest (ft 2 ) 
area used 1n empirical relationship 
for steam flow out of the reheater 
shell side (ft2 ) 
constant used 1n Callender ' s  
relationship 
constant used 1n Callender 's 
relationship 
constant used 1n ideal gas law 
(ft-lbf/lbm- 0 R )  
grad ient of internal energy with 
respect to enthalpy 1n the reheater 
e f f iciency of LP turb ine 
efficiency of HP turb ine 
convers ion factor (ft-lbf/ B )  




54 . 48 ** 
0 . 2 1 9 18 ** 
1 .  2458 ** 
20 7  . 8 2* 
798.7* 
7.4 1 5 
14 96 7 0. C* 
85 . 78 **** 
1 .  2 9 2 7 **** 
0.86* 
0.86* 
7 78 . 1 69***1< 
55. 
56. 
TABLE XI (cont inued) 
initial speed of the rotor (Hz) 
gravitational constant 
(lbm-ft/lbf-sec2) 
* Va lues obtained from IBMl l  
** Values obtained from F igure 1 0. 1-3 SEQUOYAH-PSAR2 9  
*** These values were assumed 
**** Values obtained from steam tab les 
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60. 0*** 








5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
TABLE XII 
LIST AIID DESCRIPTION OF TIIE TURBINE­
FEEDWATER MODEL STATE VARIABLES 
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
density  of steam in the nozzle che s t  
( lbm/ f t 3 ) 
fractional change in the enthalpy of  no zzle 
che s t  s team 
fractional change in the flo� rate  of steam 
entering the moi s t ure separator 
density of steam in the reheater  shell side 
( lbm/ f t 3 ) 
fractional change in enthalpy of  reheater 
shell side 
frac tional change  in £lo� rate  of  steam 
leaving the reheater t ube  side 
hea t  transfer  in the reheater shell to tube 
( �-hr/ sec)  
frac tional change in flo� rat e  of steam 
leaving LP t urbine to the condenser 
change in the enthalpy o f  feed�ater in 





TABLE XII ( continued ) 
DESCRIPTION 
change in feed�ater temperature leaving 
heater 2 ( °F )  
fractional change in flo� rate o f  flui d  
leaving heater 2 t o  heater 1 
9L 
1)  
2 )  
3 ) 
S team 
f ( 4 4 )  
f (4 5 )  
S team 
£ ( 4 5 )  
£ (5 0 )  
TABLE XIII 
LIST OF THE FORCING TER.i.'1S AS THEY APPEAR 
IN THE ISOLATED TURBINE-FEEDWATER HEATER XODEL 
Flow 
1 ow1 = -
C 





l-K1 p V h C C C 
gc 




cp c c 
Oh 5lp oP V s s 
oT s oP oP  s s 
_J._1 
ow V o 1 c' C 
Secondarv (Bypass )  S team Flow 
£ ( 49 ) 
1 oWPR 
Wp�TRl 
f ( 50 )  
n 
4) Feedwater Flow 
f (5 2 )  = 
f (5 3 )  = 
-H FW 
w 2 FW 
TABLE XIII ( continue d)  
w FW 
d t  
Note : The s team flows w
1 
and WPR can be expressed  by equa t ion 
( II . 2 3 )  or e q ua t ion ( I I . 2 4 ) . 
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subroutine DISTRB. The derivation of the algebraic equation 
describing the power produced by the turbine 1s also given in Appendix 
D. 
In this section, only one case will be presented. Figure 2.29 
shows the time response of the turbine-feedwater heater model for a 
+ 10%  step 1n the valve coefficient. The feedback on the PWR model 
will be from the feedwater temperature which has changed by 3. 14 F. 
The power produced by the turbine will not be shown here (see 
S ection II.7 and II.8 for typical values for this result) . The tur­
bine power result would not be conclusive until the turbine-feedwater 
heater model is coupled to the rest of the system model, These 
results are plausible. However, improvements on the accuracy of the 
results could only be made by improving the accuracy of the input 
data, Additional results of the isolated turbine-feedwater heater 
model for all the other types of perturbations are shown in Figures 
E.3 through E.5 of Appendix E. 
II.7 The Main Steam and Bypass Steam Control Systems 
In order to complete the PWR system model , the mechanical shaft 
power must be coupled to the electrical power grid system. Before 
discussing the derivation of the model equations, it will first be 
necessary to understand some terms used to describe an electrical 
power system. 
The turbine shaft is directly coupled to an electric power 
generator. The generator will output electrical power �hich will be 
designated S • This electrical power is of a co�plex form , th at 1s, 
it 1s made up of two components called real and reactive power. In 
a 
a 
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Figure 2 . 29 Respons e of  th e isolated turbine- feedwater 
heater model for a +10 percent step in s tea:n 
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Figure  2 . 2 9 ( continued) 
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9 7  
equation form this is wr itten as 
( II . 49 )  S =  ?-+ j Q  
9 8  
P is the real power wi th typical units of megawatts (Mw ) , Q is the 
reactive power with typical units of megavars (Mvar ) ,  and S is the 
complex power with typical units of MVA. The complex power can also 
be wr itten as S = VI* where V is the generator terminal voltage and I* 
is the complex conjugate of the current , I ,  injected into the electri­
c al system g r id by the generator. Since the voltage , V ,  and the cur­
rent , I,  are divided into real and imag inary parts , this expla ins why 
i t  is necessary for the power , S ,  to be expressed in a complex form. 
If it is assumed that no real power losses take place in the generator 
itself (a typical generator has a 5 percent to 1 0  percent loss of 
real power ) ,  then the magnitude of P is identically equal to the tur­
b ine shaft power Pm. The magnitude of Q, and the angle between P and 
Q ,  which will be designated as e, is determined by the operating con­
d itions of the generator relative to the electr ical gr id .  The magni-
tude of the complex power is wr itten in equation form as 
o . �-
( I r . 5 o )  I S l = [ s '-+ Qz ] = l V I  { I ( 
It is customary to express the electr ical units on a per unit  
basis (pu ) .  In this study , the base power will always be 1 000 MVA. 
Therefore if the generator i s  producing 500  Mw of real power , th is is 
equivalent to saying th at it is producing 0. 5 puHw of real power. 
The turbo-generator shaft rotates at a frequency F ,  which in the 
Uni ted States has a normal value of 60 Hz at steady state conditions . 
Note that at steady state , all the generators in a pcwer grid  operate 
at the same frequency . The electrical power is proport ional to the 
operating frequency of the generator .  This  can be  wri tten as  
( II . 5 1 ) 
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,;;here t" is the torque applied on the generator .  When a change in 
power t akes place , a torque chang e  is made on the gene rator . Because 
the me chanical sha f t  powe r  has not been changed yet , this ,;;ill result 
in a change in frequency of  the generator rotation in order to · satisfy 
the powe r  demand . This  change in frequency can be denoted by iF and 
can be wri tten as 
( II . 52 )  
where � is the incremental change o f  the generator ro tor  angular 
position . Therefore the generator  is said to " sw ing" ,;;hen a change in 
f requency takes place . Excessive sw ings  can cause stability problems 
for the generator .  
In  order to minimi ze the s,;;ing of  the machine , the generator mus t 
be controlled . A block diagram of  a generator control sys t em is shown 
in Figure 2 . 30 .  There are two bas ic control schemes . The megawatt  
frequency or  Pf controller senses the frequency deviat ion and tie  line 
power ( real elec trical po,;;er from other generating uni ts  in the power 
grid)  and determines the steam valve change .  This in turn ,;; ill result 
in a change of real power delivered to �he power gri d .  The megavar 
voltage , or QV , controller senses the generator terminal vol tage 
deviat ion and transforms thi s  to a reactive po<..;er demand signal . This  


















Fi gure 2 . 30 Block d iagram o f  a generato r  contro l 
sys t em. 
100 
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which will Lll timately change · the react ive power  delivered ( o r  absorbed 
as  the case may be ) .  " In gene ral the QV loop is much fas ter than the 
Pf loop ,  due to the mechanical inertia cons tants  in the lat t er. If it 
is  assumed that the transients in the QV loop are essentially over 
before the Pf  loo p reacts , then the coupling between loops  can be 
neglected" 9 • 
One additional assumption must be made in order to develop a 
model for the generator control system.  It mus t  be assumed that the 
t ime difference between the time when a generat o r  receives an increase 
in turbine shaft power  and when it  actually delivers the equivalent 
electr ical powe r  is small . Thi s  is a valid ass umpt ion since the 
g enerator electrical processes are much quicker than the turbine 
mechanical process e s . Thi s  will eliminate  the nee d  to model the 
generator itsel f  in this study. However , in a st udy of an elec trical 
power  sys tem grid , this as s umption may no t be valid . 
A mathemat ical model has been developed to des cribe the P: 
controller for small devia tions around a nominal steady state 
( Elgerd 9 , Reddoch2 7 ) .  The derivation of  thi s  model is presented 
in Appendix F . A block diagram o f  the model is shown in Figure 2.3 1 .  
I n  order t o  demonst rate how this  model will work , some represen� 
tation mus t  be made for the mech�nical shaf t  power  in order to clo se 
the control loop . Ultimately thi s  will be done us ing the previous ly 
developed PWR sys tem model ( see Sec tion 2.8 ) .  But by representing 
this mechanical po¾ er by a very simple model , it  ¾ill �e eas ier to 
unders tand how the Pf  controller model ¾arks . " In the crudest model 
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a single gain factor  KT and a single time constant '2-T , and thus 
w rite  
,. 
( II . 53 ) 
Typically , the time- cons tant '2-'T lies  in the range of  0 . 2  t o  2 
s econds" 9. In this study , we .-..;ill use a value of 2 s econds for C-T 
and a value of  0.  7870 pw.\fw for the gain fac tor KT. The refore ,;..e  
have a completely clo sed model for the Pf controll er. A state 
variable re pre sentation of  this model is shown below 
d �  Sc/cc �t. �?. � p  60 � 'Pc.. - -
( II . 54)  d.\- '2:-<\at. Z:. Z.Jt. 
d �Pc. �1'-ne- -+- ( t> ·{; � F" ( I I . 55 )  ---d-t 
( II . 56 )  
( II . 57 )  
no.; 
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Equations ( II . 5 4 )  thro ugh ( II.56 ) w ill become the permanent state 
variable equations in the overall sys tem model ( see Section II.8 ) . 
However , equation ( II.57 ) .-..; ill not be  used in the overall sys tem 
model , but will be replaced i;.;ith the complete PWR and balance of plant 
model . 
In order to complete the control sys tems on the turbine� feedwater 
heater model , the bypass s tea� valv� position mcs t  be controlled. The 
purpose  of this control sys tem is to mai�tain the s t eam reheater  shell 
104 
side temperature as  constant as p ossible. In a typical turb ine 
system, the bypass steam flow is approximately 5 percent of the total 
steam flow at 100 percent power. For small changes in power level, 
the change of the bypass steam flow will be very small compared to the 
total steam flow change. Any change in the bypass steam flow to the 
reheaters will ultimately change the low pressure turbine shaft power. 
The turbine model used in this study predicts that the low pressure 
turbine shaft power deviation will be approximately one third of the 
high pressure turbine shaft power (see page 18 2) . In addition, if it 
is assumed that the reheater enthalpy is approximately proportional 
to the reheater temperature, then the model predicts only a 1 percent 
change in reheater temperature for a 10 per cent step in the main steam 
valve coefficient ( see Figure 2.2 9 ) . This means that small changes 1n 
the bypass steam flow to the reheaters wi ll result in very small 
changes in the total turbine shaft power. Therefore, the assumption 
will be made that the bypass steam flow control does not need to be 
included in the PWR model. This means that the bypass steam valve 
coefficient is assumed constant. However the bypass steam flow is 
assumed to change only proportional to steam pressure. 
The value of the parameters used in th e P f  controller model are 
given in Table XIV. These values are typical of a 1 200 MWe machine. 
The value of the gain factor KT was found by runn ing a case  of the 
overall system model without a Pf controller model but with the reac-
tor controller for a 10 percent step 1n valve coeff icient (see page 18 2) . 
The result of this case gave a value of 78. 70 Mw for the shaf c power. 
This  value of Kr �ill be retained and used again in Se c tion II. 8 • 
... 
1. ,Z-G 
2.  rs 
3.  R 
4 .  M 
5.  D 
6 .  '['"'T 
7. � 
PARAMETERS NEEDED TO CALCULl.TE THE Pf 
CONTROLLER MODEL MATRIX COEFF"ICIZNTS 
governor time constant (sec) 
governor gain (1/puMw) 
high. order model 
low. order model 
frequency "droop" gain (Ez/pu.Mw) 
mechanical inertia constant 
( pcl!T.w-sec/Hz) 
damping factor (pulf'.,r/Hz) 
time constant of sr....mplified 
prime :never (sec) 
gain constant of  simpli.fied 
prime mover (=1/K.,) (puMw-) 
high order !IlO del -
low order c.odel 
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0 . 2  
1. 2706 
1 . 2136 
3 . 0  
0 . 08333 
0 . 008333 
0-. 5 
0 . 7870 
0 . 8240 
Two cases  will be pre sented here. The first  cas e  is for a 4 0.1 
pw.W step in the power demand signal ( 4 100 � ) .  The second case  is 
for  a 4 0 . 1 puMW step  in the tie  line power signal .  These cases  are 
shown in Figures 2 . 32 and 2.33 respectively. 
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The dif ference between the two response s  is that in Figure 2. 33 , 
the frequency deviation ,  iF ,  does not return to zero , and the cont rol 
power error signal , S Pc , has ret urned to zero. Thi s  i s  because the 
tie  line flow is used as a power control signal as well as a power  
demand signal .  If this  model were coup led to  a power  grid model , the 
tie  line flow would have to change as a resul t of chang ing the 
electrical power  produced by the machine , rather than forcing it to be 
constant as is done in this s imulat ion . No te  that the oscillatory 
motion shown in Figures 2. 32  and 2 . 33 is due to the simple repre sen� 
t ation of the t urbine mechanical shaf t  power . When the simple repre 4 
s entation given by equation ( II. 53 ) is re placed by the more complex 
PWR model , this  oscillatory mot ion will no t be as pronounced. This  
w ill be show n to be  true in Section II. 8.  
I I . 8  The Overall High Order Sys tem Xodel 
At this  point , it is now poss ible to couple all the individ ual 
model components previously pres ented into one overall system model. 
This model will be called the high order PWR sys tem model. The model 
is described by 57 s tate variables .  The des cription of  thes e  state  
variables  and thei r numerical order in the model have been shown pre �  
vious ly ( see  the List  of  Tables ) .  
The parame ters  needed to calculate the sys tem mat rix coe ff icients 
and forcing vec tor coe fficients have al so been previous ly pre sented. 
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Figure  2 . 3 2 Res pons e  o f  th e P f  controller mode l  for 
a -0 . 1  puHw step in power demand . 
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Figur e  2 . 33 Response  of  the P f  controller model to a -0 . 1  
pul-!w s tep in tie line power :low.  
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1 0 9  
These  parameters  are typical of  a 1 200 Mwe We s tinghouse plant at 
1 00 percen t power. The coefficients fo r state variables  1 through 4 1  
are calculated by the computer program described in App endix A. The 
pressurizer pre s s ure control system is represented by state  variables  
42 and 4 3 . All the coefficients for  the pre s s uri zer  pres sure control 
sys tem except  coef ficients  ( 1 , 42 ) , ( 42 , 42 ) , ( 42 , 43 ) ,  and ( 43 , 42 )  are 
also evaluat ed by the computer . All the coefficients for state 
variables 44 through 58 , which represent the turb ine , feed�ater 
heater s , and Pf  controller models are calculated by "hand . "  The para"­
meter data for the turbine.:. feedw ater heater model are limited to the 
data availab l e  from the heat balance of the turbo-generator  sys tem 
presented in the SEQUOYAH-FSAR2 9 . Table XV i s  a lis t of the 
resul ting numerical values of the system mat rix  coe fficients .  
The high order PWR sys tem model can be dist urbed by a reactivity 
change in the control rods , a powe r  demand signal , or a tie line power 
s ignal . If the reactor control sys tem is implemented ( NTYPE= l ) ,  then 
the control rod reactivity is changed automatically. Therefore , in 
this study , only the power demand signal and tie line power  flow 
s ignal will be cons idered. The forcing terms for the overall model and 
their numerical values are shown below 
( II . 58 )  
( II . 59 ) 
( II. 60 ) 
� ( S"ls>) = � i',-, t 
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TABLE XV 
LIST OF THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE 
HIGH ORDER OVERALL PWR SYSTEM MODEL 
MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
-3 . 85 3 6E+02 1 2 1 .  2500E -02 
3 .  OSOOE -02 1 4 1 .  1 llOOE -0 1  
3 .  0700E -0 1  1 6 1 .  1 90 0E+OO 
3 . 1 980E+OO 1 8 -6 . 1 452E-0 1  
-5 . 5866E+O O  1 1 0  -5 . 5866E+O0 
-5 . 5266E-02 2 1 1 .  1 676E +O i  
-1 .  2500E-02 3 1 7.  8994 E +0 1 
-3 . 08.00E-02 4 7.  31 28£ +0 1 
-1 . 1 400£ -0 1 5 1 1 .  5235E+02 
-3 . 0700E-0 1  6 5.  1 676E+O 1 
-1 . 1 900E+OO 7 1 .  754 2E-t-0 1  
-3 . 1 900E+OO 8 2 .  4 1 37E+02 
-2 . 5322E -O 1 Q 9 2 .  5322E -O 1 u 
2 . 6 1 86E+Cl0 9 8 1 . 02 92E-0 1 
-3 . (-li 92E+OO 9 1 3  3 . � 62E+OO 
2. 61 26E +OO 1 0  8 1 .  0292E -0 1  
3 .  443 3E +OO 1 0  1 0  -3 . S1J 62E+OO 
6. 95 ?5E-0 1  1 1  1 1  -c.  S5 85E -0 1  
9 . 57u 9E -O 1 1 2  · ?  1 - -9. 574 9E -f)1  
llO 
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TABLE K:il ( c on tinued) 
ROW COL COEFF I C IENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
1 3  1 3  -5 . 34 6 1 E -0 1  n _, ii.; 5 .  3t1 6 1 E -0 1  
1 4  1 4  -4 . 7874E -0 1  1 4  20 Ll. 7874E -0 1  
1 5  1 2  1 .  405S£+00 1 5  1 5  - 1 .  405 9E +O 0  
1 6  1 5  4 .  5264E+O0 1 6  1 6  -5 . 1 762E+O0 
1 6  2 1  6 . 4982E -0 1  1 6  26 -4 . 992 1 E +O0 
1 7  1 6  7 .  5905E -0 1  1 7  1 7  - 1 .  4089E+O0 
1 7  2 1  4 .  3606£ -02 1 7  22 5. 9878E -0 1  
1 7  2 3  -5 . 1 03 6E-02 1 7  24 4 .  360 6E -02 
1 7  2 5  -6 . CS4 6E -02 1 7  2 6  1 .  6602E+O0 
1 7  2 7  -1  • ffi05E -02 1 7  2 8  -5 . 4 1 53E-O 1 
1 7  2 9  1 .  693 9E -0 1  1 7  35  2 .  0572E-0 4  
1 7  53  -3 . 232 9E -03 1 7  55 2 .  1 85 3E+O0 
1 8  1 7  7 .  5985E-O 1 1 8  1 8 - 1 .  4089E+O0 
1 8  23 6.  4982E -0 1  1 8  2 6  5 .  C472E -0 1  
1 9  1 8  4 .  5264E+O0 1 9  1 9 -5 . 1 762E+O0 
1 9  2 1  -1 . 882 4E-02 1 9  22 2 .  203 2E-02 
· o  
I J  23 2 .  203 2E-02 1 9  21.;  6 .  3C99E-01  
1 9  25  2 .  63 1 CE -02 1 9  '"' �  c:: C  -2 . 462 6E+O0 
1 9  2 7  7 .  9884 E -0 3  1 9  2 2  2 .  3377£ -cl l  
1 9  2 9  -7 . 31 27£-02 1 9  ? c:;  -' � -8 . P-S0 SE-05 
1 0  c; 1  1 .  7408E-03 1 S  -, �. -9 . 4360E -0 1  J � _,  
20 1 9  1 .  405SE ..JJ0 20 c... .... � -1  t 1.!C59S +OO 
2 1  1 6  2 .  !Q 95E-+DO 2 1  � -,, ' ,_ ' -3 .. 9737:,+CJO 
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TABLE XV ( continued) 
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
2 1  22 -8 . 4332E -02 2 1  23 -8 . 4332E --02 
2 1  2 4  7 .  2C55E-02 2 1  25  - 1 . 007 1 E --0 1  
2 1  2 6  1 .  39ti 9E-+OO 2 1  27 8.  2554E-02 
2 1  2 8  -8 . 94 8 1  E -0 1  2 1  29 1 .  0880E-+OO 
2 1  35 3. 3993E -04 2 1  53 -6 . 572 1 E -0 3  
2 1  5 5  3 .  61 22E-+OO 22 1 7  2 . 42 95E-+OO 
22 2 1  1 .  2083E-02 22 22 -5 . 401 8E-+DO 
22 2 3  -1 . 4 1 42E -02 22 24 1 .  2083E-02 
22 2 5  -1 • 6888E-02 22 2 6  2 .  3426E -0 1  
22 27 4 . 090 1 E-0 1  2 2  28  - 1 . 5005E -Q 1  
22 29 4 .  693 9E -02 22 35 5. 7004E -Q5 
22 53 -1 . 0982£-03 22  55 6 .  0560 E -Q 1  
2 3  1 8  2 .  4295E-+OO 23 21 -2 . 76 1 CE -Q3 
23 22 3. 23 1 4E -03 23 23 -5 . 384 5E-+OO  
23 24 -2. 76 1 0E -03 23 25 3. 85 89E -03 
23 26 -5 . 352 3E -02 - ".;!  c:. _, 27 4 .  1 53 1 £ -0 7  
2 3  28 3 .  42S8E-02 '"' ?  C. .) 29 - 1 .  072 5E -02 
23 35 -1 . 302 6E-Q5 23 53 2 .  365 1 E -Q 4  
23 55 -1 . 3840E -0 1  21.j 1 9  2.  4295E-+OO 
24 2 1  -1 . 64 65E-02 24 22 1 .  9270E -02 
24 23  1 .  9270 £ -02 2lJ 2lJ ..1.J. C622E-+OO 
24 25 2. 30 1 2E-02 24 26 -3 . 1 92 CE -0 1  
21.! 27 1 .  201 2[ -0 1  24 '"' P  c: ..._, 2 .  044 6:: -0 1  
2 4  29 7. 411 1 3E -0 1  2 !J 35 -7 . 7676E -05 
llJ 
TABLE XV ( continued) 
ROW COL COEFFICI ENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
24 5 3  1 .  4 1 54E-03 24 i:; ,...  ./) -8. 2530E-0 1  
2 5  2 1  4 .  9508E-04 25 22 2 . 294 7E -02 
25 2 3  2 .  294 7E-02 25 24 4 .  9508!:: -04 
25 25  ..l.! .  7793E-02 25 2 6  5 .  2058E-03 
25 27 -4 . 8774E-03 25  28  - 1 .  5008E+O 1 
25 2 9  1 .  9232£-03 25 3 5  5 .  6588E-04 
25 5 3  ..l.! .  7303E-05 2 5  5 5  9 .  7�0E-0 1 
2 6  2 1  ..l.! .  C620E-02 26  22 4 . 754 1 E-02 
26 23  4 .  754 1 E-02 26 24 ..l.!. 0620E-02 
26 25 5 .  6772E-02 26 26  -7 .  875 1 E -0  1 
26  27  1 .  7238E-02 2 6  2 8  5 .  0444 E-01  
26  29  - 1 . 5780E-0 1  2 6  35 -1 . 91 63E -04 
26 53  3 .  8820E-03 26 55 -2 . 0363E+OO 
27 2 1  2 .  575 8E-02 27 22 1 .  1 93 9E+O0 
27 2 3  1 . 1 93 9E +O0  27  24 2 .  575 8E-02 
27 25  -2 . 01 9 1 E -02 27 26 - 1 .  5537E+O0 
....., .... 27 -4 . 1 01 2E-Oi  27 2 8  4 .  71 54E +O0 c. I 
27 29  1 . C006E -0 1  2 7  3 5  2 .  1 84 5E -03 
27 5 3  -2 . 4 6 i  1 E-03 27 c::c:: -5 . 702CE+0 1 .,/ .,I  
28  2 1  - 1  • 1 1  8SE -03 ?P �-- 22 2.  2 1 1 5E -03 
28  23  2 .  21 1 5E-03 23 24 -1 . 1 1 89E-03 
") Q  '- �  25 6 .  El! ?2� �Lt 22 25 -2 • 25 3 1 E -02 
- Q ,:'_ _  2 7  2 .  53 1 7:: -e:11 2P  2 2  -2 . 72 r12E -0 1  
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TABLE X.V (continued)  
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
28 2 9  -4 . 34 64E-03 28 ..., ,...  � ""'  ..) _, -5 . 524 7£ -'.)6  
28 53  1 .  0687£--04 28  55  -4 . 74 00E -02 
29 2 1  2 . 080 1 E -0 4  29  22  9 .  cJ.l 1 2E -03 
29 23  9.  EJ.l 1 2E -O  3 29  24  2 .  080 1 E-0 4  
2 9  25 2. 6274E-0 3  2 9  26  -1 . 46 1 2£-02 
29 27 5. 9822E-03 29  28  -5 . 575 9E +00 
29 29  -7 . 2594E-02 2 9  3 5 -1 .  0 1 84E -03 
29 5 3  1 .  466 1 E-02 29 5 5 4 .  1 1 2 0£ -0 1  
3 0  25 -2. OO00E -0 1  30 30 -2 . CO00E -0 1  
3 1  2 5  -1 . 5080E +0 1  3 1  30 -1 . 5075E+O 1 
32 25 -4 . 62 8 1 E+02 3 2  30 -4 . 62 65E+02 
32 3 1  5 .  5960E-02 :n .., ...,  27 1 .  245 8E+O0 
33  3 5  -1 . OO00E+O0 3 3  55 9 .  894 9E +02 
34 27 4.  833 1 E+02 34 32 1 • 261-1 1 E +O 1 
34 33 7. 0740E-O 1 3 4 34 --4 . 0068E+O0 
34 35 -3 . 883 6E+02 34 5 5  3 .  8405E+05 
35 34 1 .  OOOOE+OO 3 6  1 4  2 .  S000E -0 1  
36 3 6  -2 . 5000E -0 1  3 7  1 2  2 .  5000E ... '.) i 
37 37 -2 . 5000E-C 1 38 2 7  1 .  2386E -03 
38  35  -3 . 503 ff-011 3 8  3 8  -3 . 3333E-02 
38  53 -1 . C283E-03 38 55 1 .  G086E+O0 
39 1 2  2 .  OOC0E -0 1  3 9  1 4  2 .  0000E -0 1  
? Q  .., _,  3 6  -1 .  ?']OCE-'.) 1 3 9  3 7  -1 . 9] 0C� -J ;  
39 " O  J .,  -3 . CO00E -0 7  ? Q  .., _,  4 0  -2 .  CCOOE-02 
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TABLE Xv ( continued) 
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
40 3 9  1 • OOOOE-+DO 4 1  -7 . 4964E -'.J 1  
4 1  27  8 .  79i 1 E -Oll  4 1  35 -3 . 790 1 E --04 
4 1  4 1  -2 . 5000E-02 4 1  53 - 1 . 1 1 24£...{)3 
4 1  55 1 .  091 2E-+D0 42 42  -5 . 1 52 0£ --02 
4 2  4 3  1 .  71 59E-04 4 3  4 2  -3 .  3333E-0 1 
44 27 2.  �92CE-02 44 44 -1 .  6293E +O  1 
44  4 5  -3 .  672CE+0 1  4 4  4 7  1 .  929'.)E+O0 
44 4 8  5 .  8749E.;.D0 44  55  2 .  0730E.;.D 1  
45 2 7  1 .  4870E...{)2 4 5  44  -9. 95 53E -+D 0  
45 4 5  -3 . 1 1 53E.;.D 1 4 5  4 7  1 .  1 785E-+DO 
45 48 3. 5892E +O0 l.15 55 1 . 2667£+0 1 
46 4 4  3. 9300E...{) 1  4 6  4 5  8 .  c5 83E -0 1  
46  46  -5 . CC00E -0 1  46  4 7  -4 . 6530E --02 
46 4 8  -1 . 4 1 76£...{) 1  47 4 6  1 .  gj32E -0 1  
47 47 -2 . 71 34E-O 1 47 4 8  -2 . 1 0 1  OE -0 1  
48  46  6 • 1 6 1 3E ...{) 1 4 8  4 7  - 1  . 074 7E.;.D0 
48  4 8  -1 .  2767E-+D0 4 8  50 3. 764 8E -JJ 1 
4 9  2 7  4 .  CO64E-JJ4 49 4 9 -3 .  3333E-0 1 
50 2 7  8 .  3500E -05 50 1-18 -1  • 01 02E+OO 
50 49 7.  862LJE -03 5 0  5 0  -2 . 5000£-0 1 
51  lj 7 1 .  SO20E -0 i  5 1  48  1 .  4590E -JJ i  
5 1 5 1  -1 . ccoc:: -0 1  t:: ?  3 5  -2 . 1 67SE -03 �·� 
52 47 1 . 3 5 i ( :: +C0  - ? '.) _  l� f 1 .  03 65E +O0 
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TABL E  XV (continued) 
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
52 52 -1 .  OOOOE -0 1  52 54 1 .  395 3E+O0 
53 35 -1 .  270 7£ -0 3  c;-=<  44  1 .  3378E+O0 � _, 
5 3  4 5  3 .  01 44E+OO 5 3  4 6  -1 .  1 00 6E +OO 
5 3  4 7  - 1 . 583 8E -0 1  5 3  4 8  -3 . 74 3 0E -0 1  
53 4 9  4 . 581 8£ -0 1  5 3  52 2. 1 93 0E -02 
53 53 -2 . 5000E -02 5 4  44  4 .  3722E -02 
54 45  9 .  85 1 0E -02 54 4 6  -3 . 5970E-02 
54 4 7  -5 . 1 760E -03 5 lJ 4 8  -1 . 2240E-02 
54 4 9  1 .  4970E -02 54 54  -1 . OO0OE -0 1  
55 55  -5 . O'J00E +O0 5 5  5 6  -7 . 005 0E+O0 
55 57 -2 . 3350E+O0 56 57 3 .  4 1 67E -0 1  
57 57 -1 . 0000E -0 1  
One addi tional forcing term will be generated by the reactor control 
system in state  variable equa t ion number 4 1 . This  w ill happen when 
s ubroutine DISTRB is called upon to include the nonlinear affects  of  
the reactor  control sys t em .  
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When calculating the sys tem matrix coefficients ,  it is very easy 
t o  make a mis take on the coupling terms for the individual component 
models .  One method of eliminating the se  mis t akes is to show the signs 
o f  the matrix coefficients and forcing vector  coe fficien t s  on a chart 
(Machado 2 3 ) .  Figure 2 . 34  show s a chart  of the sys tem coefficient s .  
The pos i t ive coeff icients are represented by a *  and the neg ative 
coefficients  are represented by a '  
Because the coe fficients for state variable 44 through 57 are 
calculated by hand , the coupling coeff icients  for the turbine , feed4 
water heaters , and Pf controller model s mus t be calculated  sys tema t i' 
cally. Since state variable 5 3 is the chang e  in feedwater tem' 
p erature , matrix elements  ( i , 53 ) , i= l 7 , 1 9 ,  2 1 throug h  2 9 , 38 , and 4 1  
a re the same as the forcing vector coefficients for a l ° F step in 
feedw at er temperat ure on the isolated core , UTSG ,  three element 
controller , and reactor controller model s (hereaf ter  referred to as 
the isolated PWR model ) . Likew ise , since state  variable 55  is the 
change in valv� coefficient , matrix elements  ( i , 55 )  1=17 , 1 9 , 2 1  
through 2 9 ,  33 ,  34 , 3 8 ,  and 4 1  are the same a s  the forcing vec t o r  
coefficients for a 0 . 955 1 1  ( frac tion o f  main steam flow tha t  enters  
the turbine nozzle  ches t )  step in the valve coe fficient on  the iso�  
lated PWR model . Mat rix element s  ( 44 , 27 ) , ( 45 , 2 7 ) , ( 4 9 , 27 ) , and 
( 5 0 , 27 )  are the same as the forcing vec tor coe f ficients for a 1 p s i  
s tep in s team pre ss ure on the isolated turbine� :eed� ater hea ter model . 
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Figure 2 . 34 Chart of  the overall high order PWR model 
sys tem matrix coefficients .  
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Ma trix element s  ( 5 2 , 35 )  and ( 5 3 , 35 )  are the same as the forcing vector  
coefficients for  a 1 lbm/sec  s tep  in the feedwater  flow on  the i so·  
lated turbine• feedw ater  heater  model. Matrix element s ( 44 , 55 )  and 
( 45 , 55 )  are the same as the forcing vector  coe fficients for a uni t  
s tep in the valve coe fficient for the isolated turbine •feedwater 
heater model . Similar relations exi s t  for  all the coup ling terms for 
the individual component models .  Figure 2 . 34 w il l  help in determinin g  
the location and sign of  any coef ficient  i n  the sys tem mod el. 
In this section , only one case will be pre sented . Figure 2 . 35 
show s the time response of  the high order overall PWR sys tem model for 
a -0 . 05 puM,... step ( -50  Xw step) in the powe r  demand signa l . 
From Figure 2 . 35 ,  i t  is easily seen that the t urbine shaft  powe r  
t ransient occurs very quickly. This is because the valve coefficient 
t ransient is  very fas t .  But later on the valve coefficient starts to 
" back off"  as the steam pres sure begins to have its effec t on the 
t o tal steam flow . The reactor control system cause s  the control rod s 
t o  move to a final value o f  - 7 . 56 cents .  The nonlineari ties of  the 
c ontrol sys tem are apparent from the plo t of  the temperature error 
s ignal . The energy balance be tween nuclear and secondary power is 
also plotted  to show that this balance is achieved. The steam flow 
and feedwater  flow can al so be compared to show tha t the mas s  balance 
i s  satisfied in the UTSG.  The average temperature of the ho t and cold 
leg can also  be found from Figure 2.35.  It is apparent that the 
average tempera ture approache s the steady state  program value but does 
not reach it because of  the deadband in the reac tor control sys tem. 
The feed� a ter temperat ure experi ences a small trans ient and �ill ulti 4 
mately have a small  effect on the UTSG  s team press ure. The sys tem 
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Figure 2 .  35  Res pons e of  the  overall high order P1�'R sys tem 
mo del for a -0 . 05 pu..1'1w (-50 zfw) s t ep in power 
demand . 
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f requency , primary pressure , and dor..ncomer level deviations  have been 
eliminat ed by the Pf , pre ssurizer pres s ure , and three element feed· 
water control sys tems respectively. The turb ine shaft  power is shown 
s ubdivided int o  the high pressure and low pres sure turbine torque. 
Thi s  figure will be compared to a similar low order model response in 
Chapter IV. 
Figure E . 6  shows a similar time response of bo th the high and low 
order overall PWR system model for a '0. 05 puMr.-; step in the tie line 
poi;.;er flow . 
Thus a complete high order PWR sys tem is now described by 5 7  
s tate variables . Subroutine DISTRB mus t  b e  use d  t o  simulate the 
nonl inear reactor control syst em .  The input to the mod el is the power  
demand , and tie line power flow signals . The output of  turbine mecha' 
nical shaft  powe r  is calculated at each time step  from turbine mod el 
s tate  variables . Other state variables o f  interest can also  be 
obtserved . 
I I. 9 Additional Considerations for Coupl ing the Overall PWR System 
Model to an Electrical Grid System �odel 
I t  may be des irable to couple the overall PWR sys tem model to an 
elect rical gri d  sys tem model . In this  cas e , the electrical sys tem 
frequency deviation , b F ,  and the change in the tie line po,;.;er flow , 
$PTIE ' previously used as forcing terms wo uld become coupling terms. 
However some additional considerations mus t  be dealt  with . 
An obvious re striction ,,;ill be the maximum r..uclear po,;.;er. In 
this study , the percent of  full nuclear po�er , %PN ( de f ined by 
e quat ion ( I I . 34 ) and ( C. 1 5 ) ) ,  should no t exceed 100. 
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Many of  the components in  a PWR nuclear plant are powered by the 
ele c trical system grid itself. Such components include the reac tor 
c oolant pumps. If the power supply to these components experiences an 
undervoltage or an underfrequency, it would cause the plant to trip 
and thus be isolated from the ele c tri cal grid system. For a typical 
PWR nuclear plant, an underfrequency of 5 6  Hz from the nominal 60  Hz 
or an undervoltage of 7 0  perc ent of the rated voltage will cause the 
plant to trip. However, if the undervoltage is obta ined at a slow 
rate, then a time  lag of 20  to 25 seconds can be experience d  at 7 0  
percent of the rated voltage be fore the plant will trip. 
In this thesis t� e overa ll PWR system model was not coupled to an 
ele c tri cal grid syste m  model. Therefore, the nonlinear effects of  
underfrequency, undervoltage, and maximum nuclear power were not con­
sidered. 
If an ele ctr i c al grid system model is coupled to  the overall PWR 
system model, and the power supply to the PWR system components 
e xperi ences an underfrequency or undervoltage which  exc eeds the 
requirements, then the turbine mechanical shaft power output of the 
PWR plant must be set equal to zero. That 1s, the PWR plant can no 
longer supp ly power to the ele ctrical  grid system if the ele c tri cal 
supply to the PWR system components is in thi s  cond ition. 
CHAPTER III 
THE LOW ORDER MODEL 
III.l Introduction 
In Chapter II a high order PWR system model was presented which 
used 5 7  state variab les to describe the system. It may be desirab le 
to reduce the number of state variab les which are needed to describe 
the system and thus reduce the complexity of the model .  For example, 
if the onl y  output desired of the system were the power del ivered by 
the turbine for a power demand input, then a reduction in the order of 
the system might be desirable. 
In this study, three major methods were pursued in reducing the 
order of the model.  The first method used wil l  be cal led the physical 
method. The equations used to describe the system are lumped param­
eter first order differential equations. If certain sets o f  these 
equations for the plant components cou ld be combined into one 
equation, this would reduce the total number of equations needed to 
describe the overal l  system. In order to combine the equations, phys­
ical intuit ion must be used . For example , six de layed neutron groups 
might be comb ined into one de layed neutron group to describe the reac­
tor kinet ics in a simpler form. 
T he second method used is to take the se � of linear equations in 
its state variab le form and numerical ly reduce the order of the model. 
This cou ld be performed on the hi gh order model of Chapter I I ,  or the 
physical ly reduced model which is a l s o  1n a st ate variable 
formu l ation. This method has been pu r s ued previous l y  and was or1 g 1-
nal ly seen as a possib le candidate for this study ( Ak in l ) , 
1 2 7  
1 2 8  
The third method considered will be called purely empirical model 
reduction. This method would use available performance data from an 
operating plant and find the minimum number of coefficients nee ded to 
d escribe the input-output characteristics of the system (Kerlin 1 7, 
Zwingelstein1 7, Upadhyaya 1 7 • However, this method is limited to 
available plant data. For example, if the desired input-output 
characteristics were the turbine shaft power produced for a power 
d emand signal, that data must be available in order to use the purely 
empirical method. Another possibility would be to generate simulated 
data (for e xample, the results of the 5 7th order model of Chapter II ) ,  
and use these results as if they were real plant data. This method 
was not used in this study. However, if the necessary data were 
available, a purely empirical mod el reduction method would be an 
e xcellent candidate for further study. 
In this chapter, the high order model of Chapter II will be 
reduced by physical methods. Tne n  a numerical method of model reduc­
tion will be applied to the physically reduced low order mod el. 
III. 2 Model Reduction by P hysical Methods 
The intent of this section is to show how the detailed high order 
PWR mod el presented in Chapter II can be reduced in a physical manner. 
Al l the models which have bee n  presented previously will be reduced 
e xce pt th e turbine-feedwater heater, and Pf controller mod els. These 
models will not be reduc e d  bec2use they are a l ready in a simplified 
form. 
The high ord er reactor core mode l  is de scribe d  by fourte en 
equations. Incorporated in this mod el are equations which use six 
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groups of  delayed neutron precursors . These six group s  of delayed 
neutrons can be reduced to one gro up or delayed neutrons . In order to  
d o  this , the delayed neutron decay constant mus t be defined to be : 4 1  
The number o f  equat i ons �hich describe the core neutronic s  and hea t  
t ransfer  can then b e  reduced by five .  These re s ul ting equations are 
� d Y., 
( III .. 2 )  -- : - .i!:. � + 1 'iC. -t- � $1 r: 
..A_ � -"-
( III . 3 )  
( III . 5 )  
( III . 6 )  
d+ 
dSC. - =  
+ � ( �e, .. iGl,) + r �e,<l 
(J -� ) ?o §..P + � ( �T� - �e.') 
- lMCy') c. fo lmC?'ic.. 
+ (� \: { � � L. - � e,) 
d S0z. � \J - {)  1>0 '£_? -+ hA  
d,\- lMl?) t. r0 
L �],= - � G,) 
lYf'IC.r')c. 
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The next simplification that can be made  on the high order core 
model is to as s ume that the upper plenum , ho t leg , and UTS G  inlet  ple 4 
num volumes can be combined into one volume . Thi s  will allo,;.; the ho t 
leg temperature to be represented by a single time constant . The same 
a s s ump tion can be made on the UTSG  o utlet  plenum ,  cold leg , and core 
lo,;.;er plenum . Thes e  time constants  will be defined to be the ho t and 
cold leg time constants respectively . The hot leg time cons tant can be 
,;.;ritten as 




NU'TS �  
The cold leg time constan t  can be wri tten similarly as 
( III. 8 )  � L.
:: 
PAu� [ V, -r Vc1... + ¼_ p ] � Po - • 
,.;.. NUiS & 
The variables of equations ( III . 7 )  and ( III . 8 )  have been defined pre' 
viously in Chapter II . Thus the equations of the hot and cold leg 
p iping are 
( II I .  9 )  d �fuL I [ � Gz - $;°T.JL1 -
d+ A-l N L. 
d STc.t. I [ n? - �Tc L ]  ( I II . 1 0 )  
d.-t- � '-
where � Tp is  the average temperat ure of the primary flui d  in the 
UTSG. 
The 1 5th order UTSG model as described in Chap ter II was Ali ' s  
model n 2. In addit ion to model b ,  Al i  also developed a model A .  
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Thi s  model con s i s t s  of a primary flui d  lump , a heat conduct ing tube 
metal lump � and a secondary fluid lump . The equat ions will no t be 
derived here ( the reader shoi.lld refer  to reference 2 for this 
informat ion) .  The derivation involves an ene rgy balance on the sub' 
cooled primary fl uid lump which results  in the primary fluid tem' 
perat ure as a state  variable . An energy balance is als o  made on the 
t ube metal which resul ts in the tube metal temperat ure as a state 
variable . The governing equation for the s econdary fluid lump is  
o btained by applying mas s  balances  for the water and steam components , 
a volume balance on all the secondary fluid in the who le steam genera� 
tor , and also  an energy balance on the secondary fluid . Satura tion 
conditions are ass umed to exist  throughout the secondary fluid l ump. 
The res ul ting equation w ill have the steam pres s ure as a state 
variable . The weakness  o f  this model is  that  it will no t describe the 
do�ncomer water level. This  may be important for some applications of 
the overall sys tem model. However , for applicat ions where the primary 
concern of the overall sys tem model is to describe the turbine shaf t  
power a s  accurately as poss ible , the downcomer level will  no t need to 
be described . 
In Chapter II , a three element controller model was shown coupled 
to  the high order UTS G  model . This  model , which is des cribed by six 
e quations , can be el iminated if  the feedwater flow is assumed to be 
controlled perfectly. Perfec t feedw ater flow control , as defined in 
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Chapter I I ,  means that at every ins tant , the feedwater flo� is assumed 
equal to the steam flow. A detailed st udy has been done previous ly on 
the effect of  this assumption ( Cherng6 ) .  For the application of 
this model , this assumption is  valid.  In addit ion , the steam flow 
� ill be expressed as in equation ( I I . 24 ) � The 2 0  equations o f  the 
combined high order  UTS G  and three element controller  model will then 
be reduced to three equations. The resul ting equat ions are : 
( III. 1 1 )  
( III . 1 2 )  
( III . 1 3 )  
where 
d �1'� = ...!. { UM S s Iii\'$, �TM - r u� $W\'!o 
d +  K L 
+ Ws � + � o  (h�- h rw)l � ?s 4 �r� · · 1  
- ws ( h ,/1, ,,..,) � 1 
't( =: Msw ��� + M-ss �� - 1�iS 
dYs �?� 
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The pressurizer pressure control system was described previously 
in Chapter I I  by two equations. The only feedback this model has on 
the rest of the system is through the pressure coefficient of reac­
t ivity. Because this coefficient is so small , ( typically on the order 
of 1 x 1 0-6/psi) this model which is described by two equations, can 
simply be eliminated by assum ing this coefficient to be equal to zero. 
The reactor control system . model was previously described by six 
state variables. In addition, subroutine DISTRB in NATEXP had to be 
used to simulate the different rates of control rod motion and the 
non-linearities of the reactor control system. Two state variables in 
this model, the outputs of RTDs that measure hot and cold leg tem-
peratures wi ll be  ig nored. This will not result in any large error in 
the operation o f  the reduced reactor control system model. The 
remaining four equations in the complete model are used to describe a 
temperature error signal. This temperature error signal is then sent 
to DISTRB to change the forcing term for reactivity induced by control 
rods. The purpose of the reactor control sys tem is to force the 
average reactor coolant temperature tc follow the steady sta te program 
(see page 38) as closely as possible. This is equivalent to saying 
that the reactor control systeo reduces the temperature error signal 
to  a minimum. 
A simplification can be made on the reactor control system model 
by assuming that integral control action is taken on the difference 
between the average temperature set point for a change in power level 
and the actual average reactor coolant temperature. The result of 
integral control is that the error signal used for the control ac tion 
will be driven to zero. In this case, the error signal 1s  the dif-
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ference in the temperature set point and the ave rage temperature . In 
equation form this can be written as 
(III. 14) 
where ��.,;f is the reactivity induced by the control rods. The average 
temperature set point is defined by the steady state program . In per-
turbation form this can be written as 
(III. 1 5 ) 
where 'S'Z�.is the change 1.n percent of full power delivered to the 
secondary fluid as defined by equation ( II.3 7) , and K1 is equal to the 
gain of the average temperature set pc i nt transfer function as defined 
by equation ( II . 32).  Ki is also equal to the slope of the average 
temperature line of the steady state program (see page 3 8 ) .  At 
steady 
steady 
. . dSfrtt. state cond 1t1ons , d4' 1s eq ual to zero . This means that at 
state, '$;1se4 = �/au e. .  Thus, if integral control action is 
used, as given by equation ( III. 14) , the criterion for the reactor 
control system will be satisfied . The remaining task is to de fine a K 
that will simulate as closely as possible the more detailed reactor 
control system . 
K can be broken down into two factors so that K=K' x K" . It is 
desirable for the units of K to be ( dollars/ ° F-sec) . Since the control 
rods move in d iscrete ste ps, the uni c s  of K '  can be s e t  equal to 
(dollars/step). The magnitude of K '  will be identically eq1rnl to ;:;, e  
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value of ROWSTP as defined in Section II.4. Therefore, K" must be set 
equal to an "average" control rod rate of movement with units of 
(steps/sec- ° F) .  The value of K" will be assumed equal to 0.1 
(steps/sec- ° F) .  The effect of this assumption can be seen 1n F igure 
3 . 1 . This figure is a duplicate of Figure 2. 1 5  on page 4 1  except the 
slope of the dashed line is equal to K".  
The turb ine-feedwater heater and Pf controller models will not be 
reduced. Therefore, the high order model descr ibed by 5 7  state 
variables in Chapter I I  has been reduced to 25 state var iables by phy­
s ical methods. Table XVI is a descript ion of the state var iables · rn 
their  numer ical order 1n the model. All the input parameters 
necessary to calculate the system coefficients will be the same as for 
the high order model except the following 
1 .  � = Delayed neutron decay constant 
2 .  U
pin
= steam generator overall heat transfer coefficien i.: from pr1-
mary fluid to metal = 
r _L /16'D - Z, M T \  
L H P  -r � 2-4 K M  ) 
- 1 .  Q 
(:rc t> - ,·w1T \l 
rot) - 2..TM-r ) J 
3.  UM$ = steam generator ove rall heat transfer coefficient froTI metal 
4 .  
5. 
to secondary fluid = [ I ('OD ) 
� 2 -t 24 ;t.111 
K -= reactor con t rol system 
Kz = Pf contro ller gain  = 
- 1 .  0 
( ,O f) \ 7 
TO D - TWll ) 1 
gain = K '  K" 
�b/60 
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Figure 3 . 1  Rod speed vs . temp era ture erro r signal .  The low o rder 
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LIST Ai.'lD DESCRJ:I>TION OF THE LOW ORDER 
OVERALL- PWR SYSTEM MODEL STATE VARL-"'..BLES 
Fractional. change in nuclear poYer 
1 3 7  
Fractional change in delayed neutron precursor group 
Change in average fuel temperature of  the core (°F) 
Change in coolant: node 1 of the reactor core (0'F) 
Change in coolant node 2 o f  the reactor cor� (°F) 
Change in hot leg temperature (°F) 
Change in cold leg temperature (°'F) 
Change in the average primary fluid temparature in 
the UTSG ( °F) 
op ext 
Change in the average tube temperature in the UTSG (°F) 
Change in the average steam pressure o f  the. UTSG (psi )  









h,,_ ... � 
Change in the density of the s team in the nozzle 
chest (lbm/ ft3) 
Fractional change in the enthalpy o f  the noz zle ches t 
Fractional change in the flow rate of  steam entering 
the moisture separator 
Density of s tearr. in the reheater tube side (lbm/ ft3) 
















25 . oF 
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TABLE XVI (concin•J.ed) 
Fractional change in flow rate of  steam leaving the 
reheater shell side. 
Heat transfer in the reheater shell to tube 
(Mt.1-b.r / sec) 
Fractional change in flow rate of steam leaving LP 
turbine to the condenser 
Cnange in the enthalpy of  feedwater in heater l 
(B/lbm) 
Change in feedwater temperature leaving heater 2 
(OF) 
Fractional change in flow rate of fluid leaving 
heater 2 to heater 1 
Fractional change in the ma.in steam valve coefficient 
Change in the integral of  the ACE control signal 
(puMw) 
Change in the sys tem. frequency · (Hz) 
6 .  SPM = Total heat transfer area of primary side to tubes 
= H,A r ,oc - 2.,;-y"fTl L 1D D � 
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7 .  SMS  = Total heat transfer area of metal tubes to secondary fluid 
= HTA 
8 .  � = mass of metal tubes 
9 .  Mp 
1 0 .  MSW 1 1 .  Mss 
- [ TCD' - (Tot> - 2-TVYiT) J-gom - HT� --------- ' 
4 8  101:) 
= mass of water inside tubes 
[�-rz. 2TWtT1 2. I L  
[3 KTl4 ] "Ti!O'P 
"Tot> 
= mass of secondary liquid = ( VSW) ( ROS l)  
= mass of secondary steam = VS S/VG 
These values can be calculated from the input da t a  for the high order 
model . The gain of the Pf controller  must be reevaluated as i� the 
high order model (see Section I I. 7 ) .  This gain is determined by 
running a case o f  the system model without the Pf controller for a 1 0  
percent step i n  main steam valve 
�/60 
be def ined to be :sp� at steady 
coeffic ient. �he value of K2 w ill 
state cond itions. For the high order 
model, this gain turned out to be 1.2 706  for a 1 00 per cent power model. 
For the 100 percent power low order model, this gain was found to be 1 .  2 13 6 .  
A computer prog rara has been written t o  calculate the system coef­
ficients for the iso lated low orde r  PWR model ( Machado 23) .  The 
turbine- feedwate r  heater and Pf contro ller model coe ffic ien t s ,  as 1n 
Chapter I I, are calculated by "hand . "  The input data 1.s formed 
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exactly as the program described in Appendix A for the high order 
model . Thi s  will assure consis tent des ign data is used when comparing 
the resul ts w ith the high order model . The re sulting numerical values 
for the system mat rix coeffic ients for a typical 1 2 0 0  �e plant at 
1 00% power are shown in Table XVII .  
The forcing terms  for the low order model  are shown below 
( III. 1 6 )  
( II.1 7 )  
+ ( z.4 )  =- � 1';,e 
.f ( 2 �) = - �  [ � P.,, e + �PD1 . 
Therefore , the tie line power flow and power  demand signal are t�o 
methods o f  dis turbing the low order PWR model . Only one cas e  will be 
presented in this section. Figure 3 . 2 show s the time response of the 
overall low order PWR system model to a 4 0 . 05 puMw ( 4 50Mw ) step  in the 
power demand signal . Figure 2 . 35 ( page 1 1 8 )  and Figure 3.2 will be 
compared in Cnapter IV. 
III . 3  Model Reduct ion by Numerical Methods 
In Section III . 2 the high order PWR model .. as  reduced to a 25th 
o rder model by phys ical methods . Several method s were considered in 
reducing the PWR model by numerical methods ( Gene sio l O , Shieh33 t 
Bosley 5 , 2 1 , We i 3 3 , Milanese 1 0 , La1 2 0 , :1it ra 2 0 , Jain2 0 , 
Krishnamurthi 1 9 , Seshadri l 9 , Bille4 , Sinha 3 4 , 4 , Arumug am3 , 
Ramamoorty3 , Bereznai 34 , Lees 2 1 , 2 2 , 5 , Davison8 , Gibilaro 2 2 , 
Kropholler5 , Neales ) .  The maj ority o f  the s2 method s involved 
plac ing the re s ponses of the state  variables  ij a trans fer  function 
form (Laplace domain) before reducing the order of the model . In 
ROW COL 
1 1 
1 3 I 
1 5 
2 1 










9 1 0  
1 0  1 0  
1 0  23  
1 1  7 
1 1  2 1  
TABLE XVII  
LIST OF  THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF  THE 
LOW ORDER OVERALL PWR SYSTEM HODEL 
MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
-3 . 85 3 6E+02 1 2 8 .  224 EE -02 
-6 .  1 452E -0 1  1 4 -5 . 5866E+O0 
-5 . 5266E+O0 1 1 1  3 .  85 3 6E+02 
3 .  8536E+02 2 2 -8 . 2246E-02 
2 .  l11 37E+02  3 3 -2 . 5322E -0 1  
2 .  5322£-0 1  4 1 2 . 6 1 86E+O0 
1 .  0292E -O i  4 4 -3 . 64 92E+O0 
3 .  54 62£+00 5 1 2 .  61 26E +O0 
1 .  0292E -0 1  5 4 3. 443 3E+O0 
-3 . 5462E+O0 6 c:; 3 .  1 32 1 E -O 1 __, 
-3 . 1 32 1 E -0 1  7 7 -2 . 1 4 1  1 E -D  1 
2 .  1 4 1 1E-0 1 8 6 3 .  2502E -0 1  
-1 . 6055E +O0 8 9 1 .  2005E+OO 
4 .  7874E+OO 9 9 -7 . 78 1 8E +O0 
4 .  1 922E -0 1  1 0  9 5 .  5986E...OO 
-9. 333 E -0 1  1 0  2 1  1 .  9 1 40� -0 1  
-1 . 233 8E+02 1 1  6 -1 . 1 250E -04 
-1 . 1250E-'.J4  1 1  1 G  5 .  38 1 6:: -06 
-B . 01 30E -Oc 1 1  ?� 4 .  4699£ -03 - ..,; 
14 1  
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TABLE XVII ( continued) 
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFIC I1'NT 
1 2  1 0  2 .  4920E-02 1 2  1 2  _, . 52 93£+0 1 
1 2  1 3  -3 . 6720E+0 1 1 2  1 5  1 .  S2 SOE+OO 
1 2  1 6  5 .  874 9E+OO 1 2  23  2 .  0730£ +0 1  
1 3  1 0  1 .  4870£-02 1 3  1 2  -9 . 9S53E+OO 
1 3  1 3  -3 . 1 1 53E+0 1 1 3  1 5  1 .  1 785E+OO 
1 3  1 6  3 . 5892E+OO 1 3  23  1 .  2667E +0 1  
1 4  1 2  3 . 93 00£-0 1 1 4  1 3  8.  85 83E -0 1  
1 4  1 4  -5 . OOOOE-0 1 1 4  1 5  -4 . 653 0E -02 
1 4  1 6  -1 . 4 1 7 6E -0 1  1 5  1 4  1 .  'l.5 3 2E -0 1  
1 5  1 5  -2 . 71 34E -0 1  1 5  1 6  -2 . 1 01 OE -8 1  
1 6  1 4  6. 1 6 1 3E-0 1  1 6  1 5  - 1 .  074 7E.+00 
1 6  1 6  -1 . Z767E+O0 1 6  1 8 3 .  764 8£ -0 1 
1 7  1 0  4 . 0054£-04 1 7  1 7  -3 . 33332 -0 1  
1 8  1 0  8 .  3500E-05 1 8 1 6  -1  • 01 02E+OO 
1 8 1 7  7.  &524E-03 1 8 1 8  -2 . SOOOE-0 1  
1 9  1 5  1 .  S02CE -0 1  1 9  1 6  1 .  4590E-0 1 
1 9  1 O ./ -1 .  COC OE-0 1  2 0  1 0  -2 . 7D06E-03 
20 1 5  i .  35 1 7E+OO 20 1 6  1 .  03 65E..DO 
20 20 -1 . 0000E -0 1  20 22 i . 3S53E+OO 
20 23 -2 . 1 %0E +OO 2 1  1 0  -1 . 5830'.:: -0 3  
2 1  1 2  1 . 3378£ +00 2 1  1 3  3 .  01 44E+OO 
2 1  1 L! -1 . 1 CO S2: +00 2 1 1 ::;  -1 . 523 2E ...{) 1  . .  , 
2 1  1 6  -3 . 7!l 30E-C) 1 2 1  1 7  4 .  58 1 2::-0 1  
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TABLE XVII  ( con t inued) 
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFIC IENT 
2 1  2 0  2 .  1 930:::-02 2 1  2 1  -2 . 5000E -02 
2 1  23  -1 . 379E +--'10 22 1 2  4 .  3722E-'J2 
22 1 3  9.  c'5 1  0E -02 22 1 4  -3 . 597 0E -02 
22 1 5  -5 . 1 760E-03 22 1 6  -1 . 2240E -02 
22 1 7  1 .  4970E -02 22 22 -1 .  CO00E -0 1  
2 3  23 -5 . OOO0E+O0 23 24 -6. 0745E+O0 
23 2 5  -2 . C2 4 8E +O0 24 25 3 .  4 1 67E-0 1  
25  2 5  -1 .  OO00E-0 1  
0 1 a 
C1 
01 
Percent o f  full power delivered to secondary f luid 
0 '\ 
a :1 --------------------- 6_ ::: 9 5 . 6 0 0  
LJ1 -4--_________ --,.-----.,--------I ---
C10 '. 0 0  i C .  0 0  2 0 . 0 0  3 0 . 0 0  t.W . 0 0  
T I M E l S E C J  � 1 0 : 
Percent o f  full nuclear power 
i 
�-l----,-----r------,-----r--6.-�_9 5 , 7 6 0  
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T I  M E  ( S E C )  
3 0  . , 0 0  , o ·  ¥. i 
Change in turb ine shaft power (Mw) 
a 
4 0 . 0 0 
o ,  � o  n � n  . �. --------------------- 6�  -  . � u �  
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(,!J -4--------.-------,------.,..-------�--
' o . oo 1 0 . 0 0 
T I M E 
2 0 . 0 0  
( ,.... r=- C \ _J L. ) 
3 0  . .  o o  
� 1 0 '  
4 0 . 0 0  
Figure 3 . 2  Re:sponse o f  th� o'!erall law order PWR sys tem r:1odel 
for a -0 . 05 pu}fl,7 (-50 Hw) s t:ep :'..n th e power der;iand 
s ignal. 
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a '  
Change in s team flow (lbm/ sec)  
a ,  
0 :  ------------------- .6. --= - 4 0 . 2 4 0 
i..'"1-+-------.-----------�-----,-----
1 C . 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 C 3 0 . 0 0 
� 1 0
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t.i O . 0 0  
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c l °. :f 
0 1 
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Change in feedwater flow (lbm/ sec ) 
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.:r I 
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( c, i::- C i ._., L_ I 
3 0 . 0 0 
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Change in fuel temp erature ( ° F) 
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Figure 3 . 2  ( continued) 





Change in hot leg temperature ( °F) � 1  
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Change in cold l eg temperature ( ° F) 
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Change in main s team valve coefficient 
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____________ .6 =  - 0 . 0 5 9  
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Fi gure 3.2 (continued)  
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___________ 6� I 
a 1 /  
a 1 1  Change in  LP turbine torque 
a �  multip ly Y axis by 103 
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Change in integral of  ACE signal (puMw) 
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Figure 3 . 2  (continued) 
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this section , a numerical method for reducing the model will be pre 4 
s ented which will be called the pole4 zero dele t ion method . Then , the 
pole4 zero deletion method will be applied to the 25th order PNR model . 
I II . 4  Model Reduction by the Pole�Zero Deletion Me thod 
If a syst em model  is  represented in state variable rorm ,  as in 
e quation ( II . 21 ) ,  then a Laplace transformation of  the state variables  
can be applied and the resulting equation will be of  the form 
( III . 1 8 )  [ s I - A 1 X ts) = 4' �t5) . 
One method o f  solution to thi s  linear algebraic equat ion is to 
use Crame r ' s  rule .  1'1:l e  form o f  the ith ro� o f  the solution vector by 
using Crame r ' s rule is 
( III . 1 9 )  
where C=/ s r  � A l and B is equal t o  C except the ith co lumn o f  the 
matrix ( s I  1. A )  has been replaced by the vec tor of forcing coef 4 
f icient s , f ,  before calculating the determinan t . The determinants , B 
and C ,  can be expanded and ,-,;ritten in polynomial form .  I f  the solui. 
tion to the resul ting polynomials were found , then equat ion ( I II . 19 )  
could be written as  
= K 
( III . 20 )  
where the are the ze roes and the p I S  
e 
are the poles ; ID is the 
14-9 
to tal number o f  zeroe s , and n is the total numbe r  of  poles . K ,;.; ill be 
called the gain of the transfer functions . 
The poles are equal to the eigenval ues of  the sys tem matrix A. 16 
The problem is to find the zeroes of a desired transfer function . A 
method has been developed (Davison8 , Bo sley5 ) to find the zeroes 
of a s tate variable model . The zeroes o f  the i th ro� of the solution 
vector are the eigenvalues of the matrix formed by replacing the ith 
c olumn of ( s I  .. A )  ,;.; ith the forcing vec to r .  ine form o f  this mat rix 
i s  sho�n in the follo�ing equation 
( III . 21 )  
s .. au .. a i z 
'-a 13  . . £1  . . . '"a ln 
B =- det -az 1 s,;:. azz -az3 . . f 2 -azn 
-a3 1  -a32 s-a33  . . . . f3 . . . -a3n 
.. . . 
From equation ( III . 2 1 )  it is  easily seen that the mat rix  element of  
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the ith row and ith column is equal to  fi and does not have an s pre­
sent. A standard eigenvalue routine ( Cope7 , Dunphey7) will take 
the original matrix A and perform the operation (sI - A) before 
finding the eigenvalues. Therefore , the matrix element of the ith row 
and ith column will be automatically set equal to ( s  - fi) .  This 
means that the standard eigenvalue routine would result in some 
"undesired solutions" to the determinant B. If the forcing vector 1s 
arbitrarily multiplied by a "large" constant , which will be called 
HCRIT , the matrix elements of the ith column will become "large." 
Then if the eigenvalues of this matrix are found , there will be some 
numbers that are large relative to the other eigenvalues. These large 
undesired solutions can then be disregarded and the remaining eigen-
values will be the zeroes. There is no guarantee that the corr ect 
eigenvalues have been obtained for the zeroes. Therefore , the results 
of this method must be compared to other methods of solution in order 
to be assured of the correct zeroes. 
The gain of the transfer function can be found by applying the 
final value theorem 1 6  to equation ( I II.20) . If it is sssumed that 
the forcing vector is applied as a unit step input , then s ( s) = 1 /s. 
The result will be 
c rn . 22 )  X (-1 :: �) = /,n,, s 1(,- (s ) 
s -o 
,,,,_,, ,,.. 
:: (- 1 )  l< 7T � "-
k ::: I 
and therefore the gain can be •,;ritten as 
,., -,.,., 
( III . 23 )  l< : X ( .i:. llf t;<O) ( - I )  
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lT P..t 
,,t = , 
The final value of  the state  vector  can be found by setting the 
derivat ive vector of equation ( II I . 22 )  equal to zero and solving for x .  
In equa t ion form this can b e  writcen as 
( II I . 2 4 )  
Then equation ( III . 24 )  is substi tuted into equation ( II I . 23 )  to g e t  
the gain o f  the transfer function.  
Every quantity  in equa tion ( II I . 20 )  can no� be ob tained . A com­
puter code called REDUCE has been wri tten tha t  use s  this method. The 
ins truc tions for the use of  thi s  code are given in Appendix G .  
Afte r  the response i s  written a s  in equat ion ( III . 20 ) , m and n 
can be reduced by dele ting poles and zeroes that are "close"  to che 
same value. 'r',;o problems arise  in do ing thi s .  Firs t , the poles and 
z eroes have real and imaginary par ts .  And second , the poles  and 
z eroes are found by an eigenvalue ro uc ine on a digital computer . 
Thus , the resulting numerical values of the poles and zeroes may no t 
be  found exact ly due to the l ifili ted number of  dig i t s  allo�ed by the 
machine . Thus , this method is highly dependent on the type of com-
puter used . The c0�r utP.r ·1s.:::d. !_n :.hi s s t c.Jy i,;aS  the DEC Sys t em 1 0  at  
The Universi ty of  Tenness ee . The PEDUCE code is execu ted in double 
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precision arithmetic . Therefore , approximat ely 16 digits  of accuracy 
can be expected . 
The follow ing algorithm �as used to delete poles and zeroe s . 
1 .  Determine the mantissa  and exponent of  the real part of  all 
the poles and zeroe s . The mantissas  � ill have a value 
be�een 1. 0 and 10 . 0 .  
2 .  Check to see if any pole-zero pair combination has a real 
part less than an input parameter  LCRIT . Thi s  is because 
o ccas ionally a pole or zero may be found �hich is close  to  
z ero . If a pole is only slightly po si tive , the response 
woul d  be llilS table . Therefore , if a pole-z ero pai r  of  a 
.. small'. value is  found , it ·�ill be deleted . In thi s  study 
a typical value used for LCRIT is 1 . 0 x 10- 10 . 
3 .  De termine �he ther any pole-zero pai r  has the same exponent .  
Compare all pole-z ero pair combinat ions no t previous ly 
deleted . S tore these pole-zero pairs  as po s s ible cand idates 
for deletion and cont inue to step 4 .  
4 .  Determine whether the absolute value o f  the difference 
bet�een the mantissas  of this pole-zero pair ' is les s  than an 
input parameter EPIL .  If no t ,  keep  comparing all pole-zero 
pairs �ith the same exponent against  each othe r until all 
c ombinations of pole-zero pai rs , �hich have been s tored from 
s tep  3 ,  have been compared . If so , go to s tep  S .  
5 .  If step  3 and step  4 pass , or if step 2 alone pas se s , then 
delete that pole-zero pai r .  
6 . Repeat step  2 through 5 until no more ?O le- zero pairs can be 
deleted . 
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Steps 3 and 4 are carried out at  the option of the user of REDUCE . 
Step 2 is always carried out. 
The arbitrarily large number which has been called HCRIT is not 
easily found. :t can have a value typically in the range o f  1 0 1 5  to 
10 5 0. The number of zeroes, m,  appears to be a function of the 
number of elements appearing in the ith row for the Xi response. That 
is m n - (number of non-zero terms in the ith row) . If any eigen-
value appears that is greater than ( HCRIT)n-m, then it should be 
thrown away. 
Another problem associated with calculating the gain K is that it 
may not work if there is not an element appearing on all the diagonal 
positions. If it is impossible to rearrange the rows of the matrix to 
achieve this condition before using the REDUCE program, then it may 
still be possible to find the steady state value of the state variab l e  
desired. This is because the vector can be evaluated without ca lcu­
lating the inverse matrix . This is done by placing the matrix A in 
upper triangular form and back substituting to find the solution. If 
a zero diagona l is still present, the solution o f  that row cannot be 
found. However , not a ll the remaining bac� calcul ations wi ll depend 
on this solution and 3ome , if not all, of the remaining solution3 
might be found. 
After the pole-zero pa irs have been de leted, then the gain 
constant K must be reevaluated for the reduced representa tion. This 
is to assure that the steady state behavior for the reduced represen­
tation will be equal to the full representation . 
The computer progra� REDUCE wil l  then c a l cula t e  the freq�2ncy 
response for both the full and reduced representatio�. REDUCE will 
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also calculate the time response for a step input  for bo th the full 
and reduced representation. The proces s  can then be repeated as many 
t imes as des ired . 
The pole:.. z ero deletion method can no;; be applied to the 25th 
order PWR model presented in Sec tion III . 2 . The first  observation o f  
this model is  that the system doe s  no t have diagonal element s  on ro�s 
1 1  and 24 . It  is  no t coincidental that these  row s correspond to the 
integral control action taken by the reactor and Pf controllers 
respectively . In order to se t the system ma trix in a form that can be 
used by the RE DUCE program , the follow ing steps ;;ere taken . 
1 .  Ignore equation 25  s o  that the electrical sys t em frequency , 
SF , ;;ill be a forcing func tion . 
2 .  Igno re the integral control action o f  the ACE signal so that 
equat ion 24 ;; ill al so be eliminated . No� - the only forcing 
f unction appears in equa tion 23  and the sys tem is no;; 23rd 
o rder rather than 25th . 
$1' �F 
3 .  Change state  variable 1 which is Po to - ?o Thi s  ,;.;ill cause 
the following matrix element s to change sign : ( 1 , 2 ) ,  ( 1 , 3 ) , 
( 1 , 4 ) , ( 1 , 5 ) , ( 1 , 1 1 ) , ( 2 , 1 ) , ( 3 , 1 ) ,  ( 4 , 1 ) ,  ( 5 , 1 ) .  This  is 
to  assure that negative diagonal element s  ;;ill appear 
every;;here after step  5 is taken . 
4 .  Change s tate  variable s which is �G2 to -�02 • This ...... n1 
caus e the follow ing matrix elements to change sign : ( 5 , 1 ) ,  
( 5 , 3 ) , ( 5 , 4 ) , ( 1 , 5 ) , ( 6 , 5 ) .  This  is to  ass ure that negative 
d iagonal elements  ;; ill appear after step 5 is  taken . 
5 .  Interchange the ma trix ro� s in the follo�ing manner 
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Exis tin� Row Modified Row 1 1 1  1 1  6 6 5 5 1 
Thi s  is done to assure that a diagonal element will appear on 
every row o f  the matrix. 
No,;; the matrix is in a form that can be used by REDUCE . Table XVIII 
i s  a lis t  o f  the 23rd order sys tem matrix use d  by REDUCE . As an 
example o f  the use of  this method , the transfer func tion of  fractional 
change in nuclear power  for a change in electrical sys tem frequency 
can be found . In equat ion form this w ill be 
( III . 24 ) 6 Cs) = • 
Then thi s  t=ansfer functi0n will be reduced by delet ing poles and 
z eroes .  The REDUCE program deleted poles and zeroe s 1 7  times with 
increasing values o f  the input parameter EPIL until 1 7  pole- zero 
pairs were deleted. A value o f  HCRIT for this cas e  was cho sen to  be 
5 x 1 0 2 0  by trial and error .  In  order to ass ure that this value of  
HCRIT i s  correc t ,  the re sul ts  o f  REDUCE mus t be compared to results  
from si�ilar computer programs such as XATExp 2 5  o r  SFRJ 30 .  A 
lis ting of  the input data used for this  case is included in Appendix 
G. A l i s ting of the resul ting poles and zeroes  for the 23rd order 
transfer func tion of fractional change in nuclear power vs . change in 
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1 0  
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TABLE XVIII 
LIST OF THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE 
2 3rd ORDER MODEL M..<\TRIX COEFFICIENTS USED 
IN THE EX.AMPLE CASE OF THE REDUCE 
COMPUTER CODE 
COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
1 -2 . 61 SOE-+D0 1 3 1 .  02 S0 E -0 1  
4 3 .  4ll 30E+O0 5 3 . 54 60E-+00 
1 -3 . 2540E-+02 2 2 -8 . 2250E -02 
1 -2 . 4 1 40E-+D2 3 3 -2 . 5320E -0 1  
4 2 .  532C� -0 1  4 1 -2 . 6 1 90E-+00 
3 1 .  C2 ?0E -0 1  4 4 -3 . 64 9:)E+C0 
7 3 .  54 60E+O0 5 5 -3 . 1 320E -0 1  
6 -3 . 1 32 02: -0 1 6 6 - 1 . 1 250E -0 4  
7 -1 . 1250E-04 6 1 0  5 .  3,._Q.2 0E-06 
2 1  -8. 01 30E -0 6  6 23 4 .  4700E -0 3  
7 -2 • 1 4 1  CE -0 1  7 8 2 .  1 4 1  0E -0 1  
6 3 .  c=:.JJ0E-Q i 8 8 - 1 . E:050E4<'.J0 
9 1 .  2800E -+DC 0 8 4 .  7R70E +C0 ,.,' 
9 -7 .  782 c:: ....00 9 1 0  4 .  1 g2 CE -0 1  
9 5 .  5SSOE +OO 1 0  1 0  -9 . 333CE -Ol  
2 1  1 .  91 40E --G 1  1 0  23 -1 • 2340E+C2 
1 -3 . 8540£-+JJ:? 1 1  2 -? . 2250'.:: -02 
3 6.  1 JJ5CE -J 7 1 i l.j 5 .  5270E+CQ 
5 -5 1J �f7CE�10 1 1 1 1  -3 . e,5 uc,:: .,.c2 
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TABLE XVIII (continued )  
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
1 2  1 0  2 .  492 GE-02 1 2  1 2  - 1 . 6290E +0 1  
1 2  1 3  -3 . 6720E +0 1  1 2  1 5  1 .  92 90E+OO 
1 2  1 6  5 .  8750E+OO 1 2  23 2 .  073 0E ..D 1  
1 3  1 0  1 .  4870E-02 1 3  1 2  -9 . 9550E+OO 
1 3  1 3  -3 . 1 1 50E-+() 1 1 3  1 5  1 .  1 780£ +0 0  
1 3  1 6  3 .  5890E+OO 1 3  23 1 .  2670E+0 1 
1 4  1 2  3 .  93 00E -O 1 1 4  1 3  8 .  8580£-0 1 
1 4  1 4 -5 . COOCE -0 1  1 4  1 5  -4 . 6530E -02 
1 4  1 6  -1 . 4 1 80E-0 1  1 5  1 4  1 .  S530E -0 1  
1 5  1 5  -2 . 71 30£ -0 1  1 5  1 6  -2 . 1 0 1  C£ -0 1  
1 6  1 4  6 .  1 6 1  OE-0 1  1 6  1 5  -1 . 0750E �O 
1 6  1 6  -1 .  2770E-+1JO 1 6  i 8  3 .  7650E -0 1  
1 7  1 0  4.  0060E-04 1 7  1 7  -3 . 3330E -0 1  
1 8  1 0  8. 3500£-05 1 8  1 6  -1 . 01 OOE-+00 
1 8  1 7  7 .  8620E -0 3  1 8  1 8  -2.  5000E -0 1  
1 9  1 5  1 .  9020E -0 1  1 9  1 6  1 .  4590£ -0 1  
1 9  1 9  - 1 . OOOOE -0 1  20  1 0  -2 . 70 1 0E -03 
20 1 5  1 .  352 0E+OO 20 1 6  1 .  0370E-+DO 
20 20 -1 . 000:JE -0 1  20 22 1 .  395 CE +OO 
20 23 -2 . 1 U60E+OO 2 1  1 0  -1 . 5830E--03 
2 1  1 2  1 .  338,:E+OO 2 1  1 3  3 .  01 40E+OO 
2 1  1 4  -1 . 1 01 C:� +CO 2 1  � 5  -1 . 5?40E -O l 
2 1  • i:. I v  -3 . 71.l 3CE -0 1  2 1  1 7  4 .  5S2CE-0 1  
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TABLE XVIII (continue� )  
ROW COL COEFFICIENT ROW COL COEFFICIENT 
2 1  2 0  2 .  1 93 OE -02 2 1  2 1  -2 . 5COOE -02 
2 1  23 -1 . 258OE +00 22 1 2  4 .  TI2 OE -02 
22 1 3 9 .  25 1 OE-02 22 1 4  -3 . 597OE-02 
22 1 5  -5 . 1 76OE -03 22 1 6  -1 . 224OE-02 
22 1 7  1 .  497 OE -'.)2 22 22 -1 . OOOOE-D 1 
23 23 -5 . OOOOE +OO 
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L I ST OF THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE POLES AND ZEROE S FOR THE 
COMPLETE 23rd ORDER TRANSFER FUNCT ION OF FRACTIONAL CHANGE 
I N  NUCLEAR PmlER vs ELECTRICAL SYSTEM FREQUENCY 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART 
Po l e s  
-0 . 38540000 15258789D+03 0 . 0000000000000 000D+OO 
-0 . 8 16 107860 3 2 94609D+OO -0 . 60 2 7362 789 13 1288D+O l 
-0 . 8 16 107860 3 2 94609D+OO 0 . 60 27 3 62 789 13 12 88D+O l 
-0 . 8 2 2 499999776482 9D-0 1 O . O OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0 . 4888984 2 54 503823D+ O l O . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0 . 4 4 2 3 0 2 673 089 2 13 5D+02  0 . 0000000000000 000D+OO 
-0 . 3 199 16428 0 16 3 3 55D+ O l  0 . 0000000000000000D+OO 
-0 . 89 1437 2 0 5 345659 1D+O l 0 . 000000000000000 0D+OO  
-0 . 1127 2853845286 23D+Ol  0 . 00000000000000000+00 
-0 . 12 0 38 2 19 7 5861004D+O l  0 . 0000000000000000D+OO  
-0 . 43 14690614 3 2 3 9 17D+OO -0 . 2 28 184.42 9 500 73 5 lD-02 
-0 . 43 146906143 2 3 9 17D+OO 0 . 288 1844 2 9 50 0 7 3 51D-0 2  
-0 . 3 13 20000067 3 53 2 5D+OO 0 . 000000000 0000000D+OO  
-0 . 3 19 4 2 2 9 0 1 3039059D+OO 0 . 0000000000000000D+OO 
-0 . 3 3 2 9678090048982D+OO O . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO  
-0 . 20 0 3 087512600 324D+OO O . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0 . 2 1504 2 3 998650 362D+OO O . OOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOD+OO 
-0 . 100 0 127856 2 2 2 9 36D+OO -0 . 4 0 30 3073 67457476D-02 
-0 . 1000 1278562 2 2936D+OO 0 . 40 3 0 3 0 7 3 67 4 57 476D-0 2  
-0 . 2 53 2 3 0 7 0 5051 0 2 90D-01  0 . 0000000000000000D+OO 
-0 . 17 2 9 3 2 2 60660803 1 D-03 O . OOOOOOOO OOOO OOOCD+OO 
-0 . 9 99999996 2747 097D-0 1 0 . 00 0 0000000000 000D+OO 
-0 . 500 0 0 00000000000D+ O l  0 . 0000000000000000D+OO 
Zeroes  
-0 . 44 3 03 74867690 1 54D+02  O . O OOOOOOOOOOOO OOOD+OO 
-0 . 3852 0 59669 454494D +03  o . oooooooooooo oo ooD+oo 
-0 . 87 12 2 190 285639 15D+O l O , OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
0 . 6594037552966448D+02  0 . 0 000000000000 000D+OO 
-0 . 69 2 2 348 150 12494 1D+Ol  -0 . 18 18 512 9 5 6 169 113D+O l 
-0 . 69 2 2 3 48 150 1 24 9 4 10+0 1  0 . 18 185129 56 1 69 113D+O l  
-0 . 3 2 0 9 12 3 52 J4l0376D+ O l  0 . 00000000000 00000D+OO 
1 59 
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TABLE XIX ( cont inued) 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART 
8 -0.36566 58 3 4649 8 506D+ O l  O.O OOOOOOOOOOO OO OOD+OO 
9 0.1538 6 128 1540127 6D+O l -0 . 28 56448 3446644 14D+O l  
10 0.153 8 6 128 15401276D+O l 0.28 5644 8 3 446644 14D+O l  
1 1  -0.107 57 26161143901D+O l  -0.50977 8 543 12050090+00 
12 -0.107 57 26161143901D+O l 0.50977 8 543 1205009D+OO 
13 0.4068989483 44477 8D+O l  o.00000000000000000+00 
14 -0.13 168 23 892945096D+OO  O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
15  -0.144398 3 27 3 8 168 79D+OO o.00000000000000000+00 
16 -0. 44 2218346978489 2D-O l  0.0000000000000000D+OO 
17 -0.34922605 4 579 3666D+OO 0.0000000000000000D+OO 
18 -0.3 3 3 8 5286524 0 143 6D+OO 0.00000000000000000+00 
19 -0.101144930605256�D+O O  O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOD+OO 
20 -0. 3 1467 52200148401D+OO 0.0000000000000000D+OO 
21 -0.8 2249999977648 26D-O l  O.OOOOOOOOOOOOO OO OD+OO 
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for the 23rd order representation 1s 1. 8 5  x 10 -9. The steady stat e 
�p value of fu for a 1 Hz step input 1 s  -0.2 9 5 3. 
A set of three surfaces can be found from the results of this 
case . The frequency response is found by substituting jCllfor s 1n the 
transfer function. The natural log of the magnitude of the frequency 
response 1s equa l to the Z axis of surface 1. The X axis is equa l to 
t he natura l log of the frequency W. The Y axis is equa l to the number 
of po le-zero pairs de l e ted starting from zero and increasing to 17. 
Figure 3.3 is a re presentation of surface 1 as produced by the SURFACE 1 1 3 6  
program availabl e  from The University of Tennessee Computing Center. 
( Instructions for the use of this program are availab le from The 
University of Tennessee Computing Center.) Figure E.7 in Appendix E 
1s a lso surface l as seen from another view. 
The phase ang le, in radians, of the frequency response is eq�al 
to the Z axis of surface 2. The X axis 1s equa l to the natural log of  
the frequency W. The Y ax is is equal to  the :iumber of pole-zero pairs 
deleted. Figure 3.4 is a re presentat ion of surface 2. Figure E. 8 in  
Appendix E is  a l so sur face 2 as seen from another view . 
The t ime  response for a unit step input can be found by 
multiplying the transfer function through �y g (s ) = l /s and performing 
an inverse Lap lace transform. The Z axis of surface 3 is equa l to the 
fractiona l change in nuclear power. The X axis is the time in 
seconds. The Y axis is the number of pole-zero pairs de l et ed. Figure 
3.5 is a representation of  surface 3 . Figure E.9 in Appendix E 1s 
a lso surface 3 as seen from another view. 
From Figures 3.3, 3. 4, 3 . 5 , E.7 , E.3 , and E. 9 it wi l l  be possib le 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 6 5  
This is equivalent t o  est imat ing the m 1n1mum order o f  the transfer 
funct ion of fract ional change in nuclear oower for a change 1n 
electrical frequency by the pole-zero delet ion method. 
At low frequencies Figures 3. 3 and E. 7 indicate there need be no 
maximum for delet ion of pole-zero pairs. This is primarily due to the 
fact that the gain factor, K, has been recalculated each t ime a pole­
zero pair was deleted. As the surface is examined toward the higher 
frequencies, it appears that only 14 pole-zero pairs can be deleted 
before the surface is far from the response o f  the init ial mode i 
having no pole-zero pairs deleted. 
F igures 3 . 4 and E.8 , which show the phase angle as a funct ion of 
frequency and number of pole-zero pairs deleted, will not be affected 
by the recalculat ion of the gain factor K. There fore, at low fre-
quencies the incons istency between the response at no pole-zero pair  
delet ion and the response at higher pole-zero pair delet ion happens 
sooner. From these f igures, it appears that the maximum number of  
pole-zero pairs that should be deleted is 11. 
F igures 3. 5 and E. 9, which show the fract ional change in nuclear 
power for a unit step input of  electrical frequency as a funct ion o f  
t ime and number of pole-zero pairs deleted, shows a dip  i n  the surface 
in  the pole-zero pair delet ion ranges of  7 to 9 and 12 t o  14. This 
indicates that this method may g ive a "bad" response at a point in the 
pole-zero pair delet ion and then obtain a "good" response as more 
pole-zero pa irs are deleted. This can be attributed to the fact tha t 
the pole-zero dele t ion algori thm only considers the real part s of the 
numeri cal values of the poles and zeroes . There fore it is pos s ible 
that a pole-zero pair could be deleted that have unequal imag inary 
166  
parts .  This can be checked by looking at the printed output of  the 
REDUC E  program . Ho�ever , FEDUCE has no t been automa ted to tell the 
user when this has happened , or to correct  itself  �hen thi s  happens . 
Also i t  is  pos s ible that a pole complex conj ugate pair or a zero 
complex conjugate  pair would not be bo th dele ted at the same time . 
This  woul d  leave an imaginary part o f  either a pole or  zero without  
i t s  complimentary complex conjugate when calc ulating the time and fre­
q uency response . 
From the investigation of  these  surface s , it  appears  that the 
m inimum order of the fractional change in nuclear po�e r  to a change in 
elec trical frequency transfer funct ion �ould be abou t  1 1 . This  is if 
the intere s t  is to match the t ime and frequency responses as clo se ly 
a s  po s s ible .  If the intere s t  is  only to mat ch the gain o f  the fre­
q uency re sponse or the time response , then the pole-z ero deletion 
method appears to obtain a value of  9 as  the minimum order for this 
t ransfer function . A list  of  the numerical value s  of the poles and 
z eroe s for the reduced 1 1 th order transfer func tion of fractional 
change in nuclear po�er vs elec trical sys tem frequency is given in 
Table XX.  
Thi s  procedure can be applied to any linear  state  variable model . 
Further investigation o f  other numerical methods might res ul t  in 
f urther minimization of the sys tem order than �ha t can be ob tained by 
the pole�zero deletion method . 
The main disadvantage o f  this method i s  that only one state 
variable response can be obtained . Thi s  means tha t if an algebraic 
variable needed to be ob tained , �hich might depend upon more than one 
s tate  variable , then this method �ould get qui t e  complicated . For 
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LIST OF THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE 
P OLES AND ZEROES FOR THE REDUCED 
11th ORDER TRANSFER FUNCTION OF  FRACTIONAL 
CHANGE IN NUCLEAR POWER v s  ELECTRICAL 
SYSTEM FREQUENCY 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART 
-0. 8161078 603 294 609D+OO -0. 602 7 3 6 2 789131288D+O l  
-0. 8161078 603 294 609D+OO 0. 602 7 3 6 2 789131288D+0 1 
-0. 4 8 8 898 4 25 4 5038 2 3D+O l  O. OOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOD+OO  
-0. 4 314690614 3 23917D+OO 0. 2 2 8 1 844 2 95007 351D-02 
-0. 200308 75126003 24D+OO O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO  
-0. 21504 239986503 6 2D+OO O. OOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOD+OO 
-0.100012 785 6 2 2 29 3 6D+OO 0. 4 0 30307 3 6 745 7 4 7 6D-02 
-0. 25 3 2 307050510290D-01 O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO  
-0.1729 3 2 2 60660803 1D-03 O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0. 99999999 6 2 74 709 7D-01 O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0. SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+ O l  O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
0. 659403 755 296 64 4 8D+02 O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0. 692 2 3 4 8150124941D+ O l  -0.1818 51295 6 1 69 113D+O l  
-0. 69 2 2 3 4 815012494 1 D+ O l  0.18 1 851295 G l 6 9113D+Ol  
-0. 3 65 6 658 34 64 98506D+0 1 0. 0000000000000000D+OO 
0.1538 6128154 0 i 2 76D+ O l  -0. 2856448 3446 644 14D+O l 
0.15 3 8 612815401 2 7 6D+ O l  0. 2856448 344 6 644 140+ 0 1  
-0.13168 23892945 096D+OO 0. 0000000000000000D+OO 
-0.144 398 3 2 7 38168 79D+OO  O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
-0. 4 4 2 218 34 6978489 2D-01 O. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO  
1 6 7  
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example , let i t  be assumed that it  is desired to find the turbine 
mechanical shaft po�er change for a change in electrical frequency 
t ransfer func tion.  Before the pole-zero dele tion method can be used , 
f ive state  variable transfer functions must be ob ta ined . This  is 
b ecause the mechanical shaf t  po�e r  depends on state variable number 
1 2 ,  1 3 ,  1 5 , 1 6 ,  and 1 9  as  presented in Section III . 2 . Then after  
these transfer  functions have been obtained , they must be algebra­
i cally combined into one polynomial and then the zeroes  must  be 
factored out again before pole-zero pairs  can be deleted.  
Ano ther disadvantage to the pole-zero deletion method is tha t  it 
is very easy to obtain the incorrect zeroes . Thi s  is  due to the 
uncertainty in choosing the correct input parameter HCRIT. Often the 
resul t ing frequency responses and time responses  appear to be correct ,  
but they � ill s t ill be incorrect . Therefore , it is necessary to have 
a backup me thod o f  ob taining frequency response and tiffic res ponse such 
as  MATEXP 2 5  and SFR3 30 comp uter codes , so  that the correct 
response is certain. 
The system matrix of the 25th order model of  Chapter III  could 
not be rearranged so that the final values could be calculated by the 
REDUCE program for a po�er  demand input signal . In addition , as has 
been previously pointed out , the turbine mechanical shaft power is 
calculated from five state variables .  REDUCE has been �rit ten to 
calculate only one state variable response at a time . A recommen­
dation for the improvement of the REDUCE program to handle this 
problem is given in Chapter V. Because of these problems , a transfer 
f unc tion of  the turb ine mechanical shaft  po�e r  for a po�er demand 
input or electr ical system frequency input could no t be obtained in 
this study . Ho�ever , this chapter has demons trated the use of the 
pole-zero deletion me thod of sy s tem reduc tion. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A COMPARISON OF HIGH AND LOW ORDER PHYSICAL �ODELS 
IV.l Introduction 
In Chapter III , two methods of reducing the high order model were 
presented. The first method was called the "physical method." This 
method resulted in reducing the 57th order PWR system model presented 
in Chapter II to a 2 5th order system model. The second method was 
called the pole-zero deletion method. This method was applied to the 
transfer function of fractional change in nuclear power for a change 
in electrical system frequency. This transfer func tion was originally 
a 23rd order model and it was found in Chapter III that it could 
possibly be reduced to a 9th order representa tion. 
The reduced model by the pole-zero deletion method was compared 
to the original model in Chapter III by developing a three dimensional 
surface from time and frequency response calculations. Ac  more pole­
zero pairs were deleted, a point was attained where the reduced 
response no longer resembled the full order res p o nse . 
The physically reduced model has not been compared to the high 
order model of Chapter II. The intent of this chapter is to comp are 
the 25th order PWR system model of Chapter III with the 5 7th order PWR 
system model of Chapter II and make improvements on the low order model 
if possible. It is desired to have a low order model so that a sinpler 
representation of the PWR system can be achieved. 
IV.2 The Basis For Comparison 
In order to compare the high order �odel with the physica l l y  
170 
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reduced lov; order model , a choi.ce mus t  b e  made o f  the state variables 
and algebraic variables r,.;hich are common to both models . In thi s  
s tudy , the follo"'ing variables r,.; ere chosen a s  a bas i s  for comparison 
1 .  The change in turbine mechani cal shaft  por,.;er in uni t s  
o f  meg a,;,;att s  
2 .  b �M Th e  reactivity change induced by the control rods in 
uni t s  of  cents 
s .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10 . 
1 1 .  
1 2 .  
1 3 .  
1 4 .  







The percent o f  full nuclear por,.; e r  
The percent of  full pov;er  del ivered by the secondary 
fluid 
The change in fuel tempe rature in degrees Fahrenhei t  
The change in s team pres sure in uni t s  o f  psi  
The change in feedr,.;ater  flo,;,;. rate in unit s  o f  lbm/ sec 
The change in steam flor,.; rate in uni t s  of  lbrn/ sec 
The fractional change in stea-rc1 valve coefficient 
The change in UTSG inlet feed,;,;ater temperature in 
degrees Fahrenhei t  
The change i n  cold l e g  temperature i n  degrees Fahrenheit: 
The change in ho t leg tempera ture in degrees  Fahrenr. e it  
The change in the integral of the ACE signal in  uni ts  
of p�-sec 
The change in elec tric.al sys tem frequency in Hz 
The change in the high pre ssure turb ine torque in 
unit s  of ft-lb f  
The change in lov; Dress ure turb ine torque i n  uni ts  of 
f t • lbf 
1 72 
I n  all the figures of this chapter, the high order model response 
1s represented by a solid line. The low order model response 1s 
represented by + c haracters. 
I V.3 Discussion of Figure 4 . 1  and Figure 4.2 
The first case presented will be for a -0. 0 5  puMw (-50  Xw) step 
in the power demand signal. Figure 4. 1 shows the response of the 16 
basis variables of both the high order and low order models for a 
-0. 05  puMw step 1n power demand. The solid line in Figure 4. 1 is 
identical with the results shown 1n on page 120 and the line 
designated by crosses is identical with the results shown in Figure 
3.2. 
The turbine sha ft power appears to attain the desired power 
change of 50  Mw almost immediately. A more detailed look at the first 
2 0  seconds of  the turbine power is shown in Figure 4.2. It appears 
that both the high order and low order model give the same result for 
the turbine power. This is plausible since both models contain the 
same turbine representation. However, the e ffect of steam press ure 
upon the turbine model will be dif ferent for the two models. 
The control rod reactivity is very different in the two models . 
This is primarily due to the nonlinear reactor control system repre­
sentation in the high order model. The high order reactor controller 
stops moving the rods after the reactivity is reduced by 7. 560  cents. 
This is because the temperature error signal has fallen within the 
deadband. The low order reactor controller, on the other hand , will 
remove re activity until the temperature error signa l is zero. 
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The percent of fu l l  nuc lear power response of  the low order model 
1.s much "smoother" than that of the high order model. This is pri ­
mari ly due to the nonl inear reactor contro l ler o f  the high order 
model. 
The percent of fu l l  power del ivered to the secondary f luid 
response for the low order model is almost identical to the high order 
mode l response. The main d i f ference is during the first 100 seconds 
o f  the response. The "dip" in the high order response is due to the 
feedwater f low .  This dip arises due to the downcomer level error 
s igna l (see Figure 2. 10 page 3 0) .  Thus the assumption of perfect 
feedwater f low control for the low order mode l wil l  not account for 
changes in control led feedwater f low due to changes in downcomer 
level. This wi l l  ultimate ly affect the reactor control system since 
the percent of ful l power delivered to the secondary f l uid is an input 
to the reactor control system. 
The fuel temperature response for the low order mode l  is very 
s im i lar to the high order model response. Any inconsistency is again 
primari ly due to the non linear reactor control system of  the high 
order mode 1 .  
The steam pressure response for the low order mode l is di fferent 
from the high order mode l response. This can be attributed to the 
nonl inear control system of  the high order reactor contro l l er, and the 
P f  control ler. The low order mode l reactor control ler is dif feren t 
from the high order mode l  reactor control ler because it wil l  drive the 
average reactor coolant temperature �or2 toward the average tem­
perature set point . This  means tha t  if the average reactor coo lant  
temperature is more negat ive (wh ich it  1.s 1n this case) , the steam 
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pres sure deviation �ill ultimately be less pos it ive  at steady state . 
Ho�ever , during the transient , the steam pre s s ure inconsistency is  
largely due to  the different rates  o f  reactivity change of the high 
o rder model , �hereas the lo� order mod el has a single rate  of reac­
t ivity change.  The Pf controller �ill also affect  the steam pressure . 
The output of the Pf controller is  the fractional chang e  in the s team 
valve coe ff ic ien t . In this cas e ,  the fractional change in valve coef­
f icient is  larger for the lo� order model than the  high order model 
d uring the first  1 00 seconds of the response . The high order model 
response of frac tional change in valve coefficient becomes grea ter 
than the lo� order model response after  approximat ely 100  s econd s . 
This �ill cause the re sponse of s team pres sure to  be greater  for the 
lo� order model during the first  100 s econds than the high order model 
response . After  approximately 100 s econd s , the high order re sponse of  
s team pres s ure then becomes greater  than the lo� order �odel response . 
F urther discus s ion o f  the effect of  the valve coefficient � ill follo� . 
The feed�ater flo� difference during the first  100  s econds has 
already been at tributed to the assumpt ion of perfec t feed�ater  flo� , 
�hich doe s  not consider do�ncomer level deviation as part of  the feed� 
�ater flo� cont rol . 
The s team flo� rate response for the lo� order model is  very 
s imilar to the high order model response . This  can be attributed to 
t he Pf  controller . The Pf controller �ill force the st eam flo� to 
achieve the des ired po�e r  level out of  the turbine. Because the tur­
bine representation is the same for bo th model s , the s team flo� 
change mus t be the same to achieve the same t urbine po� er change. 
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The change in s team valve coefficient is very close for bo th 
models .  The difference ari ses  from the fact that  the s team flo� is 
the same for bo th cases.  Tne steam flo� is proportional to steam 
pressure and s team valve coefficient ( equation II . 24 ) . Because the 
lo� order model s team pressure deviation is smaller at s teady state , 
the lo� order model steam valve coe ff icient deviation mus t be greater 
a t  s teady state in order to  ob tain the same steady state  s team flo� 
rate. No tice that the s team pressure deviat ion for bo th high and lo� 
order models  intersect at approximately 1 00 seconds .  Because the 
s teady state  s team flo� has already been obtained by this time for 
b o th model s , the s team valve coefficient deviat ion for bo th high and 
lo� order mod els should als o  interse c t  at approximately 1 00 second s . 
The inl e t  UTSG feed� ater  tempera t ure response for the lo� order 
model is  s imilar to  the high order model except during the first  100 
s e conds . Thi s  can be attributed to the perfect feed�ater flo� control 
assump tion of  the lo� order model . 
The average temperature deviation of  the ho t and cold leg for the 
lo� order model is approaching the average temperature se t point •. The 
average temperature deviation of  the hot and cold leg for the high 
order model �il l  no t reach the average temperature set  point because 
o f  the deadband o f  the high order model reactor  control sy stem. 
The integral of the ACE signal response and the electrical sys tem 
f requency response is almos t  identical for bo th the high order and lo� 
o rder models .  Thi s  is plaus ible since the representation for the 
integra l  of the ACE signal and electrical sys tem frequency is almos t  
identical f o r  both high and lo� order model s .  The only difference 
bet�een the t�o being the rep resentation of the t urbine mechanical 
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shaft po�er  �hich may be different due to the fac t that steam pressure 
is an input to the turbine model. 
The high pressure and lo� pressure turbine sha f t  torque res ponse 
is very clo se for the high and lo� order models .  Any differences can 
b e  attributed to the diffe rences in steam pres sure for both models .  
This i s  the reason for the intersection of  the curves again at  
approximat ely 100  s econds.  One interes ting not e  is that the turbine 
shaft torques take almos t  the full 400 s econds to reach steady state , 
�hile the to tal turbine shaf t  po�er (�hich is the sum of  the torques 
mul ti plied by a constant ) is at  steady s tate  after only a fe� second s . 
Figure 4 . 2  also sho�s the response o f  bo th the high order and lo,;.; 
o rder mod el s  for a - 0 .05  p� step in poi;.er demand . Ho,;.;ever , only the 
f ir s t  20 seconds are sho�n for the turbine shaf t  po�er,  the electrical 
sys tem frequency , and the high and lo� pressure turbine torques . From 
Figure 4 . 2 ,  the early part of the transient experience s  an oscillatory 
motion that �as no t apparent from Figure 4 . 1 .  Ho�ever , the responses 
of both the high and lo,;. order models is almo s t  identical . A small 
d ifference bet�een the responses exi s t  for the high and lo� pressure 
t urbine torques.  This again can be attributed to the dif ferences  be t�  
� een the steam pre ssure and steam valve coe fficient respcnses as sho�n 
in Figure 4 . 1 .  Ho�ever ,  the first 5 s econds of the response of the 
t orques is almos t  identical since the effect o f  steam pres s ure has not 
been fel t .  
IV.4 Discus s ion o f  Figure 4 . 3  
Figure 4.3 sho� s the response o f  the 1 6  basis  of  comparison 
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in frac tional steam valve coefficient. In order to obtain Figure 4 . 3  
the follo� ing steps �ere taken 
1 .  Decouple the Pf con�roller of the high order model by setting 
the mat rix coefficients ( 5 5 , 55 )  ( 5 5 , 56 ) , and ( 5 5 , 57 )  equal 
to zero . 
2 .  Decouple  the Pf controller o f  the lo� order model by set t ing 
the matrix coefficients ( 23 , 23 ) , ( 23 , 24 ) , and ( 23 , 25 )  equal 
to  zero . 
3 .  Form the forcing vector o f  the high order model for a uni t 
change in steam valve coefficient. This vector � ill be 
identical to mat rix coefficients  ( i , 55 )  for i= l through 5 7 . 
Mul tiply this vector by -0 . 1  to  obtain the forcing vector for 
a - 0 . 1  s tep  in steam valve coef f icient . 
4 .  Form the forcing vec tor o f  the lo� order model for a uni t  
change i n  steam valve coefficient. Thi s vector � ill be 
identical to matrix coefficients ( i , 23 )  for i=l  through 25 . 
Mul ti ply thi s vector  by -0.1 t o  obtain the forcing vec tor for 
a - 0 . 1 s tep  in steam valve coe f ficient . 
Referring to Figure 4.3 , one sees that the turbine shaft  po�er  is  
not controlled by  the Pf controller.  Therefore , the  turb ine po�er 
resul ts are sl ightly different in the high and lo� order models .  The 
valve coefficient change is the same for bo th the high order and 
lo� order models because it is the forcing func tion.  Since the  s t eam 
flo� to the turb ine is proportional to both st eam valve coefficient 
and steam pre ssure , any difference s i� t urb in� sha f t  po�er can be 
a t tributed to steam pressure. 
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The response of the reactivity change due to the control rod s  for 
the lo� order model is different f rom the high order model . Thi s  can 
be attrib uted , as in Figure 4 . 1 , to the nonlinear reactor control 
system of the high order model . 
The percent o f  full nuclear po�e r  responses  from the high and lo� 
o rder  models agree �el l .  Only s light differences in the shape of the 
c urves ari s e  because of the different reactor control sys t em represen­
tations . 
The percent of full po�e r  delivered by the secondary fluid 
response is  slightly different bet�een high and lo� order models  
d uring the first  100  s econds of  the response . Thi s  can be attributed , 
a s  in Figure 4 . 1 �  to the perfect feed�ater flo� assumption of  the lo� 
o rder model . 
The fuel temperature response from the high and lo� order models 
a l so agree �ell . Again only s light differences  in the shape of the 
c urve s  are pre sent �hich is primarily due to the nonlinear reac tor 
control system of the high order model . 
The s team pre s s ure response is a closer match in thi s case than 
in Figure 4 . 1 .  Therefore the Pf controller is responsible for a 
larger portion of  the differences  of the steam pres s ure response of  
Figure 4 . 1 .  Ho�ever, there is still  a slight difference bet�een the 
high and lo� order model responses . Thi s  again can be attributed to 
the reactor control system since the lo� order model reac tor control 
sys tem �ill cause a larger change in the average reactor coolan t  tem­
perature. 
The feed�ater flo� , as in Figure 4 . 1 ,  has some slight differences 
d uring the first  part of the trans ient . Ho� ever , in this case the 
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steady state response �ill also be different . Because the Pf 
controller has been decoupled , the steam flo� �ill not be controlled . 
The refore , it i s  po s s ible for the s team flo� to obtain different 
values at s teady s tate . Thi s  �ould depend on the s teady state value 
of the s team pressure � Since the feed�ater flo� rate  mus t  be equal to 
t he s team flo� rate  at steady state , this explains the difference of 
the high and lo� order model response of feed�ater  flo� rate  at steady 
s tate . 
The s team flo� rate is  different in the high and lo� order models  
a t  s teady s tat e .  Thi s  can be attributed to the fac t  that steam pres­
s ur e  i s  also  different in the high and lo� order model s , and the 
s team valve coefficient i s  the same for both model s . 
The s team valve coefficient response is  equal to zero since the 
Pf  controller has been decoup led from the sy s tem .  The forcing func­
t ion in thi s  case is a -0 . l  s tep  in steam valve coe fficient . 
The feed�ater inlet temp erature to the UTS G  has a very close  
match bet�een the high and lo� order response in  thi s  case . The dif­
ference in  the  early part of the transient is  due to  the per fect flo� 
a ssump tion of the feed�ater control sy stem in the lo� order model . 
The average  temperature o f  the ho t and cold leg temperatures , as 
in Figure 4 . 1 , �ill be closer  to the temperature set point in the lo� 
o rder model case . Notice also that the trans ient peaks of the hot and 
cold leg temperatures are smaller in the hi gh order model response .  
Thi s  means tha t the nonlinear reac tor control sys tem �ill cause a 
reduc tion in the transient peaks . 
The integral o f  the ACE signal and the electrical sy s t em fre-
quency responses �ill be zero since the Pf controller has been decocpled . 
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The high pres s ur e  and lo� pressure turbine torques are very close  
t o  one ano ther for  this case .  Any differences in  this cas e  can be 
a t tributed solely to the steam pres sure difference s . 
IV. 5 Discus sion o f  Figure 4 . 4  
In Figure 4 . 1  through . 4 . 3 ,  the differences  bet�een the high and 
lo� order model responses have been attribute d  to the rea ctor control 
and Pf controller systems . In Figure 4 . 3 ,  the Pf  controller �as 
decoupled and resul ted in a closer response bet�een the high order and 
lo� order model . No� it is desired to examine the effect of de­
coupling the reactor control sys t em ( or in the nonlinear cas e  " turning 
o ff the reactor control system'· ) . This can be accomplished very 
easily . For the high order model  the reactor control sy s tem can be 
" turned o ff" by using the value o f  4 for the inpu t  parameter  NTYPE in 
the SYSTEM-MATEXP program ( see Appendix A ) . For the lo� order model , 
the reactor control sy s tem is  decoupled by setting matrix coefficient 
( 1 , 1 1 )  equal to zero . 
Figure 4 . 4  sho�s the response o f  the high and lo� order models 
for a -0 . 1  s tep in the steam valve coefficien t .  This is identical to 
Figure 4 . 3  except  the reactor control sys tem has been decoupled 
( "turned off" ) for both the high and lo� order models . Therefore the 
Pf controller and reactor control sy s tem are both not used in this 
case . The only remaining control systems are three element control of  
f eed�ater flo� on the high order model , perfect  control of  the feed­
� ater flo� on th� lo� order model , and press uri zer pre s sure control on 
the high order model . 
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Referring to  Figure 4. 4 ,  one sees that all the responses o f  the 
1 6  basis variables from the high and low order models at steady state 
are in good agreement. Some dif ferences still exist during the early 
part o f  the responses due to the per fect feedwater flow control 
assumption of the low order model. In addition , because the equations 
o f  the low order reactor core and UTSG model are "more lumped , " the 
detailed dynamic ef fects of the early part o f  the transient are not as 
good for the low order model. This is consistent with work done pre­
viously (see Ali2 ) .  
IV. 6 Discussion o f  Figure 4. 5 
At this point the following quest ion must be asked, "Is there 
anything that can be done to make the overall low order PWR system 
model response agree more with the overall high order PWR system model 
response? "  The P f  cont roller model used in the low order model i s  
exactly the same as the high order model. The only dif ference betNeen 
t he two P f  controller models is the value of the turbine gain const ant 
KT. rnis constant was determined from the steady state response of 
t he turbine mechanical shaft power for a change in valve coef ficient 
forcing function (see Section II. 7 and Section III. 2) . 
Let it be assumed that the turbine gain constant is not the main 
cause of the dif ferences in the high and low order models. Let it 
also be assumed that the dif ferences of the high and low order models 
is largely due to the reactor cont rol syst em. This is plausible since 
t here is a large difference in the r2pres2ntation of the reactor 
control syst em of the high and low order models (�onlinear vs. 
linear) . 
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Therefore, the low order reactor control system model will be 
changed to attempt to i�prove the agreement. Recall that the gain of  
the low order reactor control system model was described by the 
f ollowing equation 
( IV .  1 ) K = K '  x K" 
The value of  K"  was set equal to 0. 1 (steps/sec-F) while the value of 
K' was defined to be identically equal to the high order model value 
o f  ROWSTP. In this thesis, the value of ROWSTP used is 0. 00225 
( dollars/ °F-sec) . For this case, K 1 will be multiplied by 4. 0. The 
criterion for choosing this number is to increase the rate at which 
the control rod reactivity will come to  steady state. 
Figure 4. 5 is identical to Figure 4. 1 on page 1 73 except the gain  
on  the low order reactor control system model has been ch anged. The 
result of  this change was to multiply row 1 1  of the low order system 
matrix by 4. 0 
Referring to Figure 4. 5,  one sees that the response of the low 
order model 1 6  basis variables of  comparison have about the sane 
steady state values as those shown in Figure 4.1 .  Therefore, it must 
be concluded that no matter what gain is used in the low order reactor 
controller, the steady state value o f  control rod reactivity, and thus 
steam pressure, will be the same. The only effect that a change in 
the value of K" will have is the rate at which the new steady state 
value is reached. This is why the response is oscillatory in Figure 
4. 5. This is plausible s ince the low order model reactor control 
system will always bring the aver age tempe rature to the average tem­
perature set point. The average t:emperature set poin t for. a given 
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power l eve l change wil l  always be the same, there fore the average tem­
perature change wil l  always be the same for a given power leve l  change 
due to the reactor control action. 
There fore, it 1s concl uded that no improvement can be made on the 
steady state value of the control rod reactivity for the low order 
mode l. However, a change 1n the gain of the low order mode l reactor 
control system could  improve on the shape of the response and more 
c lose ly match the high order mode l response. 
CF.APTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ass uming that the Pf control sys t em is coupled , the 25th order 
overall PWR sys tem model �ill predict  the turbine mechanical shaft  
po�er equally as �ell  as the  5 7 th high order overall PWR sy s tem model . 
I f  other output variables o f  the sy s tem are o f  intere s t , such as steara 
pressure , or  s team valve coefficient , some small differences exi s t  
bet�een the t�o models .  This is primarily due t o  the nonlinear reac-
tor  control sy s tem of the high order model . 
The pole-zero deletion method can be  used for  the reduction o f  
the order of the sys t em model . There are some disadvantages t o  using 
this metho d .  The sys tem matrix· mus t  be in a form such tha t the final 
value s of the desired state variables  can be calculated . The REDUCE 
program as �ri tten produces  and reduces only one transfer funct ion at 
a time . It may be desired to reduce the order of  an output variable 
� hich is  a func tion of  more than one state variable . For example , the 
mechanical turbine shaft po�er  is a function of five state variables 
( se e  Appendix D ) .  
As a pos s ible continua t ion o f  this research , the REDUCE program 
could be  mod ified to handle this mul ti-state variable problem .  Le t j 
b e  the number of  state variables needed to determine some des ired out-
put variable y ( s ) . Then the follo� ing equation can be �rit t en 
( V. l )  
LA; X; l>� 
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2 0 2  
where 
A •  
\ 
= constant coefficient 
K ·  = gain for the Xi transfer function defined by Equation ]_ 
( I I I . 2 3 )  
zk . = zeroes for the X ·  transfer function defined by ]_ ]_ 
Equation ( I I I . 20 )  
= poles for the X · transfer function defined by Equation ]_ 
( I I I . 2 0 )  
m ·  = the total number of zeroes for the X ·  response ]_ ]_ 
n ·  = the total number of poles for the X ·  response ]_ ]_ 
The poles of each state variable X will be the same. Thus equation 
( V  . 1 )  can be written as 
( V.2 ) yes)-::  
where 
y 
-rr (< 7 
. :: ' 
i ;; \ 
The product term in the numerator of equation ( V. 2 )  can be combined so 
that equation ( V.2 ) can be written as 
-
c v  . 3 ) vcs) :: � l 1f {s -?1.-J 
t::- I I :::  l
Then the constant coefficients, ¾J ,  o f  equat ion (V .3 ) having the 
same order as s can be combined to obtain 
( V . 4 )  y { S) -:: 1T ( s- \'.L) 
.1.:: I 
,;.;here 
t = maximum value of mi for i = 1 ,  2 ,  • • • , j .  
The solution to the polynomial 
(V . 5 )  
�ill be defined t o  b e  the zeroes o f  the output variable y ( s ) . Thi s  
,;.; ill allo� equation ( V . 4) t o  b e  �ritt en a s  
cv . 6 ) y Ls) : X • 
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The pole-zero delet ion method could no,;.; be applied to equat ion ( V.6 ) .  
The 25th order overall PWR sys t em model presented in Chapter III  
has an 1 1 th order representation of  a turbine-feed�ater heater system .  
This  model is identical to the turbine-feed�ater  heater sy stem used in 
the high order overall PWR sy stem model of Chapter II . In this s t udy , 
no investigat ion �as made into  reducing the order of thi s  model. 
Elgerd9 ( shoi;.;n in equaticr. 9-13 , page 3 2 6 )  presents  an empirical 2nd 
order transfer func tion model for a reheat turbine sy stem .  The input 
20� 
to thi s  model is a change in s team valve pos i tion. The output of  this 
model is  the change in turbine shaft  po�er. Thi s  model �ould have no 
feedback on the other component s  of  the PWR sy s t em through changes  in 
feed�ater  temp e ra ture to the UTS G .  An inves tigation sho uld be made 
into the validity  of  this model . In add ition , it should be pos s ible  
t o  determine the parameters  of  this model from the phys ical inpu t  
p arameters  of  the turbine-feed�ater heater used in this s t udy . These  
p arameters  are  listed in Table XI . 
The input parameters of  the turbine- feed�ater heater �ere 
obtained from IBM and the SEQUOYAH-FSAR for a typ ical 1 200 MWe nuclear 
plant.  Ho�ever the values of the nozzle ches t  volt.llile , Ve , and the 
reheater  shell  s ide volume , VR , could no t be determined exactly in 
this s t udy . Therefore , the values of VR and Ve should be determined 
for  a typi cal 1 200 MWe nuclear plant . 
The SYSTEM computer code calculates  the sy s tem matrix coeffici� 
ents for the reactor core , UTSG ,  three element controller , and reac tor 
contro ller model s .  Subroutine PRE S S  calculates the pressurizer pres ­
s ure mat rix coefficients after the sy s tem coefficients other than the 
pressurizer pressure model have been read in by HATEXP. The SYST�M 
program should be improved to calculate the sys tem coe ffici ents for 
the turbine- feed�ater heater  model and the Pf controller model . 
As a further improvement ,  the SYSTEM program should have the 
o pt ion to specify ei ther the high order model or the lo� order model 
coefficients to be calculated . The SYSTE� prog ram should al so have 
the capability  to develop a more detailed high order model. For 
example , it may be de5irable for some particular appl icacions to have 
a mul ti-node representation for the reactor fuel rather than a single 
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lump representation. Ideally, the user of the SYSTE�-MATEXP code 
would be able to sit at the computer terminal and type in only a few 
input parameters . Then the computer w ill calculate the desired system 
coe f f ic ients, in as much detail as desired. The result ing calcula­
t ions could then be used to simulate the system response for the 
desired forcing function . 
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APPENDI XE S  
APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUCTIONS ON THE 
USE OF THE SYSTEM-MATEXP 
PROGRAMMING PACKAGE 
A. l DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM-MATEXP PROGRAMMING PAC}C;\GE 
The SYSTEM-MATEXP programming package was developed with the 
intent of reducing the effort involved in dynamic modeling of PWR 
systems. Previously, the system matrix coefficients had to be calcu­
lated by hand and calculated again for new initial conditions or if a 
mistake had been made. Then the resulting coef ficients were used in 
the MATEXP code. 
Ali2 developed a code to calculate the matrix coe f ficients and 
forcing vector coef ficients for a 15th order UTSG mod el. This program 
has been modified and is called the SYSTEM program. The SYSTEM 
program will calculate the matrix coefficients and forcing vector 
coefficients for the UTSG, reactor core, three-element feedwater 
controller, and reactor controller of the high order PWR model pre­
sented in this thesis. 
The output of the SYSTEM program, along with other data, 1s 
used as input to the MAIEXP program. A version of  subroutine D I STR3 
o f  the MATEXP program has been written to simula te the nonlinear reac­
tor controller presented in this thesis. DISTRB will also allow the 
calculation of alg ebraic variables to be made at each tiwe st e p  in the 
solution. Subroutine PRES has also been added to MATEXP to cal culate 
the matrix coe ff icients of the pressuri zer pressure model . 
Subroutines ROD, STEAM, VALVE, FEEDl, a.nd FEED2 have been added to 
MATEXP to vary all the possib le forcing functions on the PWR system. 
These subroutines are called by DISTRB depending on the value of the 
input parameter ITYPE. 
2 1 3  
214 
A flowchart of the SYSTEH-MATEXP programming package is g1v�n 1n  
Figure A.l. A list of the input cards to the SYSTEM program is  given 
1n Sect ion A.2. A list of the input cards to the MATEXP program 1s 
g iven in Sect ion A.3. The instruct ions for the execet ion of the 
SYSTEM-MATEXP programming package is given in Sect ion A.4. Figure A.2 
1s an example of the input file for the SYSTEM program. Figure A.3 1s 
an example of the input file for the MATEXP program. The reader 
should refer to Figures A.l, A . 2,  and A.3 to help in underst anding the 
use of this program. 
A.2 INPUT FORMAT FOR THE SYSTEM PROGRAM (FOR2 4.DAT) 
Card No. 1 ( geometrical parameters) 
Column 1 -5 6-15 16-2 5 2 6-35 3 6-45 
Format 1 5  7Dl O . 4  
Input NT TOD THT USHD USHT 
NT - number of U-tubes 
TOD - tube outside diameter ( inches) 
TMT - tube met al thickness ( inches) 
USHD - steam generator upper shell diameter 
USHT - steam generator upper shell thickness 
LSHD - steam generator lower shell diameter 
LSHT - steam generator lower shell thickness 







5 6-65 66-75 
LSHT OVHT 
START 
Read input da ta from 
a file cal led  
' FOR24 . DAT ' by 
LUN24 
Exe cute 
r----------t SYSTDL FOR 
Ou tput to  
' FOROl . DAT ' 
by LUNl 
nd_ o f  execution.  
Edi t a rile called 
' MATEXP . DAT ' on 
LUN2O 
Output to 
' FOR2 3 . DAT ' 
by L1JN23 
Output to 
' FOR2 O . DAT ' 
by LUN20 
Figur e A. l Flowchar t o f  the SY STEH-HATEXP comryuter pro grai7t . 
215  
Output t o  




r1ATE..XP . FOR 
Yes 
Hake a s ingla file of  MATPLO . FOR , 
PLOTl . DAT, PLOT2 . DAT and subm.i t to  
IBH 360 / 65 for  p lo tting 
Figur e  A . l (con t inued) 
Outnut to  
' PLOTl . DAT ' 
on LUN2 4  
Output to  
' PLOT2 . DAT ' 





OUTPUT . DAT 
STOP 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Card No. 2 ( geometrical parameters) 
Column 1-10 11 -20 21-30 
Format 4Dl 0.4 
Input AFS AD LD 
31-40 
RL 
AFS - secondary flow area in the tube region ( ft 2) 
AD - downcomer level ( ft 2) 
LD - downcomer level ( ft) 
RL - riser level ( ft) 
Card No. 3 ( primary side parameters) 
Column 1-10 11- 2 0 21-30 31 -40 
Format 8D10.4 
Input WP VP CPl TPID 
41 -50 51-60 
TPOT pp  
223  
I 61-70 71-8 0 
ROP PHC 
WP - primary water ( reactor coolant) mass flow rate into the steam 
generator (lbm/hr) 
VP - total steam generator primary water volume ( ft3) 
CPl - specific heat at constant pressure of the primary water 
( B/lbm- ° F) 
TPI - primary water inlet temperature ( ° F)  
TPO - primary water outlet temperature ( ° F) 
PP - primary loop average pressure ( psia ) 
ROP - average density of primary water (lbm/ ft3) 
PHC - p r imary s ide heat con ten t ( E) 
Card No. 4 (secondary side parameters) 
Column 1 - 1 0  I 1 1 -20  21 -30 31 -40 
Format 8 Dl0. 4 
Input wso PSTG TSAT TFWI 
WSO - steam flow rate (lbm/hr) 
41-50  
XE 
PSTG - steam generator pressure (psig) 
TSAT - saturation temperature a t  PSTG ( 0? )  
TFWI - feedwater inlet temperature ( ° F) 
XE - quality of steam at riser exit 
2 2 4  
51 -60 61 -70 71 -8 0 
vss ROSl CP2 
V S S  - volume of secondary steam in the drum steam volume ( ft3) 
ROSl - subcooled secondary water average density (lbm/ft3 ) 
CP2 - specific heat of  secondary side subcoolad w�ter (B/ lbm- °F) 
Card No. 5 (heat transfer coefficients )  
Column 1 -1 0  1 1 -2 0 21 -30 
Format 6Dl 0. 4  
Input HTA HP UM 
3 1 -40 41-5 0 51 -60 
HS l HS 2 KM 
HTA - overall heat transfer area o f  the steam generator U-tubes ( ft 2) 
HP - primary side film heat transfer coefficient (B/hr-ft 2- ° F) 
M - tube metal conductance (B/hr-ft 2- ° F) 
HS l - s ubcooled secondary film hea t  transfer coefficient 
( B/hr- ft 2- ° F) 
HS2  - boiling secondary film heat transfer coefficient 
(B/hr-ft 2 - 0 F) 
KM - conductivity of the tube metal (B /hr-ft- °F) 
Card No. 6 (tube metal properties) 
Column 1-10 11-2 0 
Format 2Dl0. 4 
I nput ROM CM 
ROM - density of tube metal (lbm/ft 3) 
CM - tube metal heat capacity (B/lbrn-°F) 
Card No. 7 (steady state thermodynamic properties) 
Column 1-10 11-2 0 21-30 31-40 
Format 6Dl0.4 
I nput HF HFG HG VF 
HF - enthalpy of saturated water (B/lbm) 
H FG - latent heat of vaporization (B/lbm) 
HG - enthalpy of saturated steam (B/lbm) 
41-50 
VFG 




VFG - difference between specific volumes of saturated steam and 
water (ft3 /lbm) 
VG - specific volume of saturated steam ( f c 3 / 1brn)  
Card No . 8 ( thermodynamic property gradients )  
Column 










1- 10 1 1-20  2 1'-30 
DTSAT DHF DHFG 
d�-r 
d'?s ( ° F/psi )  
�� 
�1's ( B / lbm-ps i )  
d-hh 
2;'?s ( B/ lbm-psi )  
� ( B/ lbm-ps i )  a?$" 
�t 
( ft 3 / lbm-psi ) d?, 
�� �"� ( ft 3 / lbm-ps i )  
�J a '"  ( ft 3/ lbm- ps i )  
�� d ( lbm/ ft
3'-psi )  
Card No . 9 ( SYSTEM control card) 
Column 1-5 6- 10 1 1 - 1 5  
Format 415 
Input ITYPE NC NUTSG 
3 1-40 41-50 





5 1-60  6 1-70  7 1-80  
DVFG DVG DROG 
2 2 7  
ITIPE - specification of  forcing vector 
1 l °F primary inlet temperat ure - no feed� ater flo� control 
2 Uni t  change in fractional steam £lo� - no feed�ater flo� 
control 
3 Uni t  change in steam valve coefficient - no feed�acer flo� 
control 
4 l °F feed�ater inlet  temperature � no feed�ater £lo� control 
5 Uni t  change in fractional feed�ater flo� - no feed�ater flo� 
control 
6 l °F primary inlet  temperat ure - perfect feed�ater flo� 
control 
7 Uni t  change in fractional steam flo� - perfec t feed�ater flo� 
control 
8 Uni t change in steam valve coefficient � perfect feed�ater 
flo� control 
9 1 °F feed�ater inlet  temperat ure - perfect feed� ater flo� 
control 
1 0  l °F primary inlet  tempera ture - three element feed¼ater flo� 
control 
1 1  Uni t  change in frac tional steam flo� - three element 
feed�ater £lo� control 
1 2  Unit change in steam valve coefficient - three element 
feed�ater flo� control 
1 3  l °F inlet  feed� ater temperature � three element feed�ater 
flo� control 
2 2 8  
N C  - The number o f  state variable equations �hich �ill b e  used t o  
describe the reac tor core. If NC=O , the UTSG � ill be treated 
as  an isolated model . 
NUTSG - The number of  UTSG ' s  per reactor  uni t  
NCNTRL - A non-zero entry �ill cause the reactor control system matrix 
t o  be calculated . A zero entry �ill not calculate the reactor  
control system matrix . NCNTRL should be set equal to  zero for 
NC equal to zero. 
Card No. 10  ( include only for  NC ';> 0 )  
neutronics data for  the reactor core model 
Column 1 - 1 0  11-20 2 1-30 3 1 -40  4 1 -50  
Format 8F 1 0 . 0  
Input BETAT BETAl BETA2 BETA3 BETA4 
BETAT - total delayed neutron fraction 
BETAl - 1st delayed neutron group fraction 
BETA2 - 2nd delayed neutron gruop fraction 
BETA3 - 3rd delayed neutron group frac tion 
BETA4 - 4th delayed neutron group fraction 
BETAS .. 5th delayed neutron group fraction 
BETA6 - 6 th delayed neutron group frac tion 
5 1 -60  
BETAS 
ALPHAF - fuel  coefficient o f  reactivity ( l  / O F ) 
6 1 -7 0  7 1 -80 
BETA6 ALPF.AF 
Card  No. 1 1  ( include only for NC > O )  
neutronics data for the reactor core model 
Colt.l.Illn 1 - 10 1 1 ""20 2 1-30  3 1 -40  4 1 -50 
Format sFro . o  
Input GEN LAMDA LAi.'1DA2 LAMDAJ LAMDA4 
GEN - neutron generation time ( seconds ) 
LAMDAl - 1 s t  group decay constant ( 1 / sec )  
LAMDA2 - 2nd group decay constant ( 1  / sec ) 
LAMDA3 - 3 rd group decay constant ( 1 / sec )  
LAMDA4 - 4th group decay constant ( 1 / sec)  
LAMDA5 - 5th group decay constan t  ( 1 / sec )  
LAMDA6 - 6th group decay constant ( 1 /sec)  
5 1 ;..60  
LAMDA5 
ALPHAC - coolant coefficient o f  reactivity ( 1 / oF )  
Card No . 1 2  ( include only for  NC > 0 )  
heat transfer data for the reactor core model 
Column 1 - 1 0  1 1 -20 21 -30  
Format 6F 10 . 0  
Input POWER FUEL""! CPF 
POWER - initial reactor po�er level (Mr,; ) 
FUEL� - mas s of  fuel ( lbm) 
3 1 -40  
AREA 
CPF - specific hea t  of the fuel (B/ lbm- °F ) 
, 4 1 - 5 0  
FRACF 
2 2 9  
6 1 -70  7 1 -80  
LAMDA6 ALPHAC 
5 1 -6 0  
H 
AREA - total heat transfer area from fuel to coolant ( ft 2 ) 
FRACF - fraction of  the to tal po�er  produced in the fuel 
H - overall heat transfer coefficient from fuel to  coolant 
Card No . 13  ( include only for  NC > 0)  
reactor coolant volumes 
Column 1 - 1 0  1 1 -20 2 1 -30 
Format SF 10. 0 
3 1 -40 4 1 -50  
Input UPPERV LOWERV HOTV COLDV COOLV 
UPPERV - volume of  coolant in upper plenum ( ft 3 ) 
LOWERV .;. volume o f  coolant in lo�er plenum ( ft 3 ) 
HOTV - volllI:le o f  coolant in ho t let piping ( ft 3 ) 
COLDV - volume of coolant in cold leg piping ( ft 3 ) 
COOLV - volume o f  coolant surrounding the reactor core ( f t 3 ) 
Card No . 14  ( include only for  NCNTRL ) 0 )  
reactor control sys tem data 
Column 1 - 10 1 1 -20 2 1 -30 3 1 -40  4 1 .:.50  
Format 8F l 0. 0  
Input 1i.1MAX HGMAX SET l RK.l LEAD 
5 1 -6 0  6 1 -70  
LAGl Ll.G2 
WM.AX - maximum flo� rate of s team l eaving the UTSG ( lbm/h= )  
2 30  
7 1 -80  
TAU l 
231  
HGM..AX - the enthalpy of  the steam leav ing the UTS G  a t  maximum flo� 
condi tions ( B/ lbm) 
SETl - time constant o f  average temperature set  point trans fer 
f unction ( sec ) 
RKl - g ain o f  average temperature set  point transfer  function 
( °F/%Po�er ) 
LEAD - lead  time cons tant o f  lead-lag compensated average tem• 
perature transfer function ( se c )  
LAGl  - f i r s t  lag time cons tant of  lead-lag compensated average 
temperature transfer function ( sec )  
LAG2 - second lag  time constant of  lead-lag compensated averag e  
tempe rature transfer function ( sec) 
TAU - time constant  of  RTD t rans fe r  function (sec)  
Card No . 1 5  ( include only for  NCNTRL > 0 )  
reactor control sys tem data 
Column 1 - 10 1 1 -20 21 -30 
Format 3F l 0. 0 
Input SET3 RK.2 RK3 
SET3 - time constant of  po�er misma tch transfer func tion ( sec) 
RK2 - nonlinear gain of  po�er mismatch transfer function ( °F/%Po�er)  
RK3 - variable gain of  po�er mismatch transfer func tion ( unit less )  
A.3 MATEXP INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 
Card No. 1 (title card) 




TITLEl - 8 0  alphanumeric characters on one card may be  used for a 
title. A blank is considered to be an alphanumeric character. 
Card No. 2 (title card) 
C olumn 1-8 0 
Format 20A4 
Input TITLE2 
TITLE2 - 8 0  alphanumeric characters on one card may be used for a 
title. A blank is considered to be an alphanumeric character. 
Card No.  3 (title card) 




TITLE3 - 1 6  a lphanumeric characters on one card may b e  used for a 
t itle. A blank is consi dered to be an alphanumeric character. 
Card No. 4 (plotting information ) 
Column 1-5 
Format I S  
Input NPLOT 
N PLOT - The total number of plots to be made. Include a blank if no 
p lots are desired. NPLOT must be 24. 
Card No. 5 (plotting information )  
Column 1 -8 0  
Format S ( SX , 15)  
Input NSPTV (I ' 
N SPTV ( I) - A vector of the state variable numbers to  be plotted .  If 
necessary, repeat card No. 5 until N PLOT entries for NSPTV (I) 
have been made. 
Card No . 6 ( plotting information) 
Column 1 -80 
Format 8 ( 2X ,A8 ,  
Input DY( I )  
234 
DY( I )  - A vector of the names o f  the state variables , corresponding 
� ith NSPTV ( I ) , to be plotted . Each name can be up to 8 alpha� 
numeric characters in length . If necessary , repeat  card 
No . 6 until NPLOT entrie s  for DY ( I ) have been mad e . 
Card No . 7 (Reactor control sys tem input data no t previously input 
to the SYSTE1 program )  
Column 1 -5 6- 1 5  1 6 -25 26-35 36-45 
Format IS  E l 0 . 3  E l0 . 3  E l0 . 3  E l 0 . 3  
Input NTYPE ROWSTP TRIP DBOUT DB IN 
NTYPE � The type of  temperature error signal �hich �il l  be used by 
the reac tor control sys tem . 
l = �,-; , - �lsi. + �ls3 
2 = �Ts3 
3 = �� , - �lsz.. 
4 = 0 
I 
2 35 
ROWSTP - The amount of reactivity induced by the control rods per step 
change. Note that control rods move in d iscrete steps rather 
than continuously. 
TRIP - The temperature error signal that will trip the plant. wnen 
this temperature error signa l  is reached , the execution o f  
the MATEXP program will cease. 
DBOUT - The absolute value of the temperature error signal deadband 
upon leaving (going out o f) steady state cond itions. 
Westinghouse38 recormnends l .S ° F. 
DBIN - The absolute value of the temperature error signal deadband 
upon entering (going in to) steady state cond itions. 
Westinghouse38 recom.�ends l .0 ° F. 







variabl es needed by the reactor control system and for 
plotting capabil ities) 
1 -5 6-1 0 1 1 -1 5  1 6-20 21-25 2 6-30 3 1-35 I 36-40 
1 5  1 5  1 5  I S  1 5  1 5  IS  1 5  
NREAC NTBAR NDQ NST� NK3 N K2 NPT NPN 
41 -45 46-50 
1 5  IS 
NPRES NFLOW 
236  
NREAC � Solution vector location for  the reactivity induced by  the 
control rod s . Mus t be greater than the number of state 
variable equations and � 70 . 
NTBAR - Solution vector location for the temperature error signal . 
Must be greater than the number of state  variable equations 
and ti!. 70 . 
NDQ - S olution vector location for the difference in percent of  
full por..;er  delivered to  the secondary flui d  and the percent 
of full nuclear por..;er ( %Ps - %PN ) .  Mus t  be greater 
than the nimber of  state  variable equations and < 70 . 
NSTM - Solut ion vector location for the steam flor,. out of  the UTSG.  
NK3 -
NK2 -
Must be greater than the numbe r  of  s ta te variable equat ions 
and 4 70 . 
S olution vector location for  the variable gain of the por,.;er 
mismatch transfer function. Mus t  be greater than the n1.1mber 
o f  s tate variable equations and � 70 . 
Solut ion vector location for the nonlinear gain of the por..;er 
mismatch transfer func tion . Mus t be greater than the number 
o f  state variable equa tions and < 70 . 
NPT "'· Solution vector location for the percent of full por..;er 
delivered to the secondary flui d .  Mus t  be greater than the 
number of state variable equations and < 70 . 
NPN - S olution vector location for the percent of full nuclear 
por..;er. Mus t  be greater  than the number of state variable 
e quations and < 70 . 
NPRES � Solution vector loca tion of the UTS G  s t eam pre ssure. 
NFLOW - S olution vec tor location of the UTS G  feed�ater flor..; rat e .  
Card No . 9 (MATEXP control card) 
ColLlliln 1 -2 3 .. 5 6:.7 8- 1 0  
Format I2  3X I2 3X 
Input NE LL 
Column 5 1 -6 0  6 1 -6 2  63 -64 6 5 - 6 6  
Format F l 0 . 0  I 2  I 2  I 2  
Input PLDITC MA'lYE.S ICSS JFLAG 
CoL.imn 75-80 
Format F6 . 0  
Input VAR 
1 1 -20  
Fl0 . 0  
p 
6 7 -69  
I3  
ITI-f.AX 
NE - number of equations , must  be � 70  
LL  - matrix tag  number 
P - precision , recommend 1 0-6  or less 
TZER0 - zero time 
T - computational time interval 
TM.A..X - maximum time 
PLTINC - printing time increment 
2 3 7  
2 1 -30 3 1 -40 4 1 -50 
F l0 . 0  F l0 . 0  F l0 . 0  
TZERO T TMAX 
70 7 1 -72  7 3-74 
I 1  I 2  I 2  
LASTCC I lZ IC0NTR 
MATYES - matrix control flag 
1 = use previo us A and T 
2 = read ne� coefficient to alter A 
3 = read entire ne;.; A ( nonzero val ues )  
4 = CALL DISTRB to calculate entire ne� A 
5 = read some > DISTRB to calculate  others  
6 =- DISTRB to alter  some A element s  
ICSS  - initial condition vector ( XI C )  flag 
1 = read in all ne� nonzero value s 
2 = read ne� values to alter previous vec tor 
3 = use previous vector 
4 = vector = 0 
5 = use last value of  solution vec tor ( X )  from previous run 
JFLAG - forcing function ( Z )  flag 
1 through 4 = same as ICSS for constant  Z 
2 38 
5 = Call DISTR.B at  each time step  for variable z .  ( Us e  thi s  for the 
reactor control sy s tem . ) 
ITMAX maximum number o f  terms in serie s approximat ion of exp ( AT )  
LASTCC - nonzero for last case 
I lZ • ro,;.; of Z is only one nonzero , o then; ise  ·- 0 
ICONTR - for internal control options 
0 = read ne,;.; control card for next case 
1 = g o to 2 1 2 ,  call DISTRB for ne� A or T 
- 1  = go to 2 1 5 , call DISTRB for ne,;.; ini tial conditions 
VAR - maximum allo;.; able value of  larges t coefficient matrix element 
*T ( recomm'end VAR = 1 . 0 )  
Card No . 10  (nonzero elements  of  sy s t em matrix) 
Column 1-3 4-6 7-20 
Repea t , 4 per card 
Format I3 I3 E 14 . 5  
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Input I 1  J l  D 1  I 2 ,  J2 , D2 , I3 , J3 , D4 , I4 ,  J4 , D4 
Il - ro� number , zero for las t  entry 
Jl - column number 
D 1  - A matrix coe fficient 
Note : A value o f  z ero for Il mus t  be included to stop the reading of  
the matrix coefficients .  Thi s  is equivalent to including a 
b lank card for the las t  entry o f  Card No . 10 . Repeat Card No . 
1 0  until all matrix coe fficients have been read in . 
No te : The SYSTEM program can be used to calculate the matrix coeffici-
ent s . One output from SYSTEM is  FORO l . DAT and �ill  contain 
these coefficients . Ho�ever, matrix coefficients no t calcu-
lated by SYSTIDi mus t  be included here . 
Opt ion A for JFLAG = 1 through 4 
( as per the original MATEX:P program) 
Card No . 1 1  ( ini tial condition vector )  Includ e  if ICSS = 1 o r  2 
Column 1-2  3-5 6 - 1 7  
Format I2 I3 E 1 2 . 3  
Repeat columns 3 .::. 1 7  5 per card 
Ro� I. c. 
Input MM No. Value 
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Note : Insert  blank card to stop  reading in the ini tial condition 
vector. 
Card No. 1 2  (dist urbance vec tor)  Include if JFLAG = 1 o r  2 
Column 1-2  3..:..5 6--1 7  
Format I 2  ! 3  E l 2 . 3  
Repeat col umns 3�7  5 per card 
Ro� 
Input KK. No . Z Value 
No te : Insert  blank card to stop  reading in the dis t urbance vec tor .  
Option B for JFLAG = 5 ( reactor control 
system or non-constant dis turbance vector)  





NCOFX - The number of forcing vec tor elements calculated by SYSTEM . I f  
more than NCOFX forcing vec to r elements  are needed , they mus t 
be  input in DISTRB . NCOFX m,.1s t be > 1 .  
Card No . 1 2  ( forcing vector  coefficients calculated by SYSTE11 ) 
Column 1.:.70  
Format SE 1 4 . 5  
Input COFX( I ,  
COFX( I )  - The forcing vec tor element s  calculated by SYSTEM . Card 
2 4 1  
No . 1 2  i s  repeated until NCOFX elements  have been inpu t .  If 
more than NCOFX element s  are needed , include their input in 
DISTRB . 
Card No . 1 3  ( data  used by the reactor  control sys tem �hich has 
already been input into the SYSTE� program) 
Column 1 - 1 4  1 5,;:,28 
Format E l 4 . 5 E l4 . 5  
Input BETAT GEN 
BETAT - to tal delayed neut ron frac tion 
GEN - ne utron generation time ( sec )  
Note : If  subroutine DISTRB is being u� e.:i , but the reactor model is 
not , SYSTEM � ill no t automatically calculate this card , the re­
fore , includ e  a blank card for thi s case . 
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Card No. 1 4  (data used by the reactor control system which has already 
been input into the SYSrEM ?rograE) 
Column 1-5 6- 1 0  1 1 - 1 5  1 6-20  2 1 -25 
Format 5 1 5  
Input ITYPE NSET3 NSET2 NSETl  NROWl 
ITYPE - The type of  forcing function. See Card No. 9 o f  Section A. 2 
o f  the SYSTEM program instructions. 
NSET3 - The state variable number of  the power mismatch temper ature 
signal. 
NSET2 - The state variable number of the lead-lag compensated 
temperature signal. 
N SETl - The state variable number o f  the temperature set point signal. 
NROWl - The row number in which the reactivity induced by the �ontro l 
rods is 
Card No. 1 5  (data used by the reactor control system which has already 
been input into the SYSTEM program) 
Column 1-14  1 5-28 29-42 43-5 6 5 1-7 0 
Format 5El4. 5 
Input RKl RK2 RK3 w'M.A.X wso I 
See Card No. 1 4  and 1 5  o f  Section A. 2 o f  the SYSTEM prograo ins tr�c tions .  
2 4 3  
Card No .  1 6  (data used by the reac tor contro l sy stem r,.;hich has already 
been inp11t  into the SYSTEM program ) 
Column 1 - 1 4  15-28 29-42 43 -5 6 57-70 
Format 5E l 4 .  5 
Input HG HGMAX DHG HFW CP2 
See Card No s .  4 ,  7 ,  8 ,  and 1 4  of Section A. 2 of the SYSTEM program 
instruct ions. 
Card No . 1 7  ( data used by the reac t o r  control sy stem r,.;hich has already 
b een input into the SYSTEM program ) 
Column 1 .;;. 1 4  
Format E l 4 . 5 
Input VCOF 
See  Card  No. 4 o f  Section A. 2 of the SYSTEM program ins tr uctions . 
Note : Card No s .  10  through 1 7  can be calculated and placed i� the data 
f iles FORO l . DAT and FOR23 . DAT by the SYSTEM program . See Section A. 4 
on ho� t o  execute the SYSTEM-�TEXP prog ramming package . 
A. 4 EXECUTION OF THE SYSTEM-MATEXP PROGRAMMI�G PACKAGE 
The SYSTEM.;.MATEXP programming pac:(age r,.;as execut ed on the Dec.;. 
System 1 0  �t the Univer sity o f  Tennes s e e  for thi s thesi s .  Hor,.;ever , 
this prog ram could be executed on other co�puter sy stems depending on 
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the inpu t-output devices available. Referring to Figure A. I ,  the 
abbreviatioci LUN stands f,Jr "log ical uni t number ".  Each LUN 
corresponds to an input-output  device. The Fort ran statement WRITE 
( 1 , 1 0 0 )  will cause the contents of the format sta tement labeled by 
1 00 to be writ ten into device 1 .  For this prog ram, the following 
LUN 's were used 
1 - DSKC of the user ' s  d isk space 
3 - l ine printer 
5 - teletype 
20 - DSKC of the user 's  disk space 
2 1  - DSKC of the user 's disk space 
23 - DSKC of ther user 's  d isk space 
24 - DSKC of the user ' s  d isk space 
25 - DSKC of the user ' s  d isk space 
I n  order to execute the SYSTEM-MATEXP program , th e following 
s teps must  be taken , 
1 .  Assemble the da ta file FOR24.DAT by crea t in g  card numbers l 
through 1 4  as per the inst ruc tions of Sec t ion A.2. 
2.  Execute  the SYSTEM program by typing the follow ing command • 
• EX SYSTEM.F0R, F0R: IMSLIB/LIB 
In order to execute the SYSTEM prog r am for the input para­
meter ITYPE=l O  through 13 , the user mus t  first specify 
ITYPE= S and perform steps 1 and 2 beforehand. 
3.  Assemble the data file MATEXP.DAT by crea t ing card numbers 
1 t hrough 9 as per the ins t ruc t ions of Sec t ion A. 3. 
�. Add to  the end of the MATEXP. DAT f i le the ma t rix coefficients 
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not calculated by the SYSTEM program (if any) as per card  
No. 10  of  the inst ructions of  Section A.3 . 
5 .  If subroutine DISTRB is called in MATEXP, but the reactor 
core (and thus the reactor cont roller) is not being con­
sidered, add a blank card to the front of the data file 
FOR23 . DAT which has already been formed from step 2 (see card 
No. 1 3  of Section A. 3).  
6 .  Combine dat a files by  typing the following corrnnand 
. COPY MATEXP. DAT=MATEXP. DAT, FOR0 1 . DAT, FOR23. DAT 
7. Program the forcing vector. This is done by modifying 
subroutine ROD for ITYPE = 1 ,  6 ,  1 0, subroutine STEAM for 
ITYPE = 2, 7, 1 1 ,  subroutine VALUE for ITYPE = 3, 8 ,  1 2, 
subroutine FEEDl for ITYPE = 4, 9 ,  1 3 , and subroutine FEED2 
for ITYPE = 5.  
8 .  Execute the MATEXP program by typing the follow ing comr.iand • 
• EX MATEXP. FOR 
9 .  If printed output is desired , two options can be made. The 
first option would be to type the following connnand • 
• PRINT OUTPUT. DAT 
The second option would be to change all the for t ran state-
men ts WRITE ( 2 0, to WRITE (3, throughout the �.ATE XP 
program before performing step number 8 then skip step 
number 9 after performing step number 8 .  
1 0. If plotted output is desired, type the fol  lowing corrnnands • 
• COPY SEND. FOR=MATPLO. FOR , PLOT 1 .  DU, PLOT2 . DX!' 
. HSUBMIT SEND . FOR 
APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF THE THREE ELE�ENT CONTROLLER 
MODEL WITH WESTINGHOUSE PARAMETERS 
The fo l low ing block diagram was given by West i �ghouse3 9  for the 





e l  
na l 
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I + 2';0$ 








K3 l ( t +6) 
The va lues of the t ime constants and gains were a lso given to be 
l"30 = 5 seconds 
'l'3 1  = 1800 seconds 
l:'33 = 200 seconds 
K30 = 3% Ful l Flow/% Level Span 
K31 = 1% Valve L ift/% Ful l  Flow 
It is desi red to ca l culate the equivalent paramet ers for the t� ree 
e lement control ler block d iagram of Figure 2 . 10 on page 30. The 
parameters wi l l  be ca lculated for the Sequoyah 100 pe rcent power model 
use d th rough out this thesis .  The fo llow ing da ca are needed to eva-
l uate the parameters 
1.  Nomina l  steam flow rate = maximum steam fl ow rate 
= 3 . 73 1 x 1 0 6 l bm/hr = 1 0 3 6 . 38 9  l)m/sec 
2 .  Assume that a t  100 percent flew , the feedwater va lves are 1 00 
percent open 
3 .  � a  West i ngh o u s e J , has ind icated tha t 1 perce n t  span is equ1 va-
l ent t o  0. 1 2  ft of the downc oQer leve l. 
2 4 7  
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With this information the Westinghouse gains can be calculated 
\(> 
I
::: l dJO V�lu-t.L � �+ 
?o �IA. l l  �/ UW' 
10 1 3 b 3'1 I �  /s�c '<: !__J_Q L e ue..\_Ef'� ':.  
'?o r:t.A. t l P/o-w o .  1 2  -ft 
It is easily seen that the equivalent three element contro l ler parame­
ters of Figure 2.10 on page 30 are 
1' = ,1... l3o = 5. 0 5ec... 
,1... � I '[iC>O I Ci L., = '-' J I b. '9 47 - ,:: -:: sec 
JL3t> z 5q, o,::; 7  
4 :: -i--�3 Z-0 0, C> Z,0 0 I {) sec --- ::; 
Jt.: 3 J / .  0 
k', It -
It,.,., 
l s-q .. D'7'7 Ji? -
-
H - sec 
l( -" 3 1 - I .  0 
APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF THE HIGH ORDER PWR 
REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEX MODEL 
From We s tinghouse documen tation on PWR control sy s t ems 3 8 , 
e q ua tion ( I I . 3 2 )  can be  �ritt en for the average temperat ure set point 
for a change in po�er transfer function. Eq uat ion ( I I . 32 )  is 
rearranged to obtain 
An energy balance can be done on the secondary fluid in the steam 
g enera t o r  to oo tain 
( C . 2 ) P= d f  - :: d+ 
Equation ( C . 2 ) is  linearized to obtain 
The percent po�e r  delivered by the secondary fluid is  defined to be 
( C . 4 ) CJo l's = Ws ( h9 - h t:-u..> 2 I oo 
w 'Ml---< ( h c;. - ), ,:;w) 
0 �" 
At steady state , the feed�ater  flo� � ill equal the steam flo� . Let  it 
be  assumed that sat uration condit ions exis t , �hich allo�s the 
follo� ing equat ion to be �rit ten 
( C . 5 )  � 4 1'� 
Substitut ing equation ( C. 5 ) int o  equa tion ( C . 1 )  � ill yield 
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( c .  6 )  ( \ -t 't;cf \ SJ <£�, (s) = \, , too X 
w'M4� O,s - h,wJ"""''lr 
[w,.}� :;?,,_ +\.,'?,�W:s - Wstn s-1",...., - J..-w :S W�..,1 (.:) . 
The inverse Laplace trans form o f  equation ( C. 6 )  is 
( C . 7 )  d �� I :: 
d-\-
- �;; . - -+ �' lDC 
�t+ I WYIN.-t l �<- - h�,.}) ?'s�� \ 0 M.l" 
-1- h6�w,,- w,. ttt �T i=w - h�w � W.:w}. 
2 ,::-y _, ..,_ 
Also from reference 38 , equa t ion ( I I . 33 )  defines the lead-lag compen­
sated average temperature transfer func tion. Equation ( I I . 33 )  can 
b e  rearranged to obtain 
Equation ( C . 8 )  can again be rearranged , and an inver se  Laplace trans­
form � ill yield 
(,'\_ 
'1- '\ d�l; 1. � -, -
-f ( t..4, , + ( LA<:'Z. )  -- + O s z. -
d+ 
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Equations ( II . 35 )  and ( II . 36 )  define the transfer functions of the ho t 
and cold leg temperatures as measured by the re sistance temperature 
d etectors . Eq uations ( II . 3 5 ) and ( II . 3 6 ) can be rearranged and an 
inverse  Laplace transform performed to obtain 
( C. 10 ) 
( C . 1 1 )  
A dummy temperature variabl e  �ill no� be defined by the follo� ing 
equation 
( C. 1 2 )  
Thus , equations ( C . 1 2 ) , ( C . 1 1 ) , and ( C . 10 ) can b e  substituted into 
equation ( C . 9 )  to ob tain 
( C. 1 3 )  
Again from reference 38 , equation ( II . 3 4 )  defines the temperature 
2 5 3  
equivalent of a power mismatch transfer function. Equation (II. 34) 
is rearranged to obtain 
$ ?  
%Ps has been defined previously by equation (C.5) . -Po 
1s the frac-
tional change in nuclear power and is state variable number 1 1n both 
the high order and low order PHR model s (see Table II on page i O  and 
Table XVI on page 137 ). 
The percent change in nuclear power 1 s  defined by the following 
equation 
The gains K2 and K3 of the power mismatch transfer function are 
not constant (see Fi gures 2. 16 on page 47  and 2 .17 on page 48) . The 
following equation will then be used to express K2 and K3 
( C. 16 )  
(C.17 ) 
Substituting equations ( C . 17 ) , ( C. 16 ) , ( C. 1 5 )  and ( C.5) into equation 
(C.14 ) and performing an inverse Laplace transform will yield 
( C . 18 )  




equation (C . 18)  continued 
[w, 'ah� $;'\'� + �� w� -Cpz. w� £1-w - � FW '$W;:,,,.; 
�'it's 
- W s  ( l,
'i! 
- \.- .-w) � 1 • 
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Equations ( C. 18 ) ,  (C. 13 ) , ( C . 12 ) , (C . 11 ) ,  (C . 10 )  and (C . 7) are the 
final form of the state variable equations for the reactor control 
sy stem of the high order PWR model . Subroutine DISTRB is used to 
simulate t he nonl inear gain of equat ion (C. 18) . The values of the 
parameters used to calculate the coefficients were obtained from 
reference 38 and are given in Table V III on page 45 . 
APPENDIX D 
DERIVATION OF THE TURBINE-FEEDWATER HEATER SYSTEM XODEL 
D. l Introduction 
This appendix is written with the intent of deriving a turbine 
and feedwater heater model as presented in reference 11. The deriva­
tion of the model is not shown in reference 11, therefore the 
equations are derived in this appendix. The models represented here 
for the turbine and feedwater heaters attempt to follow the develop­
ments that led to the documented IBM model. This model proved very 
useful and convenient in giving a balance-of-p l ant model within the 
time schedule availab l e for this study. However, some of the 
approaches differ from the author 's preferred choices. Nevertheless, 
the model was used to expedite the present work. The equations as 
they appear in reference 11 consist of a set of nonlinear algebraic 
and differential equations. The computer code, MATEXP, solves a set 
of first order linear differential equations. In order to use �-1ATEXP 
with this mode l , it is necessary to linearize the nonlinear 
equations. However , these equations can also be solved in their non­
linear form if desired (see Shankhar32, IB� l l ) .  
Table XI on page 85 gives a listing and description of al l the 
parameters used in this model . Table XI on page 8 5  also gives a value 
of these parameters at steady state initial conditions . These values 
were obtained for a typical 1200 MWe plant at 100 percent power from 
references 11  and 2 9. Figure 2. 28 on page 8 4  shows a block d iagram of 
the turbine-feedwater heater model. This figure shows all the d if ­
ferential and algebraic variables presented in this appendix. The 
reader shoul d refer to page 8 5  and page 3 4  while reading this a ppendix . 
Sec tion D. 2 of  this append ix pre s en t s  the d�riva tion of the d i f­
ferential equations. Section D .3 presents the derivation of the tur-
2 5 6  
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bine shaft power. Section D .4 present s all the algebrsic equations 
needed to describe the system in a state variable form. Section D.5 
presents the final form of  both the linear and non-linear form of the 
equations. Section D.5 also gives the final calculated linear 
equations used in this study. 
The isolated turbine-feedwater heater model can be perturbed by 
four forcing functions as presented in Chapter II. The results of 
t hese four cases are shown on pages 9 5 ,  28 7 ,  290 and 293 .  
D. 2 Differential Equations 
i) Nozzle chest 
A mass balance over the constant nozzle chest volume V e  will 
result in the following equation 
dW1 
(D. l) -- ::: 
d+ 
Because the volume is constant the mass, M, can be expressed as � c Ve. . 
After rearranging equation (D. l )  and performing a linearization, the 
following equation will result 
d�Pe. 
( D . 2 )  - ·� -::: 
d+ 
An energy ba lance on the nozzl e che s t  will result in the 
following equat ion 
(D . 3) 
The energy stored in the volume Ve can be expressed as E=Muc · The 
mass, as before, can be expressed as M= fcVc. Thus equation ( D .3) 
can be written as 
Callender ' s  empirical state equationl l , 1 4, 40, which relates 
2.S 8 
enthalpy, specific volume, and pressure can be used to eliminate Uc 
from equation (D. 4) .  This expression is reasonably valid for 
superheated steam. The complete Callender ' s  relation is given by 
where k 1 , k2, and k3 are constants g iven on page 8 5  for he 
units of B/lbm, vc units of ft
3/lbm, and Pc units of lbf/ft
2 • 
The product k3pcJ is much smaller than the other products of 
equation (D. 5) ,  therefore this product will be assumed equal to zero. 
Then, after differentiation, equation (D. 5 )  can be expressed as 
(D. 6) fc. dvc. � Vr.. cifc. -r::: ::r K- 1  G\ ½c. I 
�t. 
By definition , the enthalpy he c an be expressed -3. S  
( D . 7 ) � c. E ll<.. -f 
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Upon d ifferen tiation and rearranging , equation ( D . 7 )  can b e  �rit t en as 
S ubst i t ut ing equation (D. 6 )  int o  equation (D . 8 )  � ill res ul t  in 
After rearranging and divis ion by dt , equation ( D. 9 )  can be �ri t t en as 
( D  .. 10 ) 
J,4c. - = 
d+ 
I 
I - k, -
Then equations ( D . 10 ) , ( D .  7)  and ( D . 2 )  can be  sub s t i t uted int o  equation 
( D . 4 ) , resul ting in 
(D . 1 1 )  
di,  -- -
df 
Then af t er lineari zation and divis ion b y  h Co , equation (D . 1 1 )  � ill  
b ecome 
d s�(. 'h�o, -
( D .  1 2 )  
d+ 
--
I [ f¢ SW 
� \ 
\ - � JVc. �e. hG 
]'" 
-� �w,. W, -
:r�/ Vt- �r. Vt. 
;..J... 
w, 
$ h s  ..... 
I 
Ye. �<- h ... 
� he] 
h, l "  -
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ii)  Hi gh Pressure Turbine 
A mas s  balance on thi s  sys tem ,;.; ill resul t  in 
( D . 1 3 )  
\ " I 
II W7.. - vvz. - W'6uP 
It ,;;ill be  assumed tha t the regenerative bleed floi;; , WBHP , is 
e q ual to  KBHP Wz. "Let Twz be the time cons tant associated ,;.; i th 
volume of the bleed line s " . 1 1  Thi s  ,;; ill alloi;; the approximate dif­
ferential equation for the exiting flo,;; to the reheater  to be obtained 
from equation ( D. 1 3 ) . In addition , equation ( D . 1 3 )  ,;; ill be linearized 
and divided by Wz • •  to obtain 0 
,SW 
)I 
d �w 1' ,. 0 
( D . 1 4 )  
d +  
_/ 
1
r 1 - K g11P 
- W '' J wi. z. ,, 
.. 
iii ) Reheater and Moisture Separator 
W .. h '1 , s l,s ) ,-� 
If one performs  a mas s  balance on the reheater shell side , the 
follo� ing equation .; ill res ul t 
( D  .. 1 5 )  
d M  -= 
dt 
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Because the reheater volume remains constant , the mas s  can be .;ritten 
a s  M=VR�· Thus � after linearization , equation ( D . 1 5 ) can be 
r,;ritten as 
( D . 1 6 )  
An energy balance can be- made on the shell side o f  the reheater , 
.;hich .;ill re sul t  in the follo.; ing equation 
( D .  1 7 )  
The internal energy o f  this control volume can b e  .;ritten a s  E=MuR. 
This can al so  be ..,;ri tten as E"'VR fu..iR . S\.lbstituting thi s  
express ion for energy int o  equat ion ( D.1 7 )  � ill  re s ul t  in the 
follor,; ing ec uation 
Because the s team leaving the reheater o f  the shell side is 
du� 
superheated � a subs titut ion can be  made for the d1= term of equat ion 
( D . 1 8 )  s imilar to that of equation ( D . 1 0 )  except  the sub scri pt  c is 
replaced �ith subscript  R. Thi s  expression ,  along �ith equation 
(D. 1 6 )  can be substituted into equation ( D . 1 8 )  and rearranged to 
o b tain 
Jh� ::: _j_ 
( D . 1 9 ) d+ I - �  
'b· 
A lineariza tion of the above equation and division by hRo � ill 
y ield 
( D . 20 )  
-




If a mass balance is now per formed on tCTe tube side of the 
reheater, the following equation can be wr itten 
( D.21)  - .::::  
dt 'v\) ?r2. - w Pi 
Let it be assumed that the control volume for the reheater tube side 
is a "well mixed tank. " Thus, the mass M can be wr itten as 
M=WpR ' TRl where TRl 1s a constant. After l inear i zation and 
division by WpR0 ' ,  the follow ing equation is obtained 
( D. 22)  d+ l,z\ :;w� 1· W?12- o 
In equation ( D. 20 ) , the heat transfer across the reheate r  tubes, 
� QR, 1s g iven as a state var iable. IBM1 1  uses an approx imat ion to 
obtain the reheater heat transfer. Basically ,  two assumptions are 
made : ( 1) the dynamic heat transfer is assumed to be equal to the 
steady state heat transfer modified by a time constant, ( 2) the heat  
transfer coef f icient for heat transfer across the reheater tub e s  is  
assumed to vary as  the tube side flow rate to  the first power. These 
assumptions are not correct . A proper dynamic heat balance w i ll avoid 
assumption ( 1 ) . Assumption ( 2) 1s incorrect because the overall heat 
transfer coeffic ient depends on surface effec ts on both sides of the 
tubes and on tube conduction effects. The IBM 1 1  equation is 
( D .  2 3 )  -r:�1. lVJm -{- VJ� / f T .:-·';"""� � - -
J
I s I �  
7.. ,_ 
where 
Ts = ma in steam temperature 
TR = reheat steam temperature 
HR = overall heat transfer coefficient/flow 
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If the flow does not change much, then equation (D. 23) should 
still give good results. However, it is just as easy to model it 
correctly, and future modifications should incorporate a change in 
equation (D. 23) . However, due to the time schedule of this research, 
and the necessity to obtain a usable model, the IBx l l  mode l was not 
changed for this thesis. Upon linearization, equation (D.23) will 
become 
d �� 
( D. 2 4) Ll.-t' 
iv) Low Pressure Turbine 
W; 
W-e.t..P 
A mass ba lance of the control volume for the LP turbine will 
resu lt in the follow ing equ ation 
(D. 25 )  
W u l  \ A l I 3 - 'N '6 L,'P - vv3, • 
It  �ill be assumed that the regenerat ive bleed flo� , WBLP , is equal 
to KBLP W3 ° If Tw3 is  defined to be the time constant as so-
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c iated � i th the volume of  the bleed lines , :he approximat e  differen­
tial equation for the flo� to the condense� can be obtained from 
equa t ion  (D . 25 ) . In add ition � equation (D . 25 )  �ill be lineari zed and 





( D . 26 )  
-
cl+ 
v )  Feed�ater Heater # 1  
W1,1r,z. 
l - � � LP � w!, �·1 I Wr. o W3 0 
W&P 
The follo� ing equat ion can be obtained by performing an energy 
balance on the t ube s ide of  feed�ater  heater 1 1  
( ) <d.f = O,n + J,i> W,:w - hnv' w� D . 27 c:Jr 
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The energy in this control volume can be expressed as E=MuFw ' ·  If 
i t  is assumed that the control volume is a ",;.ell mixed tank" then the 
mass can be expressed as M=THlWFW ,;.here THl is a constant . Thi s  
;;. ill resul t  in 
( D . 28 )  � \  WAV d�dv -t -r;, ll.F� 
d-1--
The internal energy term can be expressed as uFW ' =  hFW ' - ( pv ) Fw ' •  
Because this fluid is in a liquid state , it  ,;.ill be essentially incom­
pressible .  Therefore , the change in the ( pv ) FW ' term ,;.ill be small 
compared to the change in the enthalpy term .  Thi s  "' ill allo� the 
internal ene rgy to be expressed as uFW '  � hrn ' ·  Then equation 
( D . 28 )  can be "'ritten as 
( D . 29 )  - .. 
d i  
cJ W;:w 
...:.... --
-r;, l d+ 
The hea t  transfer from the shell side to the tube side �ill be 
expressed  as an effective flo"' on the shell side multiplied �y a 
cons tant . If i t  is assumed that the effective flo� rate is equal to 
shell side to the tube side can be �ritten as 
( D . 30 )  f"I - H f:W ( k':�L l' w!'I + Wwn.} \...'$ H l  - ;;;, 
The constant Rn.; could be called the latent 'r.eat removed from the 
s team entering the shell side of feed,;.ater  heater  11 1  as i t  condenses 
acros s the feedwater heater tubes. 11 The only comment that the IBM 
report has made is " the proportionality cons tant HFW is calculated 
11 
d ur ing the initial ization phase. " Therefore one must assume that 
given the s team flows w
3 
and WHP2, and the initial heat transfer 
QHl ' 
the cons tant HFW is  determined. 
However, the numerical value 
of H
FW 
used by IBM and for this thesi s  (given on page 8 5 )  is the 
same for feedwater heater ,F l and feedwater heater 11 2 .  Equation 
(D . 2 9) will now be written as 
(D . 31 )  
1.-1 _,w ll(SLP W� + w�� + 
''"' \ Wr=w 
( h C> - "' "� ') -
As s uming that the i nl et enthalpy change is  zero � h  =0) , 
0 
l inear:!..-
zation of the above equation will res ul t  in 
(D . 32 ) 
-
� lKBLi> � W,. -< � WwP:\ 
-r� , W-;:w 
--­
W,=-w d+ 
--- ( �SL.P W3 -t vvHP2.) � W�w 
-r;,, w�� 
2 6 7  
2 6 8  
The high or der PWR model presented in Chapter I I  has a repre sen­
t ation for the feedwater flow rate enter ing the UTSG . It will be 
assumed tha t  the feedwater flow rate and its derivative are the same 
through the complete feedwater heater system .  Thus the feedwater flow 
r ate , Wpw, will become a coupling term i f  the turbine-feedwater 
heater model is coupled to the UTSG model .  The feedwater flow deriva­
tive term in e quation (D.32) can be expressed by equation (II.30) . 
This equation resulted from the three -element feedwater flow 
controller model . Equation (II. 30) is repeated here for clarity 
(D.33) ::: 
If the turbine-feedwater heater odel 1s coupled to the physical low 
order PWR model o f  Chapter III, then the feedwater flow will be 
controlled per fectly. If the steam flow ou t o f  the U!SG is expre s ded 
as 1n equation ( II.24) , then the following equation will result 
d £ Wr-w (D. 34 ) ___ : 
.d+ 
�� where - and 
d -1- are expressed 1n state variab le equations 10 and 
23 re spective ly . 
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An energy balance similar to the ene rgy balance done on feed� ater 
heater #1  i s  done for feed�ater hea ter #2 �hich � ill res ul t  in 
(D . 3 5 ) 
t:1 £  - = 
dt 
By analogy � i th the derivat ion of the feed�ater heater  #1  equations , 
t he follo� ing equat ions can be � r i t ten 
( D . 3 6 )  
( D .  3 7 )  
Substi t ution o f  equations ( D . 36 )  and ( D . 37 )  into equation ( D . 35 ) ,  
linearization of  the res ul ting equat ion , and le t t ing � '.J FW be set 
equal to Cp 2 � TFW ( incompress ible fluid) , �ill o::itain the 
follo� ing equat ion 
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( D . 3 8 )  
d STi:w • _ / \ .!} r:w_ ( J< SH" :; w,. .. � w- _. � Wp/1 )  
cJ 't C p2-"i;; 2. L W J:W 
/-1,:w ( K& HP W1.. + Wms + WpJ.) � w� -+ � h ;:�] 
w� 
A mas s  balance on feed,,.;ater heater  # 2 ,,.; ill give 
( D . 39 )  
I f  the control volume is as s umed t o  be a ",,.;ell mixed tank , " then the 
mass can be expressed as M=THP2 WHP2 • ,;.;here THP2  is a cons tant. 
Again WBHP = KBHP Wz as before . Upon linearizat ion and divis on 
by WHP2o •  equation (D.3 9 )  ,;.; il l  become 
( D . 40 )  
\'1(1?, H? ,;,w,. � 'i. W.,,,.s  
:: T\.\vz. w'r\?Zo L 
.. 
D. 3 Derivation o f  the Turb ine Shaf t  Po,;.;er  
The mechanical shaft poi;.; er is given in Chapter I I  by equ:::t:fon  
( II . 5 1 ) to be  P= Ft i;.;he re P equals the rotational freq uency ( 60 Hz ) and 
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"2:" is the torque applied to the generator shaft .  This can also be �rit �  
t en as 
( D . 4 1 )  
r,;here .st. i s  the nominal frequency , us ually equa l  t o  6 0  Hz , and THP 
and TLP are the high press ure turbine torque and the lo� press ure 
t urbine torque respectively . 
The floi;.; entering the HP t urbine , Wz , " is as s umed to tally 
available to  produce torque since the regeneration bleed flor,; from the 
HP t urbine is typ i cally tapped right after the HP t urbine . 1 �
1 
Thi s  
r,; ill allor,; the follor,; ing equa tion t o  b e  r,;ri tten 
( D . 42 )  
,;,;here he i s  the no zzle chest  enthalpy o f  the st eam entering the HP 
t urbine and hz is the enthalpy of the st eam as it leaves the HP 
t urbine to the reheater .  
Let  it be  as s umed for  the moment that the st eam exha us t  from the 
HP t urbine has been expanded isentropically . If r,;e  define the exhaust 
enthalpy o f  the HP t urbine for an isentropic process  to be hz ' ,  then · 
the follor,;ing equat ion can be r,;ri t t en l 2  
(D .  43 ) '1.HP � • 
The follo,;.; ing empirical relat ionship has been developed l l for 
the isentropic endpoint enthalpy o f  the HP t urbine for nuclear po,;.; er 
plants  
( D . 44-) I
O'i10 .. ':> -l- 0,'3 i  ( f.-., - z.00) - 0 . 00 1 1 ( pa., 
_ zoo j7. _ o .. I O  ( ?c. _ I 000 . 0) 
;;here PR !  and Pc are the reheater  entrance pres s ure ( ps i a )  and the 
nozzle ches t  press ure respectively ( in ps ia ) . This  empirical rela­
t i onship given by equation ( D . 44 )  ;; as applied to a 1 000  X,;.;e BWR 
n uclear plant . This  expression coul d  be different for a PWR nuclear 
p lant of a different po;;e r  rat ing . Ho,;.;ever , for this thesis , no 
change s  ;; ere made on the IBM 1 1  model . The press ures PR l  and Pc 
can be  related by the follo,;.; ing equation as s uming an ideal gas rela­
t ionship for sat urated steam 
-
( D. 45 ) 
Let  W3 " be defined to be the effective flo,;.; through the turb ine . In 
equation form this ,;. ill be W3 " = ljz (w3 + w2 ' ) . This definition 
.. arises  from the assump tion that one•half of the bleed flo,;.; ( for 
regenerat ion purposes ) produces torque , or alterna t ively , that the 
. n l l  average bleed flo;; passes one half ,;.;ay through the L P  turbine. 
This ;;ill  allo,;.; the follo;; ing equa t ion to be �ritten 
( D . 46 ) 
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�here he and hz are the inlet  and o utlet  enthalpies  of the HP 
pressure t urb ine respectively . An analagous relat ionship exists  for 
the LP t urbine as s uming isentropic expansion �hich allo� s the 
f ollo� ing eq uation to be �ritt en 
( D . 47 )  �p � 
Upon lineari zat ion , and ass uming tha t "i h4 ' =O ,  equa t ions ( D .  41 )  
through ( D . 47 )  � ill become 
( D . 48 )  
( D . 49 )  
( D . 50 )  $, IL.? : 
( D .  5 1 )  � h� -: 
( D . 52 ) 
2 73 
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Equations (D.48) through (D. 52) are combined to describe the 
mechanical shaft power . In this study subroutine �ISTRB was used to 
calculate Pm at each time step in the solution. However , Pm 
could be incorporated as part of  a constant coefficient system 
matrix by substituting equations (D . 48 )  through (D. 52) into the 
expression of  Pm o f  a Pf  controller model (see equation (II . 56)) . 
For this thesis the final calculated form of Pm is given in 
equation (D . 88 ) .  
D . 4  Algebraic Equations 
The state variables of  the turbine-feedwater heater nodel are 
given by Table XII on page 90. There are many algebraic variables 
in equations (D . l )  through (D . 52) which need to be described. 
W1 , can be related to the steaQ flow leaving the UTSG , Ws by the 
following equation 
(D . 53 ) 
where NUTSG is the number of UTSG 1 s in the total plant, 1s the valve 
coefficient, and Ps is the steam pressure le� ving the UTS G .  This 
equation can be linearized to obtain 
(D. 54) <£ w , ::  
The steam flow entering the noz zle chest can be expressed by the 
following empirical relationship l l 
where AK2 is a constant given on page 85. Equation (D.5 5) 1s 
linearized to obtain 
(D. 5 6) 
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The steam flow leaving the moisture separator and into the 
reheater can be obtained by performing an energy balance at steady 
state over the moisture separator as the control volume 
d E'  
c::i+ 
. 
h f l  ' It 1s assumed t at Wms = W2 -W2 • This wil l  al low equation 
(D.57) to be rearranged and linearized to obtain 
The steam flow leaving the reheater and into the LP  turbine can be 
described by the fol lowing empirical re l ationship 1 1  
C>,S' 
( D . 5 9 )  w,, � �'-- \L ?, [ t'12-�l 
where K3 1s a constant. Equation (D.59) is linearized to obtain 
The steam flor,.; from the by pas s  line to the reheater shell side 
,;.; ill follor,.; the "critical flor,.; " 2 assumpt ion ,;.;hich ,;.; ill allor,.; the 
follor,.; ing equation to be ,;.;ritten 
( D . 6 1 )  
Where Cz i s  the valve coefficient and Ps is  the steam pres s ure o f  
the UTSG.  Linearization o f  equation ( D . 6 1 )  ,;.; ill yield 
( D . 6 2 )  
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Callender ' s  empirical relationship 1 1  f o r  s uperheated steam can be 
used on the noz zle chest  and reheater outlet pressures to ob tain 
(D . 6 3 )  
Equations ( D. 63 ) and ( D . 64 )  are linearized to obtain 
( D. 65 ) � fit -= 
It  � ill be ass umed tha t  the quality  of the steam entering the 
nozzle che s t  and entering the reheater shell side is approxiraately 
1 . 0 .  Therefore the follo�ing equa tions are ob tained 
( D .  67)  
( D . 68 )  
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It  is assumed that  the steam on the tube side of the reheater 
behave s  as an ideal gas ( s uperheated ) .  Thus the follo�ing equa tion is  
o b tained 
( D . 69 ) 
Differentiating equation (D . 69 ) y ields 
( D. 70 ) dT"I?.. :: 
By defini tion �  the enthalpy of  th� steam on the reheater tube side can 
be �ritten as hR = uR + �:I: Differentiating thi s  �quation �ill 
y ield 
( D . 7 1 ) 
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Subst ituting equation (D.71) into equation ( D.70 )  will give 
( D. 7 2) 
Because the ideal gas law has been assumed, the internal energy can be 
writ ten as duR = CvdTR where Cvis defined to be Cv = 
[� ]  :� • 
Therefore, the temperature on the shell side of the reheater can be 
expressed as 
( D .  7 3 ) bl°iz = 
The steam leaving the moisture separator and entering the 
reheater is saturated. Thus the following equations can be ob tained 
( D. 74 )  
( D.75 ) 
D.5 Final Form of the Non-linear and Linear Differential Equat ions 
The final form of the model will have 11 s tate variables. These 
s tate variables are described in Table XII on page 9 0. If it is 
desired to analyze the model in its nonlinear form, the following 
d ifferectial equation3 will be needed : ( D.1 ) , ( D . 11 ) , ( D.13 ) ,  ( D. 1 5 ) ,  
( D.19 ) ,  ( D . 2 1 ) ,  ( D. 2 3 ) ,  ( D.25 ) ,  ( D. 31 ) , ( D . 35 ) , ( D. 39 ). 
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In addition, the following assuwptions which have been previously 
discussed are made 
- mass of nozzle chest fluid = V f ' C  C 
- mass of HP turbine fluid = W 2"Tw 2  
- mass of she 11  side reheater fluid = VRiR 
- mass of tube side reheater fluid = WpR , ,,., J.Rl  
- mass of LP turbine fluid = W3 ' TwJ 
- mass of shell side feedwater heater fluid = WHP2THP2 
- energy storage in feedwater heater #2  = TH2WpwhFw 
- heat transfer from shell to tube side of feedwater heater # 2  
TH2, and Hpw are constants. 
The following algebraic equations would also be needed : (D. 5 3) ,  
(D. 55) , (D. 5 7) ,  (D.5 9) , (D. 61) , (D. 6 3) ,  and (D. 64) .  
The mechanical shaft power would also be described by equations 
(D. 41) ,  (D. 42) ,  (D. 43) ,  (D. 44) , (D. 45),  (D. 46) , and (D. 47) . In addi-
tion, for a nonlinear solution, it will be assumed that a table of 
steam properties are available to update the thermodynamic properties 
at each step in the solution. 
If it is desired to obtain a linear solution to the model , the 
following d ifferential equations must be used: ( D. 2) , (D. 12),  (D. 1 4) ,  
(D. 2 0) ,  (D.22) , (D. 24) , ( D. 26) , (D. 3 2) , (D. 38) , (D.40) , and (D . 16) . 
In  addition, the following algebraic equ ations should be substi-
tuted into the d i fferen t ial equ ations to obtain a state variable 
2 80 
formulation : ( D.54) ,  (D. 56) ,  ( D . 58 ) ,  ( D.60) , (D.6 2),  (D.65) ,  ( D.66) , 
(D.67) , (D,68 ) ,  (D , 73) , (D. 74) ,  and (D.75) . 
I n  addition, the mechanical shaft turbine power can be found by 
applying equations (D.48) through (D. 5 2). 
In this study, the linear solution to these equations was 
obtained. The data from page 8 5  was substituted into the algebraic 
equations. The resulting calculated algebraic equations were then 
substituted into the dif ferential equat ions plus any remaining data 
from Table XI which has not been used in the algebraic equations, to 
obtain the final calculated equations 1n a state variable form. The 
final equations used in this study are 
dS°P" 
(D. 76) � :: 
( D .  7 7 )  
d+ 
·+ f .  l 'S 'Sf  ;l:. -!- 3 ,$'"CJ :i i-i2 
h 20 
(D . 78 ) 
(D. 79 ) 
d �  hto 
(D . 80 )  
-
d+ 
( D . 8 1 )  
( D . 82 ) = 
= -+- 0 .  3'13 � e'" 
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The final form of the turbine torque in ft•lb f  is 
( D .  8 7 )  
( D . 88 )  
SLc. 
t ,p7Co� 34. 7� h<:,o 
�AR. 
• 
Thus the final form of  the total turbine po�e r  in uni ts  o f � is 
( D . 89 )  'S l'� ::  �o�. -z.g- S�c. 
- 4C>i. 1..'i c;� 
,. $),,:_ + �"l. 5 2.  -;:-"�• 
- 2 -,. �z .1,s- � 
J,Tl.o 
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From equation (D . 86 ) , the po�er produced by the HP t urbine can be 
found by determining the thermodynamic state of  the flu
i
d in the 
nozzle ches t  and the reheater ( input- o ut p ut characteris tics ) . From 
e q ua tion (D . 87 ) , the po�er produced by the LP t urbine can be fo und by 
d e te r  mining the ther.nodynamic state  of the fluid in the reheater and 
the fl uid flo� entering the LP t urbine . There fore , thi s  model assumes 
that the po�er delivered by the LP t urbine is a function of i�put 
charac teris tics  only . inis  is equivalent to say ing that the thermo­
dynamic  state  of the fluid in the condenser remains cons tant . 
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Figure E. l Response of high order coupled redcto r ,  three element 
controlle r ,  core , UT SG ,  and reactor  contro ller models for 
a +10 percent step in valve coeff icient showing the e ffect 
of making DBO[T and DBI::T too sr.:all on the reactor control 
system (0.50 ° F and 0 . 2 5 ° F respectively ) . 
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g� Percent of full p ower delivered to  th e secondary f l uid 
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DERIVATION OF THE PF OR �1EGAWATT 
FREQUENCY CONTROLLER MODEL . 9 , 2 7  
The rea l power in a power system is control led by controlling the 
driving torques of  the individual turbines of  the system. I t  is 
important  for the further discussions o f  P f  contro l to understand the 
workings o f  the individual power regu lators. Figure F. l shows a sche­
matic o f  the operating features of  a speed-governing system. 
The mode l developed here 2 7  applies to sma l l  deviations around a 
nominal steady state. The fol lowing chain of  events are assumed to 
t ake place 
1. The system is initia l ly in a constant steady sta te, charac­
terized by a constant nomina l speed or frequency f 0 , a 
constant prime mover valve set ting XE
0
, and a constant  
genera tor output power Pc 0 • 
2 .  By means o f  the speed changer, we command a power increase 
Pc • As a resul t o f  this command, the linkage point A 
moves downward a sma l l  distance XA propor tiona l to Pc . 
3.  The movement of linkage point A causes sma l l posi tion changes 
Xe and x0 o f  the linkage points C and D. At this time 
no speed changes have taken place, which means that point 3 is 
fixed. Points C and D therefore move upward. As oi l f lows 
into the hydraulic motor, the steam valve wil l  move a small 
distance XE, resul ting in increased turbine torque and, 
consequent ly, a power increase Pc . 
4 .  The increased power output causes a momentary surplus , or 
acce lerating, power in the sys tem . I f  the system is very 
l arge ( "infinite") , the increased genera tor power wil l  not 
noticeably e f fec t the speed or frequency. However, if the 












Hydraulic arn�li l ier Main piston 
(speed -conuol 
mechanism) 
Figure F .1 Typical  real-po1,er con trol raechanism . 
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experience a slight increas e  that �ill cause  the linkage 
point  B to move dor,.;m.;ard a small dis  ta nee A XB proportional 
to A f .  The speed governor being fas t , r,.;e neglect any time 
delay in i t . Consequently , r,.;e se t A XB proportional to A£ • 
All incremental movement s  A XA ,  • • , .AXE are assumed pos i -
t ive in the directions indicated i n  Figure F . l . Since all linkage 
movement s  are small , r,.;e  have the follo�ing linear relat ionships 
( F . 1 )  
( F . 2 ) 
� Xe. = k ,  .o� - � 1.  6 ?, 
b.Xr;, = k� A Xe.. -+ k4 6Xe: 
306 
The pos i tiv e  constants k 1 ,. and kz depend upon the leng ths of  the 
l inkage arms 1 and 2 and upon the proportional constants o f  the speed 
changer and the speed governor .  The pos i tive constants k3 and k,._ 
depend upon the lengths of the linkage ams 3 and 4 .  
I f  r,.; e  ass ume that the oil flo� into the hyd raulic motor i s  pro ­
portional to pos i t ion 4 Xn o f  the pilo t valve , r,.;e  obtain the 
follor,.; ing relationship for the pos i t ion of the main pi s ton 
The po s i tive cons tant ks depend s upon orifice and cy linder 
geometrics and fluid press ure . 
By taking the Laplace transfo nn of eq ua tions ( F . l ) ,  ( F . 2 ) ,  and 
( F . 3 ) , and elimina ting the variables A Xe and �D ' r,.;e obtain the 
follor,.; ing equation 
s 
( F . 4 ) 
where 
( F. 5) 
( F. 6) 
( F  • 7 )  
D Xe: C0 ; 'i.. L t)X:£! 1 
t/?c. U,) = j_ [ b "?t-l . 
Equation (F.4 ) can be rewritten as follows 
( F.8) 
where 
\<.= kt. \.c 
speed "regulation" due to governor action 
� =  k '?, k.l static gain o f  speed-governing mechanism 
\44-
'CT k,t /(� 
time constant o f  speed-govern ing mechan ism. 
30 7 
The value of these constants used in this study are given on page 1 05 .  
One additional assumption will be made. The incremental change in 
steam valve position, b, XE, will be assumed to be d i rect ly propor­
tional to the fractional change in steam valve coefficient. In addi­
tion, a more generalized form c f  equation ( F. 8 ) can be written by 
adding a subscript i to each variable. The subscript i denoting the 
ith control area as �iven on page 1 02. In equat ion form, this can 
be written as 
( F . 9 )  6,Xg. 
I 
6,-0 
Thus , the static gain Kc ,;. ill nm.; be change to K'"> . .:.. In thi s  study , 
the po,;.;er  control error signal , 6 Pci ,;.; ill al,;.;ays be se t equal to the 
ACE signal. ACE or "area control error"  is defined to be 
( F . 10 )  A C E: � =  I 
�here 
t)y�\E = the t i e  line po�er flo� a po�er flo�ing into the ith 
control area from outside the ith control area ( see  
Figure 2 . 3 1 )  in  pu.MI.; uni ts  
D = constant damping coefficient ( pw.'t;; /Hz ) .  
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R and .f? i have been defined previous ly .. In this study , only one 
control area ,;.; ill be considered , that of a single 1 200 W,; e  PWR nuclear 
po,;.;er plant .. Therefore the i sub sc ripts  ,;.; il l  be dropped . In addi� 
tion ,  in order to be consistent �ith the symbol s  used previous ly in 
this thesis ,  the /j. symbol used by Elgerd ,;.;ill be  changed to � .  Thus 
the follo,;.; ing equation can be ,;.;ri tten for the fractional change in 
valve coe f f icient 
( F . 1 1 )  
� (S) : 
f;. Kz_ L , + erS - AC E £. s.) - 1 · 
Performing an inverse Laplace transform , equation ( F . 1 1 )  becomes 
( F . 1 2 )  d.+ ::: 
Let S Pc = f ACE ( t )  d t .  This  ,;.;ill  allor,.; equation ( F. 1 2 )  to be -;.rit­
t en as  t,;.;o first order linear diff erential equa t ions . 
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(F . 13) 
c)_ $ Pc: = ACE":: <g i)71 5 -+ ( D �� )  � F  <=::i +  
c.\ �o/'6-.:, S�/6-o \L1.. Ki. 
(F.1 4) :: -- �'Pc., � r=  d-t .,.,_ A- �-r R '--r CT 
From page 102,  the following equation can be written 
(F. 1 5) 
Ms -+ "D  
where 
� P3m1 = sum o f  all power signal into the ith control area 
(puMw) 
= S PM - � PTIE - ;; PD 
M = generator inertia constant (puMw-sec/Hz )  
� PM 
= mechanical shaft power produced by the generator ( puMw) 
� PD = the power demand signal for the ith control area (puMw) 
� PTIE • � F, and D have been previously defined. After per forming an 
inverse Laplace transform, equation (F.15) becomes 
(F.1 6 )  
E quat ions (F.1 3),  (F.1 4) , and (F.1 6) make up the state variable model 
for the P f  controller . The values o f  the paramete rs used in this 
study are given on page 1 0 5.  
APPENDIX G 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE 
REDUCE COXPUTER PROGRAM 
G . l INTRODUCTION 
The REDUCE computer code i3 a program which will reduce the order 
of a state variable system �odel by the pole-zero deletion method. 
The theory used to develop the pole-zero deletion method is g iven 1n 
Section 1 1 1. 4  o f  th is thesis. The time response and frequency 
response o f  both the full and reduced representation are also eval­
uated by REDUCE. The printed output from REDUCE can be used to com­
pare the accuracy of the low order representation. Add itional output 
can be used to develop plots if  de sired. 
Figure G. l is a flow chart o f  the REDUCE program. From Figure 
G. l, the input and output, as well as inte rnal characterist ics of  
REDUCE , can be determined. 
In Figure G. l ,  the abbreviations LUN stand for "log ical unit 
number. " The fortran statement WRITE (20, 1 00 )  will cause the contents 
of the format statement labeled by 1 00 to be wri tten into the LUN 20. 
The various LUN ' s use d  by REDUCE are shown 1n Figure G. l .  
The computer used to run this program for this thesis was the Dec 
System 1 0  at the University of Tennessee. For this computer sys tem , 
the following devices were used with the corresponding LUN ' s  
3 line printer 
2 0  DSKC o f  the user ' s  d isk space 
2 1  DSKC o f  the user ' s  d isk space 
2 2  DSKS of the user ' s  disk space 
23 DSKC of the user ' s  dis k  space 
In Section G. 2,  the instructions for the input data file used to 
run REDUCE is given . Then the data f ile called ' F ILE. DAT ' u s ed in 
this thesis is given 1n Figure G. 2 .  
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( ___ s_TAR�T ___ ) 
Read inp ut data from 
a file called 
' FILE . DAT 1 by LUN24 
Call EIGS to evaluate  
the po les 
Read input data from 
a file calle d  
' FILE . DAT ' b y  LL'N2 4  
Cal l  EIGS to  evaluate 
th e  zeroes 
Fi gure G . l Flow char t  o f  the REDUCE c omputer  program . 
3 1 2  
Output to 
' TIME . DAT ' 
LUN2 2 
Call GAINS to  evalua te  
the final values and 
calcul ate  the "gain" 
Call RESPON to 
calculate the 
frequency resuons e 
Call TIME to  calcula te 
the t ime r espons e 
Outpu t to 
' OMEGA . DAT '  
LUN20 
No (6\ ---r>U 
Call ELI11 to delete 
pole- zero pairs 
Call GAD:S to 
reevaluate the " gain" 
Figure G. 1 ( con tinued) 
313  
Call RESPON to calcula t 
th e frequency response I 
of  reduced mo del 
J 
Call TINE to calcula te 
the time respo ns e o f  






Figur e G . l ( continued)  
Output to 
1 0MEGA . DAT 1 
LUN20 
Output� 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































G.  2 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INPUT DATA FOR REDUCE 
Card No. 1 ( title)  




TITLE � a title of  80  alphanumeric charac ters to be used to iden­
t ify the case being run 
Card No . 2 (REDUCE control parameters )  
Column 1-5 6�10 1 1 -1 5  
Format 15 15 15 
Input N NO NPLOT 
1 6 .;.20  2 1 -30  
IS  D 10. 2 
NINT DT 
N � Numbe r  of differential equa tions . �us t be � 50 
3 1 .;.40  
D 10 . 2  � 
LCRIT 
I 
NO - Number o f  frequencies  to be used in calculating the frequency 
responses .  Mus t be � 100 
NPLOT � Number of cases to be run. ( Or the number of plots  to be 
made . )  Mus t  be -' 1 6 .  
NINT - The number o f  time intervals to be eval ,Jated in perfor.ning 
the time response . Mus t be � 1 000 .  
DT "- The value of  the individual time interval s .  �o restrictio':ls . 
DT x NINT + l = the time at the end of  observation of the 
desired time response . 
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LCR IT - The low critical value for deleting poles and zeroes. If any 
pole-zero pair is found which is less than this value, that 
pair will be deleted. 1 x 10- 10 1s a recommended value. 
Card No. 3 (state variables to be examined ) 
Column 1-8 0 
Format 161 5  
Input I STATE 
! STATE - The vector of state variables to be examined . The total 
number of state variables to be evaluated must be equal to 
N PLOT c.. 16. 
Card No. 4 (name of the state variables to be examined) 
Column 1-8 0 
Formt 16 ( 1X, A4) 
Input NA.'1E ( I) 
NAt'1E ( I) - The vector of the names of the state variables to be examined . 
Each name can be made of four alphanumeric characters.  The 
total number of names must be equal to NPLOT � 16. 
Card No. 5 (frequencies to be evaluated) 
Column 1 - 7 0  
Format 7 (Dl 0 .3 )  
Input W (  I) 
3 2 1  
W (I) - Vector of frequencies to be used in evaluating the frequency 
responses. The total number of frequency points must be 
equal to NO � 100.  Repeat this card unti l all frequency 
points have been read in (seven points per card) .  
Card No. 6 (non-zero system matrix coefficients 
Column 1 -5 6-1 0 1 1-20 21-25 2 6-30 31-40 
Format IS IS Dl0. 4 IS I S  Dl0.4 
Input 1 1  Jl D l  1 1  J 2  D 2  
1 1  - row number � 5 0  and 2 0 
Jl - co lumn number � 50 and � 0 
41-45 4 6-50  
IS I S  
I3 J3 
Dl - value of the matrix coefficient at location (11,  Jl) 
12  - row number L'. SO  and > 0 
J2 - column number 4 50  and 7 0 
D2  - value of the matrix coef ficient at location (12,  J2) 
1 3  - row numbe r < 50  and > 0 
J 3  - column number < 50  and > 0 
D 3  - value of the matrix coefficient at  l ocation ( 13, J3) 
5 1 -60 
Dl0 . 4  
D3  
3 2 2  
Repeat this card until all the non-zero matrix coefficients have bee n  
read in. �ake the value of the input parameter Il=O for the last card 
of matrix coefficients . This will stop the reading of the system 
matrix coefficients. 
Card No. 7 (non-z ero forcing vector coefficients 
Column 1 -5 6-1 5 1 6-20 21-3 0  3 1-3 5 3 6-45 
Format I S  Dl0. 3 IS Dl0. 3 I S  Dl0. 3 
Input Il  Fl 1 2  F2 1 3  F 3  
1 1  - row number < 5 0  and L 0 
46-50  
I S  
14  
F l  - value of the forcing coefficient  at row 11  
1 2  - row number < SO and � 0 
F2 - value  of th e forcing coefficient at row 1 2  
1 3  - row number ( SO  and > 0 
F3 - value of the forcing coefficien t  at row 1 3  
1 4  - row number < 5 0  and > 0 
F4 - value of th e forcing coefficient at row 14 
5 1 -6 0  
Dl0. 3 
F4 
Repeat this card unt il all the non-z ero forcing coefficien ts have been  
read in. Make the value of  the input parameter 1 1 =0 for the last card 
of the forcing coefficients. This will stop th e reading of the 
forcing coefficients. 
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Card No . 8 (REDUCE control card) 
Column 1-5 6-15 16-25 26-35 
Format IS  D l 0. 2  D 1 0 . 2  D l 0.2 
Input LAGAIN RNEST EPIL HCRIT 
LAGAIN - Non-zero value will cause the time response and frequency 
response to be repeated again  for the reduced model represen­
tation (after pole-zero pairs have been deleted) . A value 
of zero will not allow the time response and frequency 
response to be done for the reduced representation .  Must be 
either zero or non-zero integer number. 
RNEST - The estimated difference between the number of  poles and 
number of zeroes .  The number of poles by definition is equal 
to N. RNE ST is approximately equal to the number of non­
zero system matrix coefficients in the row correspondi�g to 
the state variable number being examined. Must be .C.. 50. 
EPIL - The critical value for deciding whether a pole-zero pair will 
be deleted. If a pole-zero pair has the same exponent, and 
if the absolute value of the difference of the mantissas of 
that pole-zero pair is less than EPIL, then that pole-zero 
pair will be deleted. Hust be ), 0. 
HCRIT - The high critical value for determining the zeroes of the 
desired state variable transfer function. The forcing vector 
is multiplied by HCR IT before using Cramer ' s  rule to deter-
mine the zeroes. The 1 1bad " eigenvalues are thrown away if 
they have an absolute value greater than ( HCR IT) RNEST. 
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Repeat card number 7 and 8 (NPLOT-1)  times to complete the input data 
for REDUCE. 
The data file which was used to produce Figures 3. 3, 3.4, 3. 5,  
E. 7, E. 8, and E. 9 on pages 162, 163, 164,  301 ,  and 302 respe c tively is 
given in Figure G.2 on page 315. The SURFACE 1 1 3 6  computer code was 
used to produce the 3-D plots f rom the output data files OMEGA. DAT 
and TIME. DAT. 
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